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Abstract

Software development processes incorporate a variety of different artifacts (e.g., source
code, models, and documentation). For multiple reasons the data that is contained
in these artifacts does expose some degree of redundancy. Ensuring global consistency
across artifacts during all stages in the development of software systems is required,
because inconsistent artifacts can yield to failures. Ensuring consistency can be either
achieved by reducing the amount of redundancy or by synchronizing the information that
is shared across multiple artifacts. The discipline of software engineering that addresses
these problems is called Round-Trip Engineering (RTE).

In this thesis we present a conceptual framework for the design RTE systems. This
framework delivers precise definitions for essential terms in the context of RTE and
a process that can be used to address new RTE applications. The main idea of the
framework is to partition models into parts that require synchronization—skeletons—
and parts that do not—clothings. Once such a partitioning is obtained, the relations
between the elements of the skeletons determine whether a deterministic RTE system
can be built. If not, manual decisions may be required by developers.

Based on this conceptual framework, two concrete approaches to RTE are presented.
The first one—Backpropagation-based RTE—employs change translation, traceability
and synchronization fitness functions to allow for synchronization of artifacts that are
connected by non-injective transformations. The second approach—Role-based Tool
Integration—provides means to avoid redundancy. To do so, a novel tool design method
that relies on role modeling is presented. Tool integration is then performed by the
creation of role bindings between role models.

In addition to the two concrete approaches to RTE, which form the main contributions
of the thesis, we investigate the creation of bridges between technical spaces. We consider
these bridges as an essential prerequisite for performing logical synchronization between
artifacts. Also, the feasibility of semantic web technologies is a subject of the thesis,
because the specification of synchronization rules was identified as a blocking factor
during our problem analysis.

The thesis is complemented by an evaluation of all presented RTE approaches in differ-
ent scenarios. Based on this evaluation, the strengths and weaknesses of the approaches
are identified. Also, the practical feasibility of our approaches is confirmed w.r.t. the
presented RTE applications.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Within the last decades, software has become an indispensable part of our lives. Some-
times we make use of it in a direct and visible fashion, for example, when using a
spreadsheet calculator to plan a project budget. At other times, we barely notice the
presence of software even though it might be much more crucial (e.g., while being on an
airplane). Despite its intangible nature, todays wealth of the global society heavily de-
pends on the correctness and reliability of software systems. From a current perspective,
this trend is evermore increasing. More software is deployed in an increasing number of
places, performing more and more safety-related tasks. Besides the increasing amount
of software that is used in total, the interconnection between software systems has also
grown. Often the term system of systems is used to emphasize this progression.

During all stages in the development of such software systems (i.e., specification,
design, implementation, test, deployment, and maintenance) one particular criterion of
quality is of utter importance—consistency. Various rules of thumb reflect this need for
consistency (e.g., the Don’t Repeat Yourself (DRY) principle). The reason for the strong
emphasis on consistency is that inconsistent artifacts can easily cause serious problems.
For example, consider a system where the table names used in a relational database
schema do not match the names used in queries that are sent to the database. As a
result of this inconsistency, the running system will eventually expose failures.

Having said this, it must be admitted, that actual software projects often violate the
consistency principle. Software artifacts are duplicated, source code is copied in order
to reuse it, transformations repeat information by translating it to other formats, or
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data is spread across multiple artifacts. Consequently, lots of redundancy is introduced.
Obviously keeping track of all these redundant bits of data is difficult, for a considerable
large software system even impossible to do without sophisticated machinery.

It is important to note that introducing redundancy is not necessarily caused by the
ignorance or inattention of software engineers. Often there are good reasons to do so.
For example, when the analysis of a large amount of data is not practicable because of
performance reasons, it is reasonable to reduce the data set by extracting the relevant
information only and running the analysis on the reduced (copied) subset. In other cases
tools might not be able to operate on the same data representation. Transforming data
to apply essential tools is therefore also a rational reason to replicate information.

These two important aspects of software engineering—ensuring consistency among ar-
tifacts and the inevitable introduction of redundancy—open an area of conflict. While
one struggles to achieve global consistency, practical constraints force oneself to compro-
mise, always increasing the risk of failures lurking into a redundant system description.
To reduce these risks, the redundancies that are willingly introduced while engineering
software, must be tracked and changes need to be synchronized automatically.

With the advent of new development paradigms such as Model-Driven Software De-
velopment (MDSD) [1] and Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) [2], ensuring consistency
across all software artifacts has become even more important. These new methods pro-
vide excellent conceptual means to address large-scale systems. However, before MDSD
can be applied to its full extent to solve practical problems, many open research ques-
tions need to be addressed. For example, growing systems over multiple stages starting
at high-level, abstract system descriptions is a great technique to address complexity.
But, practical implementations of the idea have been reported to be not mature enough
to keep up with this high expectations [3]. In particular the integration of different tools
and modeling techniques has been observed to be problematic [3]. Also, model trans-
formations, being at the heart of MDSD, create an enormous amount of redundancy
as artifacts are duplicated, which in turn renders MDSD processes to be complicated.
Dealing with these redundant models is a challenging, but equally important task.

A summary of MDSD-related research questions has been presented by Robert France
and Bernhard Rumpe in [4]. Managing models, which includes preserving consistency, is
one important point on this research road map. To benefit from the core ideas of MDSD
to their full extent, methods are required that provide support to handle or avoid redun-
dancy and to allow for easy integration of development tools. Besides the consistency
preservation problems that are related to MDSD, earlier work [5] has identified the need
to provide developers with sophisticated support during the resolution of inconsistencies
as a main research topic in software engineering.

Today, the term Round-Trip Engineering (RTE) is used to denote methods that keep
dependent models consistent whenever changes are applied. Without sophisticated sup-
port for RTE, modern MDSD processes will always suffer from replication and disinte-
gration, and what was meant to solve complex problems, will become a complex problem
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itself. To increase the practical feasibility of MDSD, the goal of our work is to provide
novel approaches to RTE, which ease the automatic synchronization of software artifacts
and allow to integrate different technologies to foster their individual strengths.

The research conducted in this thesis is based on the following main ideas:

• systematic partitioning and composition of software models,

• strict separation of technical and logical synchronization aspects,

• deterministic and indeterministic change propagation.

Using these ideas as the foundations for the approaches developed in this thesis, some
of the problems found in an analysis of the field of RTE are addressed. The goal of this
work is therefore to provide means to manage redundancy in MDSD processes.

1.2 Scope

The scope of this thesis is limited to the automation and simplification of dealing with
redundancies in MDSD. While the results of this work may be applicable to other ar-
tifacts that are not related to software development, the focus of this work is strongly
oriented at software development artifacts. We do also limit the applicability to artifacts
which can be represented by the use of object-oriented models (i.e., graph structures).
Although we belief that the majority of artifacts can be represented this way, establish-
ing such a representation is a prerequisite. This thesis does not target synchronization
across metalevels such as the co-evolution of metamodels and models. Also, we do not
consider distributed development environments.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are a conceptual framework to build RTE systems
and two novel, generic approaches to model synchronization that instantiate the concepts
of this framework is different ways. Based on a detailed analysis of the diverse problems
which cause redundancy in MDSD, the main issues are identified in Chap. 3. Each of
the two approaches addresses one or more of these problems. In addition, we investigate
on the use of semantic web technologies for the specification of consistency rules as the
creation of such specifications has been identified as a problem itself.

The conceptual framework is presented in Chap. 4 and delivers a set of terms and
definitions that are required to build RTE systems. The framework is based on two
main ideas. First, the strict separation of technical and logical synchronization aspects.
Second, the partitioning and composition of models. Both ideas provide the conceptual
foundation for the subsequent chapters. Also, a process for the design of RTE systems
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based on the aforementioned principles is given, together with some basic architectural
patterns that frequently reoccur.

The first approach—backpropagation-based RTE—is presented in Chap. 6 and resolves
some of the limitations that can be found when using bidirectional model transformations
for synchronization. For example, scenarios where inverse transformations cannot be
derived automatically or do not even exist, can be tackled. Also, we do explicitly support
non-injective transformations.

The second approach—role-based RTE (cf. Chap. 8)—targets the reduction of redun-
dant data by explicitly designing tools for interoperability. To do so, the data model
required by tools to operate on is cleanly separated from the physical representation of
this data. Minimal effort is required to implement the proposed tool design and future
problems caused by redundant data are completely avoided.

In Chap. 7, semantic web technologies are evaluated w.r.t. their feasibility in syn-
chronization scenarios. The aim of this work is to make use of the formal semantics
that ontologies are based on. In contrast to Chap. 6 and 8 that present generic RTE
approaches, ontology-based model synchronization is more specific and not as extensive
as our two main approaches.

In summary, the thesis provides means to tackle existing redundancy in scenarios which
were not addressable by existing approaches, or to ease the creation of RTE systems. It
also shows how the problem of synchronization can drastically be reduced by appropriate
tool modeling and design.

1.4 Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. First, required background knowledge is briefly
presented in Chap. 2. Then, an analysis about the sources of redundancy and the
problems that arise while trying to preserve consistency is conducted in Chap. 3. Based
on this analysis, the most challenging problems are identified. Bridging technical spaces,
being one of these problems, is tackled in Chap. 5—mostly by using existing approaches.
Then, the three main chapters of the thesis, which rely on the bridges that are presented
in Chap. 5 follow. These form the main contributions of this thesis.

First, in Chap. 6 synchronization based on asymmetric backpropagation is presented.
This approach explicitly deals with existing redundancy. That is, it provides means to
synchronize related software artifacts without requiring to change existing tools. There-
after, we employ the formal semantics of ontologies in Chap. 7 to synchronize redundant
data. The third approach is different as it tries to avoid redundancy instead of dealing
with it after it is created. Based on role models, different tools are bound to the same
physical representation of data (Chap. 8). All three main approaches are evaluated in
Chap. 9, a comparison with existing work is conducted in Chap. 10. The thesis is then
concluded by a summary and a collection of future work in Chap. 11.
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1.5 Terms and Definitions

Unless stated otherwise, the following informal definitions of general terms are used in
this thesis.

• An artifact is a set of data that follows a given schema. We assume that any
artifact can be represented as a model.

• A model is an artifact that conforms to a metamodel based on the metalanguage
Essential Meta Object Facility (EMOF) [6]. As such it can also be considered as
a typed, attributed graph.

• A specification is a model.

• A document is an artifact without executable semantics.

• A program is an artifact that can be executed. If there is metamodel for the
language the program is written in, the program is also a model.

• A domain is a set of related concepts.

• The term ontology refers to an Web Ontology Language (OWL) [7] ontology.

• A model transformation is the process of computing a set of output models from
a set of input models.

• A transformation specification is a specification, which can be used to control a
model transformation.

• A source model is the input for a model transformation.

• A target model is the output of a model transformation.

• A model fragment is a partial model (i.e., a subset of a model).

1.6 Typographical Conventions

Throughout this thesis the following conventions are used:

• New terms appear in italic font once they are introduced.

• Names of metaclasses and their properties are written in typewriter font. Meta-
class names start with upper-case letters, whereas properties start with a lower-case
character.

• Source code and textual models are also written in typewriter font.
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• URLs are typeset in typewriter font.

• Inline quotations use italic font.

• All other quotations appear in

separate, indented paragraphs.
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2
Background

This chapter briefly recapitulates the foundations that are required to understand the
work presented in the subsequent parts of the thesis. The first three subsections contain
relevant terms and concepts to model domain knowledge. Section 2.1 starts with an
overview of object-oriented modeling techniques. For the scope of this thesis, a particular
variation of object-oriented modeling, namely role modeling, is most important and
therefore explained separately in Sect. 2.2. An alternative approach to create and use
conceptual models are ontologies and Description Logics (DL). The foundations for both
will be presented in Sect. 2.3.

Once models have been created in one way or the other, their relations need to be
studied to understand how consistency among artifacts can be achieved. When using
models as primary artifact type in development processes, model transformations are the
natural choice to express relations between models and to derive models from each other.
However, there are various ways to transform models, both conceptually and technically.
Section 2.4 will give an overview of these.

If models expose redundancy, methods to manage duplicate data are required. We
recapitulate general goals of such model synchronization methods in Sect. 2.5. In par-
ticular, the notion of consistency across models is considered in this section. Concrete
methods for model synchronization require a thorough understanding the relations be-
tween models. For example, tracing information, which can be gathered during the
execution of a transformation can provide details about redundant parts of models.
Therefore, Sect. 2.6 gives details about different traceability approaches.
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2.1 Modeling and Metamodeling

Modeling is a term that can be found on many different occasions and which is given
various meanings depending on the context it is used in. In particular engineers use the
term frequently. Therefore, this section will start with common definitions of what a
model is, what kinds of models exist and how models can be formalized (Sect. 2.1.1).
The latter does in particular demand for descriptions of models (i.e., models of models),
which are also called metamodels and presented in Sect. 2.1.2. Then, languages that
are used to express models will be discussed in Sect. 2.1.3, before Sect. 2.1.4 sheds some
light on the storage and management of models.

2.1.1 Models

To understand the nature of modeling it is important to realize that models are intrin-
sic instruments used by humans for all kinds of cognitive processes. The psychologist
Michael S. Gazzaniga being a notable researcher in cognitive neuroscience argues that
the human mind creates a mental model of our environment, which is then used to make
decisions or render new thoughts [8]. The same view has been held by Ludwig [9] in the
context of software engineering. Software development does require substantial cogni-
tive performance and is therefore often concerned with the creation of models. However,
these models do not need to be mental only, but must be persisted during all phases of
software development to allow their mechanical processing and analysis.

The properties of such models being a natural means to describe real or imaginary
worlds have been summarized in [10]. One may shortly list them as made for a purpose,
incomplete, and selected by purpose. Similarly, Stachowiak [11] uses the three criteria
pragmatism, reduction and mapping to distinguish models from their originals. The
first two properties coincide and are also the most important ones. Every model is an
abstraction of its counterpart in the world that is subject to modeling. Consequently
only details that are relevant to a specific purpose will be included in the respective
model. All other aspects are left out. A model is therefore incomplete with respect to
the modeled subject, but should be complete with regard to its purpose.

Models can be divided into descriptive and prescriptive ones [12]. The former type is
used to capture reality, thus describing the modeled subject. The objective is to model
things the way they are. The latter type specifies the reality (i.e., subjects are constructed
from prescriptive models). Both types are used in software engineering. Descriptive
models are employed when analyzing or re-engineering software, while prescriptive ones
are used to specify software systems during forward engineering [13].

The concrete appearance of a model can be quite different. Models can be hierarchical
or have a graph structure. As for any other kind of information various ways to structure
a model do exist. However, not all possible kinds of models are equally well suited for a
particular purpose. Even more, not all types of models are as easy to be understood by
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humans as others. For example, the amount of facts a human can process simultaneously
is limited. Therefore, we tend to split information into consumable units. This leads to
hierarchical models, because they allow to decompose complicated structures.

To create models that can be processed mechanically, the way to build valid models
needs to be determined by some formalism. Usually, mathematical structures (e.g., trees
or graphs) are employed to provide such a basis for modeling. In the scope of this thesis,
we will restrict ourselves to models that are represented by typed, attributed graphs [14].
These graphs, being an essential part of object-oriented programming have gained wide
acceptance over the last decades. Thus, they are extensively used to create models of
the real or imaginary world. To be more specific, we will stick to models that conform
to the EMOF standard [6].

The EMOF specification defines composite properties (cf. [6] Sect. 12.5), which yields
a distinct spanning tree if we assume that models are connected graphs. Full connectivity
is not enforced by the EMOF standard, but can always by realized by introducing an
artificial root node for all models. This root node can connect all previously disconnected
parts of the model. In the scope of this thesis we will assume connected graphs or require
the introduction of such a root node.

2.1.2 Metamodels and Metalayers

If we consider different types of models (e.g., process models, data models or behavioral
models), the question about the formalization of a model comes to mind. Such a formal-
ization is required, because models shall be used to model software systems. To do so,
models need to be processed by machines, which requires a formal description of what a
model is. In other words: How can the structure of a model be specified?

In the previous section, we have selected EMOF as a formalism to create and describe
models. However, this restriction is far from useful when it comes to capturing the
knowledge of a specific domain. Instead of using nodes, edges and arbitrary generic
types to represent a domain, more specific models are needed. That is, when modeling
within a certain domain, additional restrictions (e.g., predefined types) are required.
Naturally, we can use models to express these restrictions—we model models.

The process of modeling models is called metamodeling. Here, a metamodel is used
to specify the structure of other models. Often this is referred to as a model conforming
to a metamodel. Essentially, the metamodel restricts the set of valid models, which
is allowed by the general formalism—in our case the set of all EMOF models. One
can also consider metamodels as constraints that models must fulfill to be well-formed.
Therefore, metamodels are means to define local consistency rules for models.

Having seen that machines require metamodels to process models one may continue
to describe one layer of models using another one, creating a stack of metalayers. In
principle this is possible, but there is good reason to limit the number of layers. To
understand why this limitation is needed, let us consider the reason for introducing
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Figure 2.1: Three simplified metalayers built using object-oriented modeling.

metamodels in the first place. Metamodels were required to have a clear specification of
the set of possible models. Having a finite representation of a possibly infinite number of
models allows machines to process models. The model specification (i.e., the metamodel)
allows to handle arbitrary models even though their concrete shape is not known yet.

When tools share the same metamodel, they are basically able to process the same
set of models.1 If one wants to handle different metamodels with a single tool, a third
metalayer is needed. This layer specifies what metamodels look like. To reduce the set of
metalayers to the minimum, the third layer must be designed such that it can be used to
specify many different kinds of metamodels. In the object-oriented modeling paradigm,
the concepts class, relation and attribute are used to build such widely applicable meta-
models. Using these concepts, metamodels for various purposes can be specified. In
Fig. 2.1, simple example models spread across three metalayers are shown.

On the top layer some concepts of object-oriented modeling (class, relation and at-
tribute) are shown. The middle layers uses these concepts to model animals and food
they eat. The lower layer uses concepts from the middle layer to model concrete animals
and particular kinds of food. Because each layer uses (i.e., instantiates) concepts from
the upper one, we say that model elements on two adjacent metalayers are connected
by an implicit instanceOf relation2. Also, on the level of entire models, this relation is
denoted as conformsTo [15]. In the example shown in Fig. 2.1, the instanceOf relation
holds between Animal and Class, Food and Class, eats and Relation, Dog and Animal.

In principle three layers are sufficient to allow processing of models by machines [16].
Two layers are not sufficient, because one cannot give a single metamodel that is usable
to describe substantially different domains. But, even though metamodels can be quite
different, a third layer is sufficient to describe all of them using the same concepts.

1This assumes that a concrete physical representation of metamodel concepts is given
2In [15], Def. 2 the instanceOf relation is denoted as function µ
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Figure 2.2: Components of modeling languages.

The Object Management Group (OMG), being a prominent advocate of modeling
languages and techniques, promoted a four layer architecture to align their metamodels.
One may wonder why some of these undoubtedly important standard modeling languages
rely on four layers instead of three. A detailed discussion of this issue is out of scope of
this thesis, but to shortly resolve this discrepancy it must be noted that the OMG uses
an explicit real world level. The layer M0 reflects objects from the real world [6]. The
OMG Meta Object Facility (MOF) [6] standard is not restricted to four layers, but can
be used with any number of layers greater than or equal to two (cf. [6] Sect. 7.2). More
thorough insights about the implications of this approach can be found in [17]. This
includes a detailed comparison of different possible metamodel hierarchies.

Another fact to be pointed out here, is the need to define meta-metamodels recursively.
When looking at the simplified object-oriented meta-metamodel shown in Fig. 2.1, one
can observe that the top layer can be modeled using its own concepts. Class, Attribute
and Relation are classes on their own, while source, target and attributes are re-
lations. The reason for using a recursive model on the meta-metalayer is basically to
avoid using another, different description mechanism. One may also consider this more
a pragmatic reason rather than a conceptual one [18]. The models on this layer must
simply describe themselves to eliminate the usage of another metalanguage.

2.1.3 Modeling Languages

A modeling language is a formal language that can be used to express abstractions of the
real or imaginary world (i.e., it allows to phrase models). It can also be used to specify
abstractions of models (i.e., models of models). Conceptually, a modeling language allows
to specify a set of valid models. The definition of a modeling language must therefore
define this set formally. To do so, a metamodel is used. In addition, modeling languages
usually do impose a specific way to express members from this set and, to be useful, they
assign meaning to models. Thus, every modeling language consists of the components
that are depicted in Fig. 2.2.

First, a metamodel defines the concepts and relations that are used by models ex-
pressed in the language. Second, a concrete syntax specification defines how the concepts
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and relations (i.e., the abstract syntax) are expressed in terms of a perceptible represen-
tation. Common examples include textual syntax, which uses characters to formulate
models, or graphical syntax, which adds geometrical shapes to symbolize model elements
and relations among them. The specification of concrete syntax can be performed in dif-
ferent ways. Grammars can be used to specify textual syntax [19]. For graphical syntax
other definition mechanisms can be used. Depending on the concrete application of a
language, one type of syntax can be more suitable than another. Generally speaking,
both have advantages and disadvantages, which can be compensated by using multiple
kinds of syntax in parallel. Also, though rather unusual in software engineering, other
types of syntax, such as haptic or audible syntax can be used to express models as well.

Third, each modeling language is accompanied by a semantics definition. This defini-
tion entails both a static and a dynamic part. Both definitions assign meaning to the
concepts defined by the metamodel. The static semantics places constraints on the set of
valid models that are not captured by the metamodel. For example, Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [20] constraints can be used to restrict this set. In contrast, the dy-
namic semantics specifies the execution of models. For the purpose of modeling software
systems, dynamic semantics is often defined by mapping concepts to concepts of another
modeling language which does have a well-established dynamic semantics. Compilers
and model transformations are well-known examples for such mappings.

When looking at existing modeling languages, different kinds of languages can be
found. Some languages are more generic than others. For example, the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) [21, 22] can be used for a variety of software engineering tasks. To
name a few, UML allows to model data structures, behavior or use cases for software
applications. The same applies to the Systems Modeling Language (SysML) [23]. Other
modeling languages are specifically bound to a certain task. An Entity Relationship
Diagram (ERD) [24] is tailored to specify relational data, but not very useful for other
tasks. The list of existing modeling languages is large and enumerating even a fraction
of them is sheer impossible. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, no extensive
classification of modeling languages is available. There are some classifications which
cover languages for specific domains [25, 26, 27], but a general one could not be found.

A special category of languages are the metamodeling languages. These languages al-
low the specification of modeling languages, being a modeling language on their own. For
example, MOF is the metamodeling language used to define UML. Other metamodeling
languages are Ecore [28], Kernel Meta Meta Model (KM3) [15] and MEMO [29].

2.1.4 Model Repositories

Model repositories are software systems that persist and manage models. This task
is similar to filing other software artifacts, but does also impose some differences [30].
The main purpose of model repositories is to provide access for tools, which operate on
serialized models. Serialization can be performed in various ways. Model repositories
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can employ relational databases to store models or use version control systems to persist
them. Object-oriented databases can also be employed in this context. Examples of
model repositories are the Modelbus project [31] and Connected Data Objects (CDO).

To access models, repositories usually provide an Application Programming Inter-
face (API) (e.g., Java Metadata Interface (JMI) [32]). Like databases, repositories can
also expose models or model elements by means of a query language. Similar to the
large number of existing modeling languages there are also many query languages to
choose from. OCL is probably the most well-known language. Epsilon Object Language
(EOL) [33] is an alternative.

When models are stored in repositories one must keep track of their relations. For
example, if one model was derived using a model transformation (cf. Sect. 2.4) this
information should be kept in the repository. To do so, megamodels were introduced [34]
and implemented in [35].

Megamodels represent the relations among models and model transformations. This
information (i.e., the megamodel) can then be used to reason about the referenced mod-
els. For example, if a model acting as the source for one or more transformations is
changed, these transformations can be triggered by the use of the megamodel. It must
be noted here, that megamodels do not necessarily need to be part of a model repository.
They can also be used in other contexts, even if models are not persisted at all. But,
the other way around, model repositories pose a great need for megamodels.

2.2 Role Modeling

Having seen how models can be built using classes, relations and attributes in the previ-
ous section, this section explains a variant of the object-oriented modeling paradigm—
role modeling. After a conceptual overview in Sect. 2.2.1, the implementation of roles
and their embedding in the previous modeling approach will be discussed in Sect. 2.2.2.

2.2.1 The Role Concept

On a conceptual level, roles can be understood as the relations in which entities can
take part [10, 36, 37]. Instead of modeling the relations between objects individually for
each class—as done in pure object-oriented modeling—roles are an explicit, first-class
concept to model relations. Therefore, roles are also denoted as role types.

The term role was originally defined in [36] as a part of a relationship that is played
by an object. Later on, Kristensen gave a similar definition in [37]:

A role of an object is a set of properties which are important for an object
to be able to behave in a certain way expected by a set of other objects.

In the following, we will differentiate between roles and role types. The latter term
refers to the definition of a relationship, while the former is a concrete instance of such
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Figure 2.3: Example role model (left) and a corresponding instance (right).

a relation. For example, a role type Employee can define a relation to a company, which
is played by multiple persons. The concrete relation that holds between one person and
a company is the denoted as the Employee role of the respective person.

Role types essentially model interactions between objects. In contrast to entities, roles
do not have an identity on their own, but are rather identified, by the entities that play
a role. Multiple objects can participate in one role and one role type can be played by
multiple objects. If an entity object plays a role, the role is considered to be attached to
this object. Over the lifetime of an entity, it can gather new roles or loose existing ones.

In a complementary fashion, the concept of an entity class (or core class) has been
defined in [38] as:

A class of a core object is a set of properties and behavior which are intrinsic
meaning that they are rarely modified for use in various application contexts,
and so basically include no properties and behavior on interactions.

A specification of role types, classes, relations and constraints between role types is
called a role model [10]. To give a simple example for a role model and to illustrate the
difference between roles, role types, objects and core classes, consider Fig. 2.3.

Here, both Person and Company are entities that have a unique identity. The role
Father and Employee do not have such an identity and must therefore be played by
entity objects. The role type Father models a relation between two persons, namely a
father and his child. The identity of a fatherhood is fully determined by the two persons
involved in this relationship. Similarly, the role type Employee connects a person and a
company as long as a person is working for a particular enterprise.

Figure 2.3 indicates that the distinction between objects having a well defined identity
and role types modeling the relations between these objects is a very natural one. Even
though relations can also be modeled using standard object-oriented modeling tech-
niques, the notion of role types as first-class concept provides a distinction that reflects
the conceptual difference between objects bearing identity and those which do not. This
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Figure 2.4: Metamodel for role types.

distinction can also be found in [39], where it is denoted as rigid and non-rigid types. In
the remainder of this thesis the rigid types will be called core classes.

If expressed in terms of a metamodel, role types form a new class, which is related
to classes having an identity (i.e., core classes). This relation is bidirectional. Roles are
played by objects, whereas objects play roles. This relation is depicted in Fig. 2.4.

At a closer look, role types share many commonalities with core classes. Obviously,
they can carry data (i.e., have attributes) and define operations. Clients that want to
access a role do use exactly the operations specified in the respective role type. Con-
ceptually, role types are special classes which can only be distinguished based on their
semantics. Whether a class does have an identity or not is determined by the actual
objects—either real or imaginary—it reflects. As a consequence, the metamodel shown
in Fig. 2.4 contains a generalization relation between role types and core classes.

This generalization relation does also allow roles to be played by other roles. This
way, a stack of roles is introduced. For example, the roles of type Employee (cf. Fig. 2.3)
can play a new role Taxpayer, which relates employees to their annual tax declaration.
This new role cannot be played by persons, since the calculation of taxes depends on the
income, which is a property of the Employee role.

When using roles to model a domain, restrictions—role constraints—can apply. Role
types can exclude each other, forcing objects to play either a role of one type or the other,
but not both at the same time. For example, a person cannot play the roles Father and
Mother simultaneously. This kind of constraint is called role-prohibited [40]. Besides
this prohibition of playing two roles at the same time, Riehle mentions the following
other constraint types role-dontcare, role-implied, role-equivalent.

The first one (role-dontcare) states that two role types are independent from each
other. The second (role-implied) can be used to express that playing a role of the first
type implies the need for playing another role of the second type, too. The last constraint
type (role-equivalent) equalizes two role types—playing a role of one type is equivalent
to playing a role of another type. In addition to these four basic constraint types, more
complex constraints can apply to relations between objects (i.e., to roles). One can find
various kinds of invariants specified over object relations in [41].

Once a role model has been filled with a set of role types and core classes, role bindings
are required to specify how a particular role is played by objects of a core class. For
example, if the role type Father provides an operation care(), a specification is needed
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to determine how a Person implements this operation. Therefore, different role players
can behave differently even though they might play the same role. The role binding
defines the behavior of objects of a given class within a certain context (i.e., the context
of playing a particular role). This process is also called role composition, because the
properties and the behavior of role types and core classes are composed. We will shortly
see more details about this in Sect. 2.2.2.

To summarize, role types and role models are an extension to object-oriented modeling
(cf. [42] for an extension of UML). The particular strength of role modeling is having a
first-class distinction between parts (i.e., properties and behavior) of an object that are
inherently bound its identity and parts that are relevant in certain contexts (i.e., while
interacting with other objects) only. Role modeling allows to separate these two kinds
of properties. It does also include the ability to dynamically compose and decompose
object structures by attaching and detaching roles to (or respectively from) objects.

2.2.2 Mapping Roles to Object-oriented Models

To put role modeling into practice, there is basically two options. First, one can translate
role models to a General Purpose Language (GPL) that supports roles as a first-class
concept. Examples for such languages are Self [43], ObjectTeams [44], LasagneJ [45],
PowerJava [46], EpsilonJ [47] and the Java Role Package [48]. Despite the maturity
of some of these languages, object-oriented technology (e.g., languages and tools) still
dominates software development in our days. Thus, a second option is to map role models
to pure object-oriented models. This option is interesting both from a practical point of
view—to use role modeling in existing development processes—and from a conceptual
perspective—to understand the implications of role modeling more closely.

The first pattern to implement role types with classic object-oriented technology is
the role object pattern [49]. This pattern decorates core classes with role types to bind
role players to the roles they play. A simplified class diagram of this pattern is shown in
Fig. 2.5. The interface for the core class (ComponentCore) is captured by an abstract class
Component. Both the core class (ComponentCore) and the role type (ComponentRole)
extend this interface. This allows clients to access core objects that are decorated with
role objects equivalent to objects which are not decorated. The role type provides the
same interface as the core class and delegates methods calls to its core object. Thus,
the behavior of the core class is preserved even in the presence of attached role objects.
Moreover, role types can expose additional behavior or state.

The essence of the role object pattern are the two relations roles and core which
connect the role and the core type. Without the former reference, the pattern is equiva-
lent to the decorator pattern [50]. However, the roles reference allows to navigate from
core objects to their roles, which is essential to obtain objects in one context and use
them in another. In addition to the very basic form of the role object pattern shown in
Fig. 2.5, there are plenty of other variants which can be found in the literature [51, 52].
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Figure 2.5: Simplified class diagram for the role object pattern (from [49]).

The major drawback of using a mapping to object-oriented technology instead of using
a dedicated GPL with support for roles, is the object schizophrenia problem [53]. This
problem is caused by the fact that each object carries its own identity. If roles are
represented by separate objects, as it is the case when using the role object pattern,
each role has an individual identity. These identities are different from the identity of
the respective core object. Clients relying on the identity of objects can therefore observe
different identities for the same core object depending on the context it is used in.

2.3 Ontologies

Ontologies are rooted in the field of knowledge representation. More precisely, the main
goal of ontologies is to capture knowledge about a specific domain in a formal and
precise way. An ontology represents knowledge about the concepts that can be found
in a domain. Relations between concepts can be declared, such as two concepts being
equal to each other or one concept being a generalization of a second one. Furthermore,
instances of concepts can be given (i.e., concrete objects that embody the concept).

Besides the formalization of explicit knowledge about a domain, ontologies allow to
derive implicit knowledge from explicit facts. This process is called reasoning and can
make use both of the defined facts and the rules that are defined for a particular domain.
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The ontologies presented in this thesis are based on a particular kind of logic that is
presented subsequently in Sect. 2.3.1. The concrete language used to represent ontologies
is OWL, which is explained in Sect. 2.3.2. As we will also use Semantic Web Rule
Language (SWRL) [54], a brief introduction to this language can be found in Sect. 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Description Logics

Description Logics (DL) are a set of related formal languages that can be used to rep-
resent knowledge [55]. Depending on the set of operators that are allowed to express
knowledge, different languages can be obtained. And, according to the complexity of
these operators, each language can expose different behavior w.r.t. the efficiency of as-
sociated decision procedures.

DL have a formal syntax and semantics and therefore provide a valid mathematical
grounding for ontologies. Central terms in DL are concepts, roles, individuals and rela-
tions. Similar to the distinction between models and metamodels presented in Sect. 2.1.2,
DL distinguish between the TBox—the terminological box—and the ABox—the asser-
tion box. Statements about relations between concepts belong to the TBox, whereas
sentences that involve relations involving individuals account for the ABox.

In contrast to object-oriented modeling, DL do not rely on the Unique Name As-
sumption (UNA). That is, if two concepts carry different names, they can still represent
the same thing. For example, two concepts Node and Element can denote exactly the
same set of individuals. In contrast, two classes in object-oriented modeling that carry
different names, model two distinct sets of objects.

Also, DL are based on the Open World Assumption (OWA), which states that knowl-
edge which is missing, does not imply that the negation of the missing fact is true. For
example, if no information is available about the fact whether two nodes are connected
or not, one cannot imply that there is no connection between the two. Again, this is
substantially different from object-oriented modeling, where the absence of facts implies
that the fact is false. For example, the missing connection between nodes does inevitably
represent the fact that there is no connection in object-oriented modeling.

As DL are based on logics, one cannot only represent knowledge using concepts, indi-
viduals, roles and relations, but derive implicit facts by drawing logical conclusions. For
example, if an individual x is an instance of a particular concept A and a second concept
B is declared to be equivalent to A, reasoners for DL are able to derive that x is also an
instance of B, even though this information was not given explicitly.

When performing such reasoning, the computational properties of the different mem-
bers of the DL family are of utter importance. Depending on the concrete DL language
that is employed, the knowledge base and the requested deduction, deriving such implicit
knowledge can expose different complexity. For many variants of DL, decision procedures
and respective algorithmic complexities are known, which allows to make assumptions
about the time and memory required to reason about certain kinds of knowledge.
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2.3.2 Web Ontology Language (OWL)

Web Ontology Language (OWL) [7] is the most prominent ambassador of ontologies and
became quite popular with the advent of the semantic web [56]. It can therefore also be
used in conjunction with the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [57]. Historically,
OWL 1 came in three variants—OWL-Lite, which had the least expressiveness, OWL-
DL, which was directly based on DL and OWL-Full, which made no restrictions on
expressiveness (i.e., equivalent to RDF). Consequently, OWL-Full can pose problems
with w.r.t. the computational complexity of decision procedures.

In OWL 2—the current version of OWL—there are also three language fragments,
which are now called OWL profiles. The profiles are named OWL 2 EL, OWL 2 QL,
and OWL 2 RL. Detailed information about the restrictions of each profile and the
resulting computational complexity can be found in [58].

To create OWL ontologies, different concrete syntax can be used. The OWL stan-
dard [7] mentions five options. The RDF/XML syntax is required by tools to adhere to
the standard. Optional syntax variants are OWL/XML, Functional Syntax, Manchester
Syntax [59] and Turtle. Since, the RDF/XML syntax is rather difficult to read, more
human-friendly syntax like the OWL Manchester Syntax are quite popular. An except
from an OWL ontology written in Manchester Syntax can be found in Listing 2.1.

1 Class: VegetarianPizza
2 EquivalentTo: Pizza and not (hasTopping some FishTopping) and not (hasTopping some MeatTopping)
3 DisjointWith: NonVegetarianPizza

Listing 2.1: Excerpt of an OWL ontology in Manchester Syntax (from [59]).

The semantics of OWL 2 is specified in [60] and based on the SHROIQ [61] variant
of DL. In comparison, the semantics of OWL-DL was based on SHOIN , which is a
subset of SHROIQ.

2.3.3 Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)

SWRL is an extension of OWL that enables the use of Horn-like rules in combination
with the OWL knowledge base. Within this thesis, we will restrict ourselves to the
DL-safe subset of SWRL. SWRL rules consist of two parts—the antecedent and the
consequent—and can be read as follows. If all atoms in the antecedent are true, then
the consequent must also be true. The antecedent and the consequent consist of a set of
atoms, which can be used to check whether a variable or a concept: a) adheres to some
description, b) is within a data range, c) fulfills a property, d) is the same as or different
from another variable or concept, or e) fulfills some built-in predicate.

A simplified metamodel of SWRL can be found in Fig. 2.6. One can spot the different
kinds of atoms, as well as the metaclass Rule with its two parts—Antecedent and
Consequent. The part of the metamodel that is used to define variables or to refer to
existing OWL metaclasses is not shown here.
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Figure 2.6: Simplified metamodel of SWRL.

The SWRL standard defines two concrete syntaxes for rules. One is based on the Ex-
tensible Markup Language (XML) [62] representation of OWL. The other one is human
readable. Listing 2.2 shows two variants of the same rule using the two types of concrete
syntax. The example is taken from [54].

1 // human readable
2 hasParent(?x1,?x2) /\ hasBrother(?x2,?x3) => hasUncle(?x1,?x3)
3

4 // same rule in XML syntax
5 <ruleml:imp>
6 <ruleml:_rlab ruleml:href="#example1"/>
7 <ruleml:_body>
8 <swrlx:individualPropertyAtom swrlx:property="hasParent">
9 <ruleml:var>x1</ruleml:var>

10 <ruleml:var>x2</ruleml:var>
11 </swrlx:individualPropertyAtom>
12 <swrlx:individualPropertyAtom swrlx:property="hasBrother">
13 <ruleml:var>x2</ruleml:var>
14 <ruleml:var>x3</ruleml:var>
15 </swrlx:individualPropertyAtom>
16 </ruleml:_body>
17 <ruleml:_head>
18 <swrlx:individualPropertyAtom swrlx:property="hasUncle">
19 <ruleml:var>x1</ruleml:var>
20 <ruleml:var>x3</ruleml:var>
21 </swrlx:individualPropertyAtom>
22 </ruleml:_head>
23 </ruleml:imp>

Listing 2.2: Example SWRL rule in human readable and in XML syntax.

Modern reasoners (e.g., Pellet [63]) allow to augment OWL ontologies with SWRL
rules to express conditions and relations that must hold between concepts of an ontology.
We will employ SWRL rules in Sect. 7.4.1 to specify synchronization rules between
domain models.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a model transformation specification.

2.4 Model Transformations

A model transformation is the process of transforming one or more input models into
a set of output models. Such a process entails a transformation specification, which
defines how models are transformed and a transformation engine, which executes a given
specification. The transformation engine takes a set of input models conforming to a
set of input metamodels and creates a set of output models. The latter must in turn
conform to a set of output metamodels. This relationship is depicted in Fig. 2.7 for
the simple case where exactly one input and one output model exist. Transformation
specifications consist of transformation rules.

From Fig. 2.7, one can also see that the transformation specification refers to the
metamodels instead of concrete models. This definition on the metalevel allows to handle
arbitrary input models as long as they conform to the same metamodel. In the course
of this section one will also recognize that there are special transformations—so called
in place transformations—where the input model is the output model.

Before looking at concrete transformation approaches (Sect. 2.4.2), as well as languages
and systems (Sect. 2.4.3), a classification of existing model transformations will be con-
ducted in Sect. 2.4.1. This way a structured picture of the various existing approaches
can be obtained. For a general introduction to model transformations consider [64].

2.4.1 Classification

To classify model transformation approaches, Czarnecki and Helsen collected a set of
criteria [65, 66] and formalized the relations between these criteria as feature trees. Ac-
cording to this classification, model transformation approaches differ in the employed
transformation rules, the rule application (scoping, scheduling, directionality and strat-
egy), their relationship between source and target models, as well as the extent to which
they support traceability.

Czarnecki and Helsen do further divide these features. For example, transformation
rules can be parameterized and use different kinds of patterns and pattern representa-
tions. Also, different kinds of typing can apply to rules. Model transformations can
either create new target models or update existing ones. The latter can be performed by
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horizontal vertical

endogenous Refactoring Formal refinement

exogenous Language migration Code generation

Table 2.1: Orthogonal dimensions of model transformations (from [67]).

extending the existing target model or also allow destructive changes. Transformation
rules can be applied deterministically, non-deterministically or interactively.

For the scope of this thesis an important property of model transformations is di-
rectionality. According to Czarnecki and Helsen, rules can be either unidirectional or
bidirectional. Unidirectional rules allow to transform models from a source domain to
models of a target domain, but not the other way around. Bidirectional rules allow
to transform in both directions. The latter can be further divided into bidirectional
rules and rules consisting of complementary pairs. According this and the features listed
above, numerous existing transformation approaches and tools were classified in [65].

The work on classifications for model transformations was continued by Mens and
van Gorp in [67]. Here, the distinction between horizontal and vertical transformations
was introduced. A horizontal transformation operates on the same level of abstraction,
while a vertical one transforms models across abstraction levels. Language migration
(e.g., translating from one programming language to another) is an example for the first
category. Code generation is a representative of the latter.

Second, another orthogonal dimension was introduced—endogenous and exogenous
transformations. For endogenous transformations, the input language is equal to the
output language (i.e., both conform to the same metamodel). In contrast, exogenous
transformations translate from one language to another, their input and output meta-
models are different. To illustrate the orthogonality of the two dimensions, Table 2.1
lists examples for all four categories spanned by the two types per dimension. This
categorization of model transformations into four distinct types is important, since the
synchronization of models heavily depends on the kind of transformation that was used.
Different transformations imply different treatment during synchronization.

Mens and van Gorp also proposed more classification criteria [67]. To name a few,
they considered the level of automation, the complexity, the degree of preservation, cor-
rectness guarantees, composition and generality, bidirectionality, traceability and change
propagation, usability, conciseness, performance, scalability, extensibility, interoperabil-
ity and standardization of transformations. Again, traceability, bidirectionality and
change propagation are the most interesting properties w.r.t. our work.

In summary, one can say that there are many criteria according to which model trans-
formations can be characterized. However, not all of these properties are important
in all contexts. Still, the classification criteria substantially help to set limits for the
applicability of synchronization approaches to specific types of transformations.
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2.4.2 Transformation Approaches

This section gives an overview of existing transformation approaches. These are not
limited to model transformations in the literal sense, because transformations were used
long before MDSD became prominent. Consequently, some transformation approaches
are applied to models even though they were not originally designed to. To distinguish
approaches, their underlying formal foundation must be investigated. For concrete trans-
formations, this formal grounding is reflected by the rule specification mechanism and the
associated semantics. As one will see shortly, there are also transformation approaches
that have very little formal grounding and use informal semantics only. Nonetheless,
they are listed here, because of their practical wide-spread usage.

An initial overview of model transformation approaches was presented in [68], but the
list of covered approaches has not been exhaustive. The transformations according to
the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) [69] and Extensible Stylesheet Language
Transformation (XSLT) [70] standards are rather languages than approaches. Thus, we
will discuss them in Sect. 2.4.3. In addition to graph transformations and text-based
transformations—being mentioned in [68]—we also consider ad-hoc transformations and
term rewrite systems. The former are important, because they are often used in prac-
tice. A discussion of the latter is needed to understand the relation between operating
on trees and graphs, which is the case for graph rewrite systems. Also, the problem
of synchronizing artifacts when representing them as trees has been addressed in the
literature and these approaches may help to develop solutions for graph-based artifacts.

Ad-hoc transformations

The most simple way to transform models, is to use an ad-hoc transformation. For
example, one can employ a program written in a GPL to transform models. Such
transformations are often imperative and not based on explicit transformation patterns.
The expressiveness of a GPL does also imply that few assumptions can be made about
the outcome of a transformation or its termination. Analyzing a transformation written
in a GPL is hardly possible, which renders this approach the most inapplicable one if
one cares about guarantees on the outcome of transformations.

Besides the expressiveness that limits the analysis, ad-hoc transformations are often
performed on the level of concrete syntax. Instead of modifying logical elements of
models their concrete syntactic representation is transformed. This is in contrast to the
subsequent approaches which operate on well-defined structures (e.g., trees or graphs).
Transforming on the level of concrete syntax is problematic for various reasons.

First, transformations can produce syntactically incorrect target models, because the
transformation is not aware of the target metamodel. Second, transformations need to
parse the concrete syntax to locate interesting elements of a model, which is error prone
and should therefore not be part of the transformation process. Third, programs that
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transform models, contain pieces of concrete model syntax, which makes them not only
verbose and difficult to read, but also ties transformations to the concrete syntax. As
these two concerns (i.e., representing a model with symbols and transforming a model)
are independent of each other, they should not be mixed up.

A slightly more advanced way to transform models is to use programs that modify
or translate models on the level of abstract syntax. Such programs are aware of the in-
volved metamodels and do perform changes using provided model operations. Opposed
to working on concrete syntax, such transformations are independent of concrete model
representations and ensure the syntactic correctness of the transformation output. How-
ever, the fundamental problem of the limited analysis (i.e., no guarantees can be given
about termination and correctness) is still present.

Having listed all these deficiencies exposed by ad-hoc transformations one must admit
that many practitioners enjoy to use them. Speculation can be made about the reasons
for this behavior. The effort needed to learn dedicated transformation languages or
to familiarize with the formal foundation of a new transformation approach may be one
reason here. The strong belief that one can solve any problem easily using a GPL may be
another. Also, sophisticated tool machinery to transform models has not been available
in the early days of MDSD. Thus, practitioners were forced to use alternative methods
to transform models. In any case, ad-hoc transformation are used and approaches to
model synchronization must take this into account.

Logic-based Transformation

Similar to using an imperative GPL one can also employ programming languages that
are based on logic to implement transformations [68]. Examples include Prolog [71],
Mercury [72] or F-Logic [73]. In contrast to object-oriented or procedural languages,
logic-based languages are often declarative and provide means to specify patterns. Uni-
fication can then be used to match patterns in source models. Assuming one uses only a
certain subset of the capabilities provided by logic languages, logic-based transformations
can be analyzed to higher degree compared to transformations written in object-oriented
or procedural languages.

Term Rewriting

Term rewriting is a formal computation model, which is based on the replacement of
subterms according to a set of rewriting rules. A term representing the input data is
reduced by applying rules that match subterms. The result of the computation is the
term that is obtained if no rewrite rules are applicable anymore.

From a formal point of view, terms are trees and can therefore be used to represent
tree-structured models. However, in this thesis, models are considered to be attributed,
typed graphs conforming to the EMOF standard. Such graphs form a superset of all
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tree-structured models. For some applications, this restriction may be acceptable, for
others, term rewriting is not sufficient. Nonetheless, Term Rewrite Systems (TRS) can
be analyzed w.r.t. important properties such as termination and confluence.

Term rewriting is used in program transformation, where it is called tree rewriting
and has been implemented in various tools (e.g., TXL [74] or Stratego/XT [75]). It has
also been shown that term rewrite rules can use the concrete syntax of the language that
is transformed [76], which renders such transformation systems very useful in practice.

Graph Rewriting

Graphs provide a natural formalism to represent object-oriented models. Using nodes
and edges, both model elements and their relations can be easily expressed. In addition,
type graphs can be considered the correspondent to metamodels. They define different
types of nodes and edges, which restrict the set of valid graphs that conform to a type
graph. Another extension to graphs—attributes—are similar to properties of metaclasses
and can therefore be used as their natural representation.

To transform graphs, Graph Rewriting Systems (GRS) [14] were developed as an ex-
tension of TRS. They have been successfully used in different application areas. General
applications of GRS can be found in [77]. More specific applications to software engi-
neering have also been studied [78]. This includes the specification of object behavior,
the evolution of software architectures and the formal declaration of static and dynamic
semantics. The diversity of applications shows how versatile and powerful GRS are.

GRS are also referred to as Graph Grammar (GG) and graph transformation. Rewrit-
ing graphs (as implied by the term GRS) and constructing them from an initial graph
(as superimposed by the term GG), is sometimes considered to be different. But, one
can also consider construction as a corner case where the initial host graph is an axiom.

According to [14], different classes of GRS can be distinguished using three criteria:
a) the used notion of a graph, b) the condition under which a production may be ap-
plied, and c) the way the result of such an application is constructed. Examples for
classes of GRS include Node Replacement GRS, (Hyper-)Edge Replacement GRS, Dou-
ble Push-Out (DPO) systems, Single Push-Out (SPO) systems, attributed GRS, Triple
Graph Grammar (TGG) [79] systems and High-Level Replacement Systems (HLRS). A
particularly important class of GRS in the context of RTE are TGG systems as they
support sophisticated bidirectional transformations.

Triple Graph Grammars Andy Schürr introduced the notion of TGG rules in [79].
These build a superset of pair grammars and allow the generation of different rewrite
rules. For example, left-to-right transformations, right-to-left transformations or con-
sistency analysis are supported. A TGG rule consists of three graphs (a left-hand,
a right-hand and a correspondence graph). The latter collects information about the
transformation history. Figure 2.8 shows the general schema for TGG rules.
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Figure 2.8: Schema of a TGG rule.
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Figure 2.9: Embedding of a TGG rule.

For each of the three graphs a new version is given, which includes the changes implied
by the application of the rule. Often these before and after views are merged into one
graph where new or deleted parts of the graph are tagged. To apply a TGG rule to a
concrete graph triple, a match for each of the graph patterns is searched. This match
embeds the rule in the concrete graph and is then replaced by its corresponding after
pattern. This is shown in Fig. 2.9.

Here, three concrete graphs are matched against the TGG rule shown in Fig. 2.8. To
apply a TGG rule, the patterns specified by the left-hand side of a TGG rule must be
matched (i.e., found) in the graph that is subject to transformation. Nodes that are not
part of the match are depicted in gray shade. When the TGG rule is applied, the left-
hand sides (shown in the upper half of Fig. 2.8 and 2.9) are replaced by the right-hand
sides of the TGG rule. The new nodes and links are filled with gray color.

One can see that the general idea of TGG rules is similar to basic GRS. But, the graph
that represents the left-hand and right-hand sides of TGG rules is separated into three
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distinct parts as opposed to just one for basic GRS. This distinction allows to describe
a synchronous evolution of three related graphs. As a consequence, TGG rules can be
used to synchronize models, which is why they are important in the context of RTE.

Grunske et al. [80] proposed to use graphical TGG rules for the specification of model
transformations. In contrast to textual specifications, the graphical representations are
closer to the subjects of the transformations, if graphical models are transformed. How-
ever, it must be noted, that the graphical representation of TGG rules is only closer in
terms of the used type of concrete syntax. Since TGG rules are specified at the level of
abstract syntax, while models use concrete syntax, TGG rules do not reflect the natural
appearance of the involved models. Furthermore, Grunske et al. showed how to translate
graphical TGG rules to textual Tefkat specifications.

TGG rules were also utilized to transform between UML class diagrams and relational
database schema models [81]. Using the TGG approach, a bidirectional transformation
is established that can handle inheritance, non-persistent classes, as well as simple and
complex attribute types. However, the presented TGG rules cannot handle the propa-
gation of attributes to subclasses, because no notion of recursion is available.

Königs and Schürr extended the usage of TGG rules in [82] to a typical tool chain and
showed how to integrate MOF-based metamodels. As in [81], TGG rules are determined
to formalize the relations between different metamodel elements. These rules are then
transformed to operational graph rewriting rules which can be used for synchronization
or consistency checking. It is interesting to note, that the used TGG rules are monotonic,
which means deletion of nodes or edges is not allowed. The reason for this is the arising
graph parsing problem. Whether the absence of a deletion mechanism is a problem in
real world scenarios is still an open question.

One major advantage of TGG rules, is the specification of rules that can be used for
different purposes [82]. Other approaches specify distinct rules for consistency checking,
forward and backward propagation of changes. When using TGG rules, only a single
set of rules serves all objectives at one time. This allows for easier transformation
specification and ensures that all (derived) rule sets implement the same semantics.

2.4.3 Transformation Languages and Systems

Based on the different transformation approaches outlined in Sect. 2.4.2, various trans-
formation languages have been proposed. This section starts off with a classification of
the most important ones. As enumerating all existing languages is out of the scope of
this thesis, a selection is made. This selection is based on the relevance of the languages
from a practical point of view and w.r.t. this thesis.

To give an overview of the transformation languages that are covered by this section,
Table 2.2 summarizes some important language properties. It gives information about
the type of the language (declarative or imperative), the kind of syntax used (textual or
graphical) and the semantic foundation.
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Transformation Language Type Syntax Semantics

QVT Hybrid Hybrid Informal

ATL Hybrid Textual Informal

MISTRAL Declarative Textual Informal

MOLA Procedural Graphical Informal

GReAT Declarative Graphical Graph Rewriting

Story Diagrams Hybrid Graphical Graph Rewriting

GTXL n/a Textual n/a

AGG Declarative Graphical Graph Rewriting

PMT Procedural Textual Informal

MoTMoT Hybrid Graphical Graph Rewriting

Atom3 Declarative Graphical Graph Rewriting

VIATRA Declarative Graphical Graph Rewriting

Tefkat Declarative Textual Logic-based

Table 2.2: Classification of transformation languages.

QVT

Query View Transformation (QVT) [83] is a set of related transformation languages
that was standardized by the OMG. It consists of a two level architecture. On the
lower level, QVT Core can be used to perform pattern matching and to check conditions
over variables (i.e., elements and attributes of models involved in the transformation).
These basic operations can already be employed to transform models, but yield very
verbose transformation specifications because of the simplicity of the operators. Based
on this, QVT Relations can be used to specify relations between models declaratively.
More complex patterns are supported on this higher level and trace information can
automatically be gathered when executing transformations.

Transformations written in QVT Relations are translated QVT Core specifications.
This is similar to the translation of high level programs to instructions of a virtual
machine and also pictured as such in the QVT standard [83].

QVT is not formally based on the TGG formalism, but the relational part of QVT
exposes many similarities. A comprehensive comparison between QVT and the TGG
approach can be found in [84]. In the QVT standard itself, the semantics of the QVT
languages is only specified informally. To obtain a more formal representation of the
semantics of QVT, different approaches have been published [85, 86]. Unfortunately the
QVT committee did not include these suggestions in new versions of the standard3.

As the name QVT Relations indicates, the aim of this language is to allow for bidirec-
tional transformations. However, the QVT specification contains some inconsistencies

3as of October 2010
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which can cause problems in this regard [87]. Nonetheless many industrial transforma-
tion engines adopt the QVT standard.

ATL

Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [88] is a model transformation language and
tool developed as part of the ATLAS Model Management Architecture (AMMA) [89]
platform. ATL uses textual syntax to define transformation rules. It adopts parts
of the QVT specification, but does not strictly implement the standard (cf. [90] for a
comparison of ATL and QVT). ATL does also rely on OCL to express conditions and
constraints. Thus, ATL is a hybrid language that provides both imperative, as well as
declarative concepts. ATL transformation rules are unidirectional. Thus, ATL cannot
be readily employed in RTE.

However, ATL is very popular among practitioners, which can probably be explained
by the fact that ATL was one of the first stable and mature transformation tools in the
Eclipse ecosystem. Also, ATL is built on top of Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [28],
which is heavily used in the industry. The relevance that ATL has gained in the modeling
community does amplify the need for RTE systems that can deal with unidirectional
transformations. Rewriting all existing transformations using a bidirectional language is
most probably not an option for practitioners.

Technically, ATL comes with a compiler that translates transformation specifications
to a lower level representation, which can be executed by the ATL virtual machine. Also,
quite recently attempts have been made to specify the semantics of ATL formally [91].
ATL does not provide built-in support for traceability, but transformations can be ex-
tended to emulate such functionality [92].

MISTRAL

Another language that can be used to transform models is Multiple IntenSion TRAns-
formation Language (MISTRAL) [93]. MISTRAL is based on the observation that de-
pending on the metalevel(s) a transformation is defined and execute on, different model
transformation scenarios emerge. The authors explore reasons why there is no uniform
language to handle all these scenarios. They point out the different meanings of gener-
alization and instantiation on the various metalevels as a root cause. As a consequence,
they propose a framework where the transformation language is separated from these two
concepts. This framework is called MISTRAL and relies on mappings from models on
all levels (M3-M0) to a generic model, which models the instanceOf relation explicitly.

MOLA

MOdel transformation LAnguage (MOLA) [94] is a procedural, graphical model trans-
formation language. Using graphical syntax loops, patterns and statements can be ex-
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pressed. The original paper on MOLA [94] showed two example transformations—a
translation of class diagrams to relational models and the flattening of state charts.

The authors of MOLA, state that it was designed to be an easily readable transfor-
mation language by combining traditional structured programming [...] with rules based
on simple patterns [94]. While readability is difficult to measure, a clear disadvantage
of the approach is the complexity of the languages operators. Using constructs from
programming languages (e.g., while loops), renders the analysis of transformation pro-
grams difficult. Using MOLA programs for bidirectional transformations does not seem
feasible or is at least not considered in [94].

GReAT

Graph Rewriting and Transformation (GReAT) [95] is a transformation language that is
based on graph rewriting. To specify source and target models, UML class diagrams are
utilized. Elements of an additional (third) domain model define crosslinks between the
source and the target. The underlying graphs are typed and attributed multi-graphs.
Rules in GReAT can contain elements that are explicitly tagged with new (or delete)
to indicate that they have to be created (or deleted) while executing the transformation.
The authors of GReAT examine their approach using three scenarios: 1) a transformation
of hierarchical concurrent state machines to finite state machines, 2) a Matlab Simulink
Stateflow to Hybrid Automata conversion, and 3) a preprocessor for Java to add aspect
code. The approach does not take bidirectional transformations into consideration.

Story Diagrams

Story Diagrams [96] are the transformation language that is used in the Fujaba [97]
tool suite. Based on graph rewriting, graphical rules—so called patterns—can be spec-
ified. These patterns describe the transformation of object graphs. Elements in Story
Diagrams can be tagged as new or required, which indicates whether elements must
be present to apply a certain pattern or whether they must be created once a pattern
matches. Story Diagrams do also allow for control structures (e.g., conditions and loops).

To execute a Story Diagram on a concrete object graph (or model), Fujaba translates
the diagrams to executable Java code, which in turn modifies the input according to
the diagrams contents. Recently, interpreters for Story Diagrams have also become
available [98]. Story Diagrams have been successfully applied in various application
areas, for example for Round-Trip Engineering [99], tool integration [97] and real-time
system development [100].

The formal semantics of Story Diagrams was originally defined by a translation to
Progres [101] productions [96]. But, the translation of sorted, ordered and qualified
associations to Progres was still missing. Consequently a number of semantic issues
were detected and outlined in [102].
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GTXL

Graph Transformation Exchange Language (GTXL) [103, 104] is an exchange format
for graph transformation rules based on XML. GTXL documents contain sets of rules
together with positive and negative application conditions. GTXL can be used to ex-
change rules for different kinds of transformation techniques. Different techniques are
tagged by their particular name. Thus, the semantics of the rules stored in a GTXL
document is determined by the tools that process the rules. The GTXL format itself
does not establish any restrictions in this regard. Thus, GTXL is purely considered
with the specification of an abstract and concrete syntax for graph transformation rules.
Semantics is not covered.

AGG

The Attributed Graph Grammar System (AGG) [105] is a tool developed at the TU
Berlin. It is based on algebraic graph transformation [106]. Thus, AGG relies on a solid
formal foundation. AGG supports various types of analysis that can be performed on
transformation rules and input graphs. For example, it can parse graphs, check them
for consistency and detect conflicts using critical pair analysis.

AGG uses an interpreter to execute transformation rules and can be flexibly used for
different applications, because it supports to add attributes to graphs. Thus, arbitrary
data can be represented by and transformed based on the graph formalism. AGG uses
type graphs to model the set of graphs that can be transformed. Also, AGG supports
negative application conditions to control the execution of rules on a fine-grained basis.

PMT

PMT [107] is a transformation language developed by Laurence Tratt, which is defined
as a DSL in the Converge language [108]. PMT is a change-propagating transformation
language. That is, instead of creating a new target model upon each execution of a
transformation, the source and the target models are updated only. Changes made to
one of the models are propagated to the opposite model. This implies an initialization
phase, if the target model does not exist yet. In this case, PMT works like a unidirectional
language. The target model is created by executing all changes required to build the
source model from the scratch (i.e., assuming an empty source model first).

To specify how changes are propagated, PMT uses rules that consist of patterns, con-
ditions and actions. When requested by the user, PMT propagates collected changes
according to the specified rules. As PMT rules are Converge functions, the transforma-
tion is implemented by the execution of these functions. Since Converge is a full-fledged
object-oriented programming language, the analysis of PMT rules is restricted.
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MoTMoT

MoTMoT [109] is a model transformation tool that is based on Story Diagrams [96]. The
original implementation of Story Diagrams in the Fujaba tool suite [97] was not based on
common standards (e.g., it used a proprietary metamodeling language and serialization
format). In contrast, MoTMoT employs UML and a specific profile for Story Diagrams.
Thus, MoTMoT leverages the standardization of Story Diagram modeling. Among other
things, MoTMoT has been used to apply refactorings to models [110]. Currently, there
is activity in the Fujaba community to standardize both the syntax and semantics of
Story Diagram models, which continues the goals of MoTMoT.

Atom3

Atom3 [111] is a metamodeling environment for visual languages. Besides its ability to
specify visual languages and generate tools from these specifications, Atom3 provides
support to execute transformations between different languages. The different types of
transformations supported by Atom3 can be found in [112]. The formal basis for Atom3

is graph transformation.

VIATRA

The VIsual Automated model TRAnsformations (VIATRA) [113] framework is a set of
tools to visually define transformations for models that are based on the UML and the
XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [114] standard. VIATRA can, for example, be used
to define static semantics in a declarative and pattern-based manner. Also, the dynamic
semantics of models can be specified using graph transformation rules.

Tefkat

Tefkat [115] is an open-source model transformation engine based on EMF. Tefkat im-
plements a declarative, textual variant of QVT. Transformation rules in Tefkat consist
of patterns that have syntax similar to Structured Query Language (SQL) (e.g., FROM
and WHERE clauses). Tefkat rules do support reflection to access metamodels during the
execution of transformations. Tefkat also entails a debugger for transformation rules.

Due to its implementation, which is based on logics, Tefkat requires transformation
rules to be stratified. For example, rules cannot specify a pattern that requires an object
to not exist and then create this object if the rules matches. Since Tefkat is not based
on a dedicated logic engine, but implemented from scratch, it is difficult to say whether
this restriction is bound to the implementation or the approach in general. For example,
the are subclasses of graph transformation that can stratify rules automatically [116].
Unfortunately, Tefkat seems to be inactive since 20074.

4cf. http://tefkat.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 2.10: Schematic overview of a generic synchronization scenario.

2.5 Model Synchronization and Round-trip Engineering

Our approaches to RTE that will be presented in Chap. 6, 7 and 8 share the goal to
automatize the synchronization of software artifacts. To give a high-level introduction
to model synchronization and consistency management, we will recapitulate the general
properties of such scenarios in this section.

First, there are artifacts (e.g., source code and documents) that shall be kept in sync.
These can capture arbitrary kinds of data. The only requirement that is placed upon
them in the context of this thesis, is their formal definition by a metamodel. That is,
artifacts must be represented as models. Second, one or more transformations establish
a relation between artifacts. Usually artifacts are derived from each other, but other
types of transformations (e.g., multi-directional ones) are equally valid. This situation
is depicted in Fig. 2.10.

The involved artifacts are denoted by letters such as a and b, whereas the transfor-
mations between them are called t. There do not need to be multiple transformations,
a single one is sufficient to create a model synchronization scenario. Also, in Fig. 2.10 a
single transformation step is depicted only. If one faces a scenario with multiple trans-
formation stages, each stage needs to be dealt with individually.

The need for model synchronization is caused whenever global consistency is required.
In conformance with [117, 118], we define this term as follows:

Definition 1: Global consistency is a property of a set of models that is defined by
a set of boolean constraints. If a set of models meets these constraints, it is considered
to be globally consistent. If not, the models are considered to be inconsistent. The set
of global consistency constraints induces a global consistency relation that holds for all
consistent sets of models. In contrast to global consistency, local consistency is defined
upon a single model and does therefore not refer to multiple models.

We define consistency as a boolean property. Therefore we can use a relation for its
formalization. But, there are other authors who argue that models can be consistent
to a certain degree only [5, 119], because inconsistencies cannot be or should not be
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completely avoided. In such situations, consistency should be defined as a percentage,
but for the scope of this thesis, we do not consider this generalization.

To synchronize multiple related models, it is vital to be able to decide whether artifacts
are consistent w.r.t. each other or not [120]. Whenever a user applies changes (d) to one of
the involved artifacts, synchronization is required. If transformations are unidirectional
(cf. Sect. 2.4.1), changes made to a model that serves as a source model (i.e., as input
for a transformation) are easy to handle. The respective transformation can simply be
executed once again, yielding a correct target model. If there are transformations for
both directions, as in Fig. 2.10, changes made to target models can also be handled the
same way by executing the respective transformations. However, this is rarely the case,
and even if transformations for both directions are available one must make sure that
they are inverses of each other.

The general, more difficult situation is present, if there are unidirectional transfor-
mations only. When a user applies a change to a target model, the question is, how
all related models, particularly the involved source models, need to be changed to re-
store global consistency. More specifically, the question how to obtain consistent states
automatically is a main subject of RTE. Therefore, we define RTE informally as follows:

Definition 2: Round-Trip Engineering is the branch of software engineering that
entails the design and application of techniques and tools to automatize the process of
establishing global consistency across related software artifacts.

While preserving consistency is a primary goal of RTE, a second goal—the conservation
of artifacts—is almost equally important. For example, there can be arbitrary many
source models that yield the same target model w.r.t. a given transformation. However,
we might want a source model that is close to the existing one, instead of a randomly
chosen one from the set of valid source models. We want to restore global consistency,
but also conserve the original source model.

In other cases, there might not be a source model, that yields the desired output
w.r.t. the transformation at all. Thus, both the source and the target models need to be
adjusted to restore global consistency. Again, we would like to obtain a set of models
that is close to the ones before the change. Therefore, we define conservation as:

Definition 3: Conservation is the degree to which relevant properties of a set of mod-
els is preserved by the application of a set of changes.

Of course, for practical applications the notion of relevant properties requires a formal
definition to automatically decide whether changes are preserved or not and consequently
how close models are w.r.t. the relevant properties.
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One can see that global consistency and conservation are dual. Changes applied by
users require RTE techniques both to reestablish a consistent state and to conserve
relevant properties of the involved models. Consistency is a property of the state of
models, whereas conservation is a property of the changes applied to models.

2.6 Traceability

The term traceability is defined in [121] as follows:

The degree to which a relationship can be established between two or more
products of the development process, especially products having a predeces-
sor-successor or master-subordinate relationship to one another; for example,
the degree to which the requirements and design of a given software compo-
nent match.

A trace can therefore be considered as a single link between two related artifacts or
elements thereof. In the context of MDSD, traceability has also been defined as the
runtime footprint of transformation execution [66].

In general, traceability amounts to the quantity and quality of traces established during
the development of a software system. A high degree of traceability is established if the
relations among different artifacts are very well known. On the contrary, traceability is
only accomplished to a very limited degree, if few relations are known or none of them
are known at all. Poorly developed systems do have no documented information about
the dependencies between artifacts. For example, the connection between the system’s
implementation and the requirements that were recorded upfront is lost.

If requirements do not change during development and after deployment, traceability
may not seem an important goal to achieve. Unfortunately, few systems are static
in this sense. Most do have changing requirements during development (e.g., because
new knowledge about the system’s domain is acquired) and after their initial start of
operation (e.g., because the system’s environment does change). Thus, traceability is
an important aspect of software development, in particular when changes need to be
applied to artifacts and the implications of these changes need to be known.

As traceability is concerned with relations among artifacts, one question is which kinds
of relations exist. The corresponding literature reveals that there are various different
types of relations. Starting with the very simple and generic trace type traceTo, one can
add more types like dependsOn, modifies, responsibleOf, rationaleOf, validatedBy,
verifiedBy and assignedTo [122]. Some authors even propose the usage of much more
types of traces [123] or facet-based trace information [124].

The selection of trace types that are needed within a particular development process
heavily depends on the application domain, the size of the application, its predicted
lifetime and external constraints such as governmental obligations. It does also depend
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on the kinds of analysis that are performed on software artifacts. If one wants to run
a change impact analysis [125], trace links that allow such evaluation (e.g., dependsOn
links) are required.

This specificity posed on the trace information is reflected by the variety of metamodels
that have been proposed for modeling trace information over the last years [123, 126,
127]. These show that no single model for traceability information will suffice all needs.
Rather, configuration and extension mechanisms must be employed to provide flexible
and adaptive means to trace relations across artifacts.

Once appropriate trace information is available, a variety of applications can use this
information. The well known change impact analysis is only one application for trace-
ability [128]. Trace information can also foster the comprehension of systems, enable a
coverage analysis (e.g., to compute which requirements are covered by an implementa-
tion), help to find unused artifacts (i.e., to conduct an orphan analysis), be employed
while debugging transformations and assist model synchronization approaches [66, 129].
The last application area is particularly important in the scope of this thesis.

Trace information can be either acquired automatically or provided manually. For
example, trace links can be created automatically while executing model transforma-
tions [124]. If artifacts are derived manually (e.g., when creating use case diagrams ac-
cording to a requirements document), traces must be established by hand. Even though
the second option is tedious, it can be inevitable for some applications.

In the scope of this thesis, trace links are used to capture the relations between derived
(i.e., obtained by a transformation) and copied (i.e., obtained by a composition) artifacts.
We will see that these kinds of trace links can store the relation between redundant
pieces of data and how it can be used for synchronization purposes. In particular the
RTE approach that is based on backpropagation and presented in Chap. 6 heavily relies
on trace information.
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The need to synchronize software artifacts to enable the integrated usage of multiple
heterogeneous tools has been present since the early days of software engineering. The
term RTE, which encloses this problem area, has been identified as a key enabler for
MDSD [120]. Consequently, various approaches have been proposed to provide solutions
for model synchronization or model-based tool integration (cf. Chap. 10). While many
approaches target specific RTE applications and most of them provide a reasonable
solution w.r.t. their objectives, the overall support for RTE is still in its infancy.

To determine the reasons for this discrepancy between the large number of approaches
targeting RTE and the limited availability of generic solutions, a more extensive analysis
of the problem is needed. As it will turn out over the course of this chapter, there is
multiple, orthogonal aspects of the problem as a whole. Each section in this chapter will
elaborate on one of these aspects.

We will start with a general analysis of the reasons that cause redundancy in software
development. These are shown as part of Fig. 3.1 and will be examined in Sect. 3.1. A
particular set of reasons is inherently connected to MDSD, which is why we will conduct
a separate, more close inspection of these in Sect. 3.2.

In general, there are two possibilities to address problems that are implied by redun-
dancy found in software artifacts. First, one can try to avoid redundancy. Second,
one can employ synchronization techniques to deal with unavoidable redundancy. Both
approaches are complementary and they expose their own sets of problems. These are
analyzed in the next sections. Section 3.3 particularly presents the blocking factors
when trying to avoid redundancy during software development. In Sect. 3.4 we discuss
problems that are related to the synchronization of artifacts.
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Figure 3.1: Causes for introducing redundancy.

After analyzing problems of RTE in detail, we will draw conclusions in Sect. 3.5 and
identify the most relevant parts that must be addressed to obtain more generic solutions
to RTE. Thus, the analysis performed in this chapter is the basis for our conceptual
framework in Chap. 4 and the concrete approaches to RTE proposed in Chap. 6, 7
and 8. Chapter 5 builds the foundation required to apply these and other approaches to
RTE in different technical environments. Thus, it does not present a particular solution
approach to RTE, but rather enables more widespread applicability or RTE technology.

3.1 General Causes for Redundancy in Software Development

In this section, we will briefly present some general causes for redundancy in software
artifacts that are not particularly bound to MDSD, but can potentially be observed
in any development process. The following is a (incomplete) list of scenarios where
duplicate information is introduced for different reasons.

• Limitations of single tools

A very simple but common reason for the introduction of redundancies are tech-
nical limitations of tools. For example, a programming language without support
for aspect-orientation can enforce developers to duplicate and scatter code. Con-
sequently, multiple instances of one and the same fact exists. Since the choice
of tools is often restricted by external parameters, the resulting redundancies can
hardly be avoided.

• Limited tool and data integration
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Software development processes involve a variety of tools. The number of these
tools can be very small, but also scale up to several dozens. Ideally, all these
tools should understand one language thus communicating to each other via a
unified file format or database. In reality, different tools handle different input
formats. For example, word processors or spreadsheet calculators that are used
to collect requirements store data that is also collected in issue tracking systems.
But, both use completely different means to store data (e.g., files vs. databases).
To integrate such tools one must map the corresponding formats to each other,
thereby replicating the description of the software.

• Performance limitations

The structure and layout of a system specification can be different depending on
its purpose. High level specifications are used for analysis and verification, while
low or medium level descriptions can be executed or optimized. Depending on the
complexity of the specific task and the overall system specification, representations
may need to be condensed or extracted to ease performing a particular develop-
ment step. For example, a call graph analyzer extracts the control flow from a
program and stores it in a call graph before running the actual analysis. Again, in-
formation is duplicated. This practice is intended and reasonable, but also implies
an increased amount of redundancy.

• Comprehensibility boundaries

Software artifacts can grow large and may therefore be difficult to understand or
process. Extracting specific (smaller) parts from a (huge) artifact is a well known
technique to conquer complexity. Creating such views on artifacts introduces re-
dundancy because facts are replicated from the original artifact. This is similar
to the previous item, but the client that demands a partial view on the system
specification is the developer, instead of a particular tool.

Besides these very general reasons for the introduction of redundancies, there are more
specific causes which are particularly related to MDSD. We will elaborate on these in
the next section.

3.2 Redundancy in MDSD

3.2.1 Duplication in Iterative Multistage Software Development

For decades the majority of research in software engineering was focused on forward
engineering. Development processes were specialized to quickly implement systems, of-
ten without considering the tremendous costs of maintaining and evolving these systems
in the future. Today we are faced with a multitude of existing systems which are not
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only subject to maintenance, but also need to be extended. Thus, the existing im-
plementations often need to be reverse engineered [130]. In parallel, new development
methodologies (e.g., MDSD and Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [131]) have emerged,
which do explicitly connect artifacts that are created in different stages of software de-
velopment. Both the ignorance of the importance of Reverse Engineering and the new
multistage paradigms heavily increase the need for synchronizing software artifacts. This
section will shed more light on the implications induced by this change of mind.

MDSD puts emphasis on chains of models. One starts with abstract descriptions of a
system and performs refinements yielding more concrete models and finally executable
code. This procedure exposes similarities to the linear nature that can be observed in
early development process models. Similar to the processes, the steps (i.e., the creation
and refinement of models) are considered to be executed sequentially—one after another.
However, this is not feasible for the same reasons processes were redesigned to support
iterating in cycles and returning to previous steps as needed. The closer a system gets
to its concrete implementation, the more likely design faults are detected. Once a new
system is actually used by people (or test personnel), change requests are filed and parts
of the design and the implementation may need to be modified.

In both cases (i.e., returning to an earlier development stage and going back to change
a more abstract model) the effort spent previously should not be lost. A system’s
implementation should not be completely redone when the design is changed partially.
Refinements made to models must be kept even if more abstract models are modified.
In other words, the artifacts created in all stages of a development process need to be
synchronized. When running a linear process, the synchronization issue does not arise,
because people can stop caring about artifacts created earlier. But, if these early artifacts
(e.g., abstract models) are used for any other purpose, they must be in sync with any
derived and potentially changed documents.

For example, if the UML model of a system is used to generate the implementation
for a new platform, it must be synchronized with the code that is actually running on
existing platforms. On the contrary, if the UML model is not used at all after code
generation, synchronization is not needed.

To summarize, one can ascertain that the historical forward orientation of software de-
velopment methodologies yielded linear sequences of artifacts. Once a subsequent stage
of development was reached, the documents of the previous one were obsolete. Duplica-
tion of data was not problematic and synchronization among artifacts was therefore not
a main concern. However, the shift toward iterative, cyclic and multistage development
changes this. Now, artifacts of all development stages are kept and duplication needs to
be dealt with. Artifacts must be kept in sync across development stages and abstraction
levels. Redundancy cannot be resolved by discarding artifacts anymore. What has been
ignored or at best handled manually in the past grows to a new magnitude within the
context of evolving systems, iterative processes and MDSD.
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3.2.2 Absence of Concern Separation in Metamodeling

In [132] the term Separation of Concerns was first mentioned. Edsger W. Dijkstra wrote
this essay to emphasize the importance of studying different aspects of complex problems
in isolation rather than looking at all of them at once. If one mixes various issues, the
result will be confusion rather than gaining valuable insights about the matter of subject.

Creating software systems is a complex problem. Thus, separating concerns while
designing and implementing such systems is good advice. However, for different reasons
this advice is often not taken seriously (e.g., by mistake) or cannot be followed easily
(e.g., because of present technical restrictions). Sometimes, developers may basically not
be aware of the fact that they are mixing up concerns. They might try to get things
done quickly without worrying about the consequences. At other occasions, they might
be well aware of the fact that they are mixing concerns, but technical constraints force
them to do so. For example, in the absence of an aspect-oriented language a cross-cutting
concern may yield duplicated information in a system description.

If one does violate the Separation of Concerns principle—for one reason or the other—
redundancy arises. If artifacts that contribute to the specification or implementation of a
software system address the same concern, facts are duplicated and changing one artifact
causes the need to change another. If, on the contrary, every artifact targets exactly one
concern, which is not targeted by another, system information is much more isolated
and less duplication can be observed. There are less dependencies across artifacts if they
address separate concerns and consequently there is less redundant data.

Paradoxically, in the context of MDSD separating concerns if often not supported by
the employed languages and tools. Common object-oriented metamodeling languages
(e.g., EMOF) do not provide built-in support for concern separation. Rather, distinct
patterns must be used to implement metamodel composition [97]. These patterns allow
to create, extend and thereby reuse metamodels, but there is no first-class support for a
strict separation of elements that belong to a specific concern. One cannot easily split
metamodels into different concerns, establishing a logical grouping of elements. As a
consequence, there is no support for merging sets of concerns. Composition of different
orthogonal parts of a metamodel similar to the use of hyperspaces [133] is not available
in common, widespread languages. This shortcoming has been identified and addressed
by recent publications [134].

If systems were fully designed and implemented in terms of separating concerns, devel-
opment artifacts would exhibit much less redundancy, fewer dependencies and relations
that one must take care of. Or to put it the other way round, the extent to which a
system description violates the principle of concern separation accounts for the amount
of synchronization needed [135]. While there is good reason to strive for perfect separa-
tion when developing software, some mixed concerns—at best only the ones present for
technical reasons—will always remain.
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3.3 Anticipation for Future Tool Integration

We have already argued in Sect. 3.2.1 that the majority of software development processes
employed in the past was forward-oriented. Few effort was put into considering the costs
of making significant changes at later development steps like testing or maintenance. A
similar observation can be made w.r.t. the anticipation of future RTE scenarios.

Existing software systems are rarely built in a way that allows for later integration
with other systems. For example, enterprise applications can achieve integration by
accessing the same databases. While this is a feasible approach if new applications are
added, it poses many problems when integrating existing applications which are already
bound to their custom database schemata. Then, depending on the design of the involved
applications, heavy changes can be necessary to achieve integration. Similar situations
can be observed for other kinds of applications and technical foundations as well. In any
case, one can say that the less precautions have been taken to allow later integration, the
more effort is needed to achieve interoperability. A great amount of duplication found
in software development is caused by such late integrations.

This insight raises the question, why tool interoperability is usually dealt with at
integration time only. As RTE is also concerned with the integration of tools we could
probably avoid a huge amount of redundancy by anticipating RTE scenarios in the first
place. Since it seems obvious that taking the right precautions significantly eases this
task, it is reasonable to ask why this is not been done.

First, one can argue that the huge variety of future integration scenarios cannot be
foreseen. This is certainly true, since one cannot anticipate every potential tool inte-
gration scenario. Thus, minimal effort is put into designing for interoperability, because
developers are convinced that implementing unknown requirements is not meaningful.
Second, interoperability is usually realized by dedicated interfaces. This reflects the
awareness for the fact that certain parts of an application may need to be replaced
or reconnected differently in the future. However, the anticipation for integration is
still limited. Only parts which are encapsulated behind appropriate interfaces can be
reconnected. One can denote this kind of anticipation as foreseen integration.

If systems could be developed in a way that also unforeseen integration scenarios can be
supported, the effort to integrate tools and to exchange their data could be substantially
reduced. However, this requires first-class support for data and behavioral integration.

3.4 Employing Synchronization to Handle Redundancy

To deal with any amount of redundancy that cannot be avoided for one of the rea-
sons mentioned earlier, synchronization techniques are required. While there is quite a
number of these available, certain new problems can be observed here. The subsequent
subsections analyze issues that are connected to the synchronization of redundant data.
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3.4.1 Domain Restrictions of Existing Approaches

When analyzing the existing body of work in the context of RTE, quite a number of
publications can be found. While few papers address the problem of RTE as a whole by
giving definitions, goals and requirements [120, 136, 137], most publications deal with
concrete synchronization problems. For example, the database community has spent ef-
fort on investigating when and how relational views can be updated [138, 139, 140, 141].
The modeling community has also created a variety of techniques to synchronize mod-
els [83, 87, 142, 143]. In particular, the synchronization between models and generated
code has been studied [99, 144, 145, 146]. Moreover, approaches that are specific to a
particular formalism (e.g., string data [147, 148]) or domains (e.g., framework model-
ing [149]) have been presented.

Given this amount of existing work, one could assume that building new RTE systems
is fairly easy. Unfortunately, the contrary can be observed. Often no decent actions are
taken to deal with redundancy at all. Synchronization is performed manually yielding
the usual problems of increased effort and error-proneness. Even if some kind of au-
tomation is in place, it is often based on ad-hoc implementations, neglecting existing
generic solutions. The important question arising here, is why the adoption of available
approaches is not done at least to a reasonable extent.

From our point of view, the main blocking factor for the adoption of all these existing
methods is the limited possibility to transfer them to other domains. For example, the
view update problem, which the database community investigates on, is tightly bound
to the relational calculus. Data structures which rely on other formalisms can hardly
be treated the same way. The same argument applies to the work that was performed
to synchronize string data. While the results are very convincing, they cannot be easily
applied to graph structures as we find them in MDSD.

The work on model synchronization using bidirectional model transformations and
RTE for template languages has been examined in isolation although both problems are
very similar in their nature. If only one stops treating textual artifacts conceptually
different from models, both problems collapse to a single one and more generic solutions
are rendered possible.

Moreover, the ontology community has spent considerable effort on aligning and
matching formally represented knowledge [150]. The results of this work start to diffuse
into other communities, but have not been taken in to the necessary extent yet.

These observations lead to the conclusion that there are multiple barriers that prevent
the adoption and thereby the easy implementation of new RTE systems. There are
technical issues, because each community maintains its own specific tools and techniques,
which cannot easily be transferred. Also, there are conceptual problems, which are
caused by the different underlying formalisms, which are employed by particular RTE
approaches. We address these two barriers in Chap. 5.
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3.4.2 Complexity of Synchronization Specifications

Given a situation where data is replicated, the need to perform synchronization arises
and a respective specification is required. Such a specification formally defines how to
propagate changes between data and all its replications. It can either state relations
between data elements and therefore have a declarative nature or consist of concrete
actions which must be taken when changes are made to replicated data. The latter is
said to have an imperative style.

While there are many tools, which can in principle be used to synchronize data—
actually any (model) transformation tool can serve this purpose—few are really suitable
for this task. This is caused by a number of special requirements in the context of RTE.

First, synchronization requires to propagate changes in multiple directions. Modifica-
tions made to the original data need to be visible in all replicated versions, and likewise
altering a copied piece of data must trigger changes in the original. Thus, the application
of unidirectional specification mechanisms is problematic if the opposite transformation
cannot be derived automatically. Moreover, there are cases where no transformation for
the opposite direction exists. For example, if there are multiple, equally valid choices for
propagating a change, a decision must be made by the user. If this decision cannot be
automated, no bidirectional transformation can exist.

Second, synchronization rules are often defined at the level of the abstract syntax of
the involved artifacts. While this allows tools to process rules, engineers have a hard
time writing these specifications. This is caused by the fact that using abstract syntax
yields more verbose rules. To illustrate this, consider a situation where one needs to
create an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) for a program instead of writing the respective
source code. Besides the verbosity of abstract syntax, developers are more familiar with
the concrete syntax as they deal with it more often.

Third, many tools favor graphical or declarative synchronization rules. When execut-
ing these rules, it is difficult to find errors because debugging is more complex for this
kind of rules. Graphical languages use a combination of graphical and textual elements.
Often the textual elements are hidden (e.g., constraints are edited in separate views and
not the graphical canvas itself). Therefore, it is difficult to follow the execution (i.e., the
application of rules). While the rule interpreter proceeds it can highlight the graphical
elements which are currently evaluated, but the hidden, textual parts of the rules can-
not be shown. In contrast to textual rules where one can easily follow the evaluation of
conditions and actions, because all rule elements are textual, this is a drawback.

For declarative synchronization specifications a similar problem can be observed. Since
the steps that must be executed to evaluate a declarative rule are derived (i.e., declarative
rules cannot be executed as they are), there is no one-to-one correspondence between the
steps performed during synchronization and the elements of a rule. While declarative
specifications must certainly be preferred over imperative techniques, this gap between
what is specified and what is executed, poses a problem for users.
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Problem area Negative Implications

Synchronization requires Rules are required for each direction, or
bidirectionality bidirectional rules must be used,

which do not always exist

Specifications use abstract Rules are difficult to read and write
syntax

Specifications use graphical Rules are difficult to debug
syntax and/or declarative style

Specifications are based on Rules cannot be reused
syntax (not on semantics) automatically

Table 3.1: Synchronization specification problems.

Fourth, synchronization is specified w.r.t. the (abstract) syntax of the artifacts. Rules
refer to elements of metamodels. This renders transformations to work on a purely
syntactic level. The meaning of the elements in the metamodel is not taken into con-
sideration. For example, synchronizing two different artifacts which contain information
about persons requires to explicitly state the equality of the concept Person in one ar-
tifact, which may be called User in the other one. If one could process the meaning of
the two concepts formally, this synchronization rule can be derived automatically.

Table 3.1 summarizes the problems mentioned before. One can see that some problems
conflict with each other. For example, graphical and declarative specifications certainly
ease their creation and are particularly useful for bidirectional transformations, but
they are difficult to debug. Similarly, basing rules on syntax eases the creation and
understanding of rules, but hinders the their reuse.

Chapters 6 and 7 will partially address the problems identified in this section. For
example, the backpropagation-based approach to models synchronization is applicable
if no bidirectional transformation can be found. The ontology-based synchronization
is based on the formal semantics of artifacts rather than their abstract syntax. Other
approaches which do also target some of these problem can be found in [151] and [152].

3.4.3 Simultaneous Treatment of Synchronization Dimensions

Redundancy can manifest itself in two different ways. First, the same data can be
represented differently. For example, information about users of a software system can
be stored using the XML format, plain text or a comma separated file. While all three
representations may capture the same information, synchronization is required when
one of the artifacts changes. Because of the fact that the information contained in
all formats is based on exactly the same concepts, but rather persisted using different
representations, we call this kind of synchronization technical synchronization.
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Domain A

<users>

<user name=“Joe“ age=“30“/>

<user name=“Dan“ age=“25“/>

</users>

Joe,30,

Dan,25,

Concrete Syntax
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:Privilege
user=Dan
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user=Joe

type=Guest

Syntactic
Synchronization
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Synchronization

:User
name=Joe

age=25

:User
name=Dan

age=30

:UserSet

Figure 3.2: Syntactic vs. semantic synchronization.

One can find different representations of a piece of information if different concrete
syntax is used for the same abstract syntax (cf. Sect. 2.1.3). Also, there are multiple
technologies to specify abstract syntax, which allows to encode the structure of informa-
tion in different technical ways. For example, one can use an XML Schema Definition
(XSD) [153] document or a context-free grammar to specify the same type of information.

In contrast, some synchronization scenarios are more complex because they involve
artifacts that share only a subset of their information. In this case, the synchronization
is not only concerned with the transformation of data to other technical representations,
but involves a semantic mapping between artifacts. This mapping must specify which
parts of one artifact relate to parts in another one.

In Fig. 3.2, an example, which illustrates the difference between abstract and concrete
syntax is shown. Starting from the lower left part one can see how different concrete
syntax (e.g., comma separated values or XML) can be used to represent the same data.
In this case the actual relevant data is depicted in the upper left corner of Fig. 3.2. The
synchronization between this abstract representation and the concrete ones is therefore
a technical one. On the contrary, the synchronization between the user domain (A) and
the security domain (B) is a semantic mapping, because both domains do not use the
same concepts. They do share some information (e.g., the user names), but they are
not representations of exactly the same data. Rather one could say, that both domains
partially refer to common objects of the modeled world.

As one will recognize in later sections, the two synchronization types are orthogonal.
Consequently, they need different solution approaches and yield different tools to tackle
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Figure 3.3: Identified problem areas and proposed solutions.

such synchronization scenarios in practice. Often, both synchronization tasks need to
be performed sequentially. First, artifacts must be transformed to a common technical
representation after which they can be synchronized semantically. One may also con-
ceive the technical transformation as bridging technical spaces and the semantic one as
establishing a conceptual mapping between two or more domains.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed various aspects that contribute to the fact that no widely
applicable approaches to RTE are available. We have seen that the history of software
development, which is dominated by forward-oriented methods, is one reason that many
tools lack support for RTE. Also, the absence of standardized metamodeling facilities
accounts for a great amount of redundancy we need to deal with. Moreover, even the
metamodeling languages that are available today, do offer limited support for compo-
sition only. This renders clean separation of concerns difficult. Similar problems can
be observed when looking at model transformations, where there is no strict separation
between domain knowledge and technical detail. Again, redundancy is the result.

To avoid problems related to redundancy, there is basically two options. First, one can
deal with redundancy by employing synchronization techniques. Second, one can try to
reduce or even eliminate redundancy. Both options are shown at the top of Fig. 3.3.
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Depending on which option one picks, further problems can be observed. For ex-
ample, if the first choice is picked, the mixing of orthogonal synchronization concerns,
the restricted applicability of existing synchronization approaches, and the complicated
specification of synchronization rules need to be dealt with. These three problem areas
are also shown in Fig. 3.3—in the bottom left part.

Each of the solutions for RTE proposed in this thesis targets one or more of the
identified problem areas. Backpropagation-based RTE (Chap. 6) is a widely applicable
synchronization technique, which can be used even in cases, where bidirectional syn-
chronization rules do not exist. Ontology-based RTE (Chap. 7) does also try to ease the
creation of synchronization specifications. Role-based RTE (Chap. 8) aims at eliminating
redundancies and can serve as a method to anticipate future RTE scenarios. In addi-
tion, bridging technical spaces, which is discussed in Chap. 5, emphasizes on separating
semantic and technical concerns when synchronizing artifacts.

Our conceptual framework (Chap. 4) defines the common grounding for all these
approaches. It delivers common terms and provides a generalization of the concrete
procedures that will be presented.
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4
A Conceptual Framework for Round-Trip

Engineering

The problem analysis conducted in the previous chapter revealed that certain problems
in the context of designing RTE systems frequently reoccur. For example, we have
seen that mixing different orthogonal synchronization concerns, as well as the lack of
anticipation for future situations where RTE is required, can render the design process
complex. These are very general problem areas that apply to many RTE applications.

Similarly, the review of related work in Chap. 10 discovers commonalities between
different, often very specific RTE applications. Among other things, many approaches
employ traceability information, rely on change propagation or provide means to reduce
redundancies to a minimum.

To exploit the aspects that are shared across different RTE systems, we propose a uni-
fied conceptual framework for RTE. The goal of this framework is to deliver both terms
and definitions that are required for the design of RTE systems (Sect. 4.1), but also to
provide systematic advice on how to advance during this design process (Sect. 4.3). The
primary means of our framework are partitioning and composition of software artifacts,
which will be explained in Sect. 4.2.

Main contributions of this chapter are

C4-1 a terminology for RTE,

C4-2 a generic framework for RTE based on model partitioning, and

C4-3 a design process for RTE systems.
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Technical Space C

Language/Domain C
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Figure 4.1: Conceptual view of a Round-Trip Engineering scenario.

4.1 Terms and Definitions

The goal of RTE is to keep a set of related artifacts synchronized. Whenever a change
is applied to one of the involved artifacts, others might need to be adjusted to restore
a consistent state. The notion of consistency can be expressed in terms of a set of
constraints (cf. Def. 1). Also, artifacts that are subject to synchronization, can reside in
different technical spaces [154]. This situation is depicted in Fig. 4.1.

Here, we can find three technical spaces that entail one language each. We will also
use the term domain to denote such a language. Each language defines a set of valid
artifacts using the concepts provided by the technical space. We will see examples for
this in Chap. 5. For the time being it is sufficient to state that artifacts conform to a
language and that languages reside in technical spaces. Also, the constraints that specify
global consistency are expressed in terms of some language. Thus, these are located in a
technical space too. In conformance with Fig. 4.1 we define a RTE scenario as follows:

Definition 4: A RTE scenario is tuple (ta, tb, tc, la, lb, lc) where ta, tb, tc are technical
spaces and la, lb, lc are languages defined in these spaces. The languages la and lb are used
to specify models that must be synchronized, while lc is used to express the constraints
that must hold to consider models to be consistent.

The three technical spaces do not need to be disjoint. If spaces overlap, domains can
overlap too. Also, multiple languages can be used to express consistency constraints.
These can even reside in different technical spaces. To denote systems that manage
consistency in a RTE scenario, we define the term RTE system as follows:

Definition 5: A RTE system connects the languages in a RTE scenario such that
changes that are applied to artifacts conforming to la or lb are processed and global
consistency is restored.
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Figure 4.2: Artifact evolution in Round-Trip Engineering.

According to Def. 4 and 5, RTE systems are required to process artifacts from all
involved technical spaces. Thus, the design of such a system incorporates both an un-
derstanding of the technical properties, as well as the logical relations between involved
languages. In the following, we will first consider the latter concern, assuming all arti-
facts reside in the same technical space. Details on how to transfer artifacts to such a
common space will be discussed in Chap. 5.

The evolution of artifacts in a RTE scenario and the adjustment of related artifacts to
restore global consistency is shown in Fig. 4.2. Here, two domains (A and B) are depicted
that contain one evolving artifact each (a and b). One can also find a relation between
artifacts—the cross-domain relation. This relation is induced by the set of consistency
constraints and needs to be restored whenever artifacts change.

In MDSD, the cross-domain relation is usually not defined arbitrarily, but estab-
lished by a model transformation—a function that derives one artifact from another
(cf. Sect. 2.4). As functions introduce a particular direction w.r.t. the domains shown
in Fig. 4.2, the domain of the function (i.e., its input) is denoted as source domain,
whereas its range (i.e., the output) is referred to as target domain. Using functions here,
is more restrictive than the general case, where arbitrary relations are allowed. Defining
transformations as functions implies that there is at most one artifact in the target do-
main for each source artifact. This rules out transformations that are non-deterministic.
However, from a practical point of view, using functions only is fine.

To further analyze the relations between artifacts, consider Fig. 4.3. In the lower half,
different kinds of transformations rules according to the classification of Czarnecki and
Helsen [65] (Sect. 2.8) are depicted. We can find bidirectional rules, invertible rules
and non-invertible rules. The first type can be directly used for both transformation
directions. The second type cannot be employed directly to perform backward transfor-
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Figure 4.3: Classification of cross-domain relations and transformation rules.

mations, but allows to compute respective rules. After this computation, invertible rules
can be used similarly to bidirectional ones. The third type is not invertible, in the sense
that even though inverses might exist, they cannot be computed automatically.

In the upper part of Fig. 4.3, we have added different kinds of cross-domain relations.
Depending on the concrete RTE scenario different such relations can be observed. We
have classified these into bijective relations, where one source model corresponds to
exactly one target model, and non-bijective relations. The latter are further distinguished
into injective, surjective and general relations. Even though all bijective relations are
both injective and surjective by definition, we refer only to those relations that have one
property, but not the other. General relations are neither injective nor surjective. Thus,
all leaf nodes in the upper tree denote mutually disjoint sets of relations.

When looking at the different types of transformation rules, one can observe that
bidirectional and invertible rules create bijective relations between domains only. In
contrast, non-invertible rules can create arbitrary relations. The former follows directly
from the fact that a function f is bijective if and only if its inverse relation f−1 is a
function. Since we assume that all model transformation are functions, bidirectional
and invertible rules form such pairs (f, f−1). To avoid confusion, we must add that this
statement does only hold for rules that solely use either the source or the target model
as input. Approaches that take previous artifact versions into account (e.g., Pierce’s
Lenses [155]) can of course create non-bijective cross-domain relations.

The relations that hold between artifacts are of utter importance in the context of
RTE. As we will show later on, their properties determine the applicability of different
approaches. Therefore, we will examine them in more detail—on the level of model
elements instead of whole models. But, before doing so, we need to have a closer look
at the information that is shared between two domains.
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Figure 4.4: Partitioning models into skeleton and clothing.

In the most general case, artifacts that are related in a RTE scenario share some
portion of their data. Whenever changes are made to this shared information, the
corresponding artifacts need to be adjusted. In [156], this part of a model is denoted as
relevant model. For reasons that will become obvious shortly, we use the term skeleton
instead of relevant model, as depicted in Fig. 4.4.

Here, two models (A and B) are partitioned into two parts each. Each model is
separated into its skeleton and its clothing. The latter is local to a domain and is not
directly involved when synchronizing models. We call this part of a model clothing to
emphasize the duality with the skeleton metaphor. As the shared information is captured
by the skeletons only, synchronization is only performed between them.

Typical unidirectional model transformations use whole models (i.e., both skeleton
and clothing), but produce only a skeleton in the target domain. The clothing in the
target domain is usually created by developers (e.g., by filling implementation gaps or
augmenting models with additional information). The fact that this clothing is added
to the physical result of the unidirectional transformation, causes difficulties during
synchronization. One cannot easily recreate target models, because the clothing gets
lost if no precautionary actions are taken.

Formally, we can define a skeleton as follows:

Definition 6: A skeleton is a model fragment that contains all parts, which are relevant
w.r.t. a particular RTE scenario.

To illustrate concrete examples for skeletons and clothings, consider Table 4.1. This
table lists the types of elements that belong to the skeleton or the clothing. It is not
complete, because the involved artifacts can contain many more types, but one gets an
intuition about the skeleton concept.

In Table 4.1, we can also observe, that the skeleton depends on the concrete RTE
scenario. For example, comments may not considered to be part of the skeleton when
synchronizing UML class diagrams and Java code, but in the context of reconciling Java
code and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) documentation generated by JavaDoc,
these comments are indeed part of the skeleton. Skeletons are scenario-specific.
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Domain A Domain B

Clothing Skeleton Skeleton Clothing

Database schemata UML class diagrams

Schema, Table, Class, Package
Index Column, Attribute,

Foreign key Reference

UML class diagrams Java code

Package, Package, Statement,
Class, Class, Comment

Attribute, Field,
Reference, Field,
Method Method

Java code JavaDoc

Statement Class, Class section, HTML
Class comment, Class comment section,

Method, Method section,
Method comment Method comment section

Table 4.1: Examples for skeletons and clothings.

To compute the part of a model that is relevant w.r.t. a specific transformation, Hettel
et al. introduced the function strip [156]. This function extracts a relevant model given
a full model and a transformation as input. Our concept of a skeleton is similar, but
independent of concrete transformations. Thus, we define the function cut that derives
the skeleton of a model as:

Definition 7: A skeleton selection function cutX : X → X maps a model from
domain X to a model fragment of the same domain, removing all parts that are irrelevant
w.r.t. a particular RTE scenario. It can be used to compute skeletons for arbitrary models
of domain X.

The function cutX can also be considered as a filter function on models that selects
exactly the parts of a model that are shared with another domain. We will discuss more
details about the design of cutX in Sect. 4.2, but for the time being, we can say that cutX
determines the model fragment that is preserved w.r.t. the cross-domain relation. The
notion of being preserved is crucial in the context of RTE, because the relation between
skeletons (i.e., the degree to which skeletons are preserved) determines the complexity
of a respective RTE system.

Having said that cutX is a filter function on models, we can make another observation.
The examples listed in Table 4.1 select skeletons based on the type of model elements.
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Our evaluation (cf. Sect. 9.1) confirms this observation. Even though we do not generally
assume that type-based skeleton selection is applicable in all RTE scenarios, its frequent
occurrence is worthwhile to mention.

Besides selecting skeletons based on types (i.e., depending of the concepts defined
by the language of an artifact), one can also partition models based on their concrete
contents. For example, model elements can be explicitly selected to be included in the
skeleton, while all other elements are left out. We call this instance-based skeleton
selection. One can say that this kind of partitioning is performed on metalevel M1, while
type-based partitioning refers to M2. Moreover, the language specification concepts (i.e.,
the concepts to define languages) can form a basis for model partitioning. Thus, we
define the following types of skeleton selection functions:

Definition 8: Skeleton selection functions can either be instance-based, type-based
or metatype-based depending on the metalayer they depend on. Instance-based func-
tions refer to metalayer M1, type-based functions refer to M2 and metatype-based functions
are defined on M3.

Instance-based skeleton selection functions are used less frequently, because they can-
not be reused for new models. Examples for type-based partitioning can be found in
Table 4.1. A metatype-based partitioning will be employed by the role-based approach
to tool integration in Chap. 8.

Assuming we have two functions cutA and cutB (i.e., one for domain A and one for
domain B) two skeletons sA and sB can be computed. Since we define a skeleton as the
part of a model that is shared across domains, there must be a relation between the two
skeletons. Respectively, we call this a skeleton relation.

Now, our hypothesis is the following:

H1 If there are two functions cutA and cutB and an injective relation between the
respective skeletons, one can build a deterministic RTE system.

Here, the term deterministic RTE system refers to systems where changes can be
propagated to related artifacts in a unique way, whereas indeterministic RTE systems
may involve the necessity to choose from a set possible propagation options.

4.2 Aspect-based Partitioning of Artifacts

According to our definitions in the previous section, separating models into parts that are
relevant w.r.t. a particular RTE scenario—the skeletons—and parts that are not—the
clothing—is an essential concept in our framework. Obviously, we do need to partition
models, but also do we require means to compose them in order to obtain artifacts that
contain both shared and local information.
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Figure 4.5: Partitioning, composition and synchronization of models.

The literature exposes various methods to compose and partition object-oriented soft-
ware. For example, one can employ facets [157], roles [10], composition filters [158],
hyperslices [133], mixin layers [159], or invasive software composition [160]. In addition
to these methods, the logical partitioning of software descriptions —to distinguish parts
that are correlated with different concerns—has been proposed. For example, a sepa-
ration into essence, administration and infrastructure is presented in [161]. Here, parts
that are essential to an application (e.g., data structures) are separated from administra-
tive concerns (e.g., constraint checking and error handling). Also, parts that deal with
communication and connection are split off.

We argue that building RTE systems is substantially easier if one of these techniques
is employed to partition artifacts into skeleton and clothing. The general idea of this
approach is depicted in Fig. 4.5. Later on, we will see concrete examples for partitioning
and composition in Chap. 9.

For each domain involved in a RTE scenario, a partitioning cutX is required that
separates skeleton and clothing (depicted as gray arrows in Fig. 4.5). Once we have two
such partitioning functions, the skeletons can be subject to synchronization (the black
arrow in Fig. 4.5). The general goal of the partitioning is to obtain skeletons that are
either isomorph, or that expose at least an injective relation between their nodes.

The technical implementation of cutX can base on any of the techniques mentioned
above. In our work we will frequently rely on Invasive Software Composition (ISC) [160]
to perform this task as it provides flexible means to partition and compose models. In
general, other composition techniques are most probably equally feasible here.
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Figure 4.6: Generic design process for RTE systems.

4.3 Design Process and Round-Trip Engineering Patterns

Now that we have presented partitioning of artifacts, being a main building block of our
framework, we can sketch a process that embodies the necessary activities to establish
RTE support for concrete scenarios. Here, a concern that was already mentioned in
Sect. 4.1, is the distribution of artifacts across different technical spaces. We propose
to strictly separate all activities that transfer artifacts between such spaces from other
activities that are concerned with logical synchronization. We have observed that mixing
these two tasks yields to unnecessary complexity w.r.t. RTE. Other authors have held the
same view in the context of language and tool integration [162, 163]. Thus, we consider
bridging the different technical spaces involved in a RTE scenario as a prerequisite to
build a respective RTE system.

In Fig. 4.6, a respective design process, that puts building bridges upfront, is shown. In
Chap. 5 we present concrete examples for such bridges. Briefly put, these bridges allow
to access and process artifacts that are created using different technologies in a uniform
way. Once all artifacts reside in the same space, an analysis of the shared data can be
performed. Based on the result of this analysis, we propose to partition models into
skeleton and clothing. The former must enclose all data that is shared across artifacts
and must therefore be involved in the synchronization. The latter entails data that is
local to a particular domain.

Depending on the concrete relation that holds between skeletons, one must either build
a deterministic synchronizer or an indeterministic one. This choice is not up to the de-
signer, but rather dictated by the involved transformation (or constraints, respectively).
In Chap. 6 and 8 we present concrete approaches that employ model partitioning.

The process depicted in Fig. 4.6 applies to elementary RTE scenarios—scenarios that
include two domains only. If one needs to deal with more than two domains, sequences
can be built from the basic pattern shown in Fig. 4.5. An example for a basic sequence
that involves three domains (A, B and C) is depicted in Fig. 4.7. One can see that the
artifact residing in domain B is partitioned in two ways. For the synchronization with
domain A a skeleton SB1 is used, while the synchronization toward domain C is based
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Figure 4.7: Composing RTE systems.

on skeleton SB2. In Fig. 4.7, the skeletons overlap, but this is not a requirement. They
can also be disjoint, as well as equal.

In addition to the simple sequence that can be built from two RTE scenarios, other
typical RTE patterns can be formulated using the skeleton metaphor. For example, hav-
ing multiple views on a global integrated model, corresponds to a multiple view domains
V 1, . . . , V n which are synchronized with the domain G of the global model. In this
case, the clothings CV 1, . . . , CV n are usually empty, because views shall be completely
reflected in the global model. The skeletons for the views SV 1, . . . , SV n differ, which
accounts for the fact the each view focuses on a different aspect of the global model.

Partitioning artifacts, as we propose it, is specific to single RTE scenarios. Conse-
quently, specifications and implementations of skeleton selection functions cannot be
reused across different RTE scenarios unless the same data is shared between two do-
mains. However, the bridges for technical spaces are independent of concrete RTE
scenarios and can therefore be employed in multiple scenarios.
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When looking at the documents involved in software development processes, one can
observe that artifacts are stored in heterogeneous formats. Source code is stored in
plain text files, configuration data often resides in XML files, test data can be found
in relational databases, images and documentation may use proprietary binary formats.
All these formats are handled by specialized tools, which can read, process and persist
the required information. In addition, any kind of artifact is accompanied by certain
knowledge and particular skills to modify or create such artifacts. The entirety of these
technical properties and the associated knowledge is called a technological space [164].
A similar, but more restrictive definition can be found in [154], where the term technical
space is introduced (cf. Sect. 5.1 for a more extensive comparison of the two).

When artifacts shall be kept in sync, the first obstacle encountered is their different
representation and structure. These differences are often present if artifacts reside in
different technical spaces. They can also be observed, if artifacts residing in the same
technical space, but use different concrete syntax. In any case, to synchronize related
data, one must be able to transfer all information to a common representation. Transfer-
ring information involves both a conceptual mapping and a technical integration. The
former is needed to relate the concepts found in different spaces (e.g., how to map tables
to tree structures). The latter is needed to actually retrieve and persist information
during synchronization. Both tasks will be subject to further explanation in Sect. 5.1.

Bridging technical spaces can be regarded as a prerequisite for logical synchronization.
It converts the information in a RTE scenario to a common technical representation,
which is an abstraction of the concrete artifacts containing the information. Bridging
technical spaces, as defined above, is often merely conceived a technical issue rather than
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a substantial research problem. However, the mapping between different technical spaces
is far from trivial. The experience gained during the course of this thesis suggests that
the ratio between the two aspects of RTE depends on the concrete scenario tackled. In
some cases, the complexity of transferring artifacts across boundaries of technical spaces
outweighs the actual effort required to reconcile elements across artifacts logically. In
other cases, bridging technical spaces is rather easy (e.g., if they are identical or ready-
made bridges exist), but the semantic mapping between the elements is very complex.

In any case, both problems need to be solved in order to address real RTE scenarios.
This chapter addresses the first issue (i.e., how to bridge technical spaces), whereas logical
synchronization aspects are subject to the subsequent chapters. After a definition and a
general analysis of the requirements to bridge technical spaces (Sect. 5.1), this chapter
does recapitulate some existing bridges between widespread technical spaces (Sect. 5.2).
We consider only technical spaces, which are particularly relevant for our work. That
followed, the bridge between the technical space of context-free grammars and object-
oriented models will be sketched in Sect. 5.3. In Sect. 5.4, the mapping between object-
oriented models and ontologies will be discussed. Then, the relation between role models
and object-oriented models will be subject to further investigation (Sect. 5.5).

All three bridges are relevant for this thesis for multiple reasons. First, each bridge
widens the applicability of the presented RTE approaches. Basically, more kinds of
artifacts can be handled, if there is a bridge available that connects the space where syn-
chronization takes places and the space where artifacts reside. In particular, the bridge
between context-free grammars and object-oriented models is of practical relevance in
this regard, as it allows to incorporate any artifact that is structured according to such
a grammar. Because of the long history of compiler technology, which makes heavy use
of grammars, the majority of software artifacts can be treated by using this bridge.

Second, each bridge allows to perform the logical synchronization of data in a technical
space of choice. Once one can freely transform between different spaces, synchronization
algorithms can be executed in any space that fits the particular needs of an application
best. In addition, the space can be chosen depending on the readily available mecha-
nisms for synchronization. This is the motivation for building bridges to the ontological
space (Sect. 5.4) and role modeling (Sect. 5.5). Both do not enable the integration of
a large set of typical software artifacts as the context-free grammars do, but they have
particular properties that were considered to ease RTE.

The technical spaces presented in this chapter do not strive for completeness. There
exist many more and new ones will emerge in the future. We present a selection of spaces,
which are heavily populated by artifacts that can be found in software development.
However, if new kinds of artifacts, which reside in different technical spaces, need to
be synchronized, the general procedures outlined in the next section must be applied.
Until now, there is no known procedure that is capable of bridging technical spaces
automatically. Providing such a procedure is outside of the scope of this thesis, but the
general steps that must be taken to build such bridges will be discussed.
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Main contributions of this chapter are

C5-1 an analysis of the mappings required to bridge technical spaces in general,

C5-2 detailed inspections of mappings that are employed in concrete bridges, and

C5-3 providing the means to apply subsequent RTE approaches more widely.

5.1 Technical Spaces - Definitions and Properties

The term technological space has been initially defined in [164] as follows:

A technological space is a working context with a set of associated concepts,
body of knowledge, tools, required skills, and possibilities.

In [154], Bézivin and Kurtev continued their investigations on representing different
technologies to enable their interoperability. They replaced the term technological space
with technical space and gave a slightly more restrictive definition, which is:

A technical space is a model management framework accompanied by a set
of tools that operate on the models definable within the framework.

In [154] it is stated that the term technical space has been introduced in [164]. How-
ever, in [164] the term technological space is used exclusively. Thus, there is no clear
differentiation between the two terms. Within this thesis, we will use the term technical
space, assuming the latter, more restrictive definition is subsumed by the former, less
restrictive one.

Prominent examples for technological spaces are XML, context-free grammars, binary
files, and databases. Each of these technological spaces is connected with specialized
tools that can be used to process information that is available in the respective space.
Skilled software developers are not only familiar with the tools, but also have back-
ground knowledge about the used technology. They know the internal structures of
their artifacts, the limitations and drawbacks. The relations between these aspects, that
characterize a technological space (i.e., the more general notion), are depicted in Fig. 5.1.

One can distinguish between formal properties of a technological space, such as lan-
guages specifications used to define valid data within the space, or the API used to
access or query existing data. Other properties are informal and difficult to grasp by
a specification. This set of properties includes the skills or knowledge required to solve
problems in a specific space. However, we consider only the formal aspects to be covered
by the term technical space (i.e., the more restrictive definition).

In [154] Bézivin and Kurtev argue that the integration of different technical spaces is
required to overcome the limitations of one space by transferring artifacts to another. In
practice, the artifacts that are subject to synchronization do populate different technical
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Figure 5.1: Aspects of technological spaces.

spaces. Thus, the integration discussion from [154] supports the claim of this thesis—
bridging technical spaces as prerequisite for RTE—as it emphasizes the fact that artifacts
reside in different spaces for good reasons.

A sketch for the construction of such bridges between technical spaces is depicted in
Fig. 5.2. Here, we can find the main ingredients of technical spaces—language concepts,
languages, artifacts and tools. The separation of technical spaces into three metalayers
was introduced in [164].

It is important to note that bridging spaces is twofold. First, a conceptual mapping
between the spaces is needed. This mapping relates the language concepts to each
other (cf. [165]). It forms the basis and the frame for mappings between languages.
Second, if concrete artifact types need to be mapped, the conceptual mapping needs to
be instantiated by a language mapping. It is essential to recognize that two mappings
(i.e., one on M3 and one on M2) are required to transfer a particular type of artifact from
one space to another.

The conceptual mapping connects two spaces as a whole. It maps between the concepts
of the spaces and is independent of concrete artifacts or languages. For example, if
information residing in the ontology space shall be synchronized with data present in the
modeling space, ontological concepts (e.g., OWLClass) need to be mapped to modeling
concepts. This conceptual mapping may, for example, state that classes in ontologies
are mapped to classes in metamodels. It does not make any statement about mappings
between concrete classes. This is different from mapping concepts of domain models,
where artifacts reside in the same technical space, but share domain knowledge. We
discuss specifics of these conceptual mappings in Sect. 5.1.1.
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Figure 5.2: Mapping technical spaces.

Unfortunately, mapping concepts of technical spaces is not sufficient to synchronize
data. Even in the presence of a valid mapping between ontological concepts and modeling
structures, one needs to retrieve and store actual data that instantiates these concepts.
We call this second mapping a language mapping as it is performed for two concrete
languages. It couples two concrete languages, but not two entire spaces. The details of
this second mapping will be discussed in Sect. 5.1.2.

The language mapping can be implemented in different ways. Depending on the kind
of technical integration performed, either transformations or adapters are used. In [154],
components that implement the language mapping between technical spaces are denoted
as projectors. We will discuss both styles of integration in Sect. 5.1.3.

5.1.1 Conceptual Mappings

Every technical space has certain properties. First, information residing in such a space
exposes some kind of structure. This structure follows certain rules, which are defined
either formally or informally. Also, the information held in these structures is made
of basic building blocks—primitive types. In addition, all valid structures have some
meaning—they expose semantics. If we want to transfer information from one technical
space to another, these aspects must be considered altogether. We call the entirety of
this relationship between two spaces a conceptual mapping. The mapping is conceptual,
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because it is not aware of the concrete types of data (i.e., languages). Rather, it es-
tablishes a relation between the concepts—both structurally and semantically—of two
spaces. In this section, we will discuss the nature of such conceptual mappings more
deeply, as well as the requirements that should be met by them in general.

Every piece of data that resides in a particular technical space adheres to the restric-
tions of this space. Typically, data is organized according some predefined structures.
For example, object-oriented models use graphs as a structural paradigm. Other spaces
(e.g., the XML space) use trees as an underlying formalism to arrange information.
Structural concepts are typically used to construct complex units of information from
smaller, less complex units. To establish a conceptual mapping between two techni-
cal spaces, the structural concepts (i.e., the means to construct complex data) must
be mapped. Such a mapping must preserve important properties (e.g., the hierarchical
order of information). Even though most technical spaces exhibit means to express com-
plex data structures, this is not the case for all spaces. Some artifacts (e.g., binary files
containing test data) do not make use of structure. Rather, these are organized in a flat
manner. Thus, the amount of structure employed in a technical space can vary.

Besides the conceptual gap between data structures employed by different technical
spaces, primitive data types must also be considered. Here, mapping data types of one
space to types in the other is required. Conversion of data values may also be needed.
For example, if one space offers a primitive type to represent dates, but another one
does not, a reasonable translation is needed. For example, dates may be represented
as strings using some canonical format. For technical spaces that make use of common
basic data types such as integers, strings and booleans, mapping primitive types is quite
simple. It does not involve any conversion, if the ranges of all primitive types are equal.

While mapping complex and primitive data types, one must always keep the seman-
tics of the elements that are subject to the mapping in mind. For example, if tables
(i.e., a structural concept of one space) must have unique names, the corresponding con-
cept (e.g., XML complex types) should have a matching semantics. As the conceptual
mapping is established on the level of the language concepts, only the semantics of the
concepts is relevant here. The meaning of concrete languages does differ from language
to language and must therefore be considered individually.

In general, semantics can be divided into its static and its dynamic aspects. While the
former entails the properties that can be checked before execution, the latter describes the
dynamic behavior of a software system, specified by an artifact. Thus, on the conceptual
level, where we map the language concepts to each other, the dominating aspect is the
static one. Dynamic semantics differs for concrete languages and must therefore be
considered during the creation of the language mapping.

Depending on the concrete technical spaces to be mapped, there can be few seman-
tic restrictions (e.g., for context-free grammars) or quite many constraints that must
be taken care of (e.g., for ontologies). Unfortunately, few technical spaces have a for-
mal definition for the static and dynamic semantics of their concepts. Even concrete
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languages within one space are rarely accompanied by a formal definition of their se-
mantics. Languages in some spaces do at least capture the static aspects (e.g., using
attribute grammars in combination with context-free grammars), but formal descriptions
of dynamic semantics are rare.

As a consequence, the correctness of a mapping (both between spaces and concrete
languages) is usually difficult to establish. Sometimes there might not even exist a
mapping which preserves all semantic properties when transferring data to a different
space. As long as the properties that are relevant to the concrete application of a bridge
between two spaces are preserved, this is not problematic. But again, this requires the
formalization of the relevant properties, which is often not present either.

In the following, we will explicitly look at the four categories of interest mentioned
above (i.e., mapping structural concepts, mapping primitive types, mapping static and
dynamic semantics). Each of them will form a separate subsection for the concrete
bridges discussed in the next sections.

In general, conceptual mappings should strive for completeness. Both the structural
concepts and the primitive types should be mapped to the best degree possible. If con-
cepts are not mapped, information is potentially lost, or at least not available in the
opposite space. With regard to correctness, we have already argued that the missing
semantic formalization of many technical spaces renders proofs about mappings impos-
sible. Nonetheless, if possible, conceptual mappings should preserve the semantics when
bridging spaces. Additionally, conceptual mappings should be independent of particular
applications to enable their reuse.

5.1.2 Language Mappings

A conceptual mapping between technical spaces, as discussed in the previous section,
defines valid relations between the concepts of two technical spaces. Languages use (i.e.,
instantiate) the concepts of spaces. Consequently, if a language shall be used in another
space, a corresponding language definition is required. We call the mapping between
languages, conforming to the conceptual mapping, a language mapping.

The instance-of relation that holds between conceptual and language mappings is
characterized by the degree of freedom that is put forward by conceptual mappings.
Consider, for example, a conceptual mapping between the EMOF and the ontology
space. In EMOF, metamodels are used to define data structures. Each metamodel
contains a number of metaclasses. In the ontology space, ontology classes are used to
define domain concepts. Thus, even though the conceptual mapping between both spaces
may state that metaclasses must be mapped to ontology classes, it is not yet defined
which metaclass needs to be mapped to which ontology class. This is the degree of
freedom, which allows different instantiations (i.e., different language mappings) for the
same conceptual mapping. One can also say that the conceptual mapping defines the
set of all valid language mappings.
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Having said that conceptual mappings leave options for concrete language mappings,
one must add that building bridges does often include a mechanism to derive default
language mappings. For example, given a metamodel in EMOF one can derive a default
ontology, where all ontology classes have the same name as their corresponding meta-
classes. This derivation of a default mapping is possible, because one does not need to
map two existing languages, but rather one given language needs to be translated to a
corresponding language specification in the opposite technical space. In many cases, the
default mapping needs to be augmented with hand-crafted parts.

Similar to conceptual mappings, where we discussed the necessity to map structural
concepts, primitive types, as well as static and dynamic semantics, language mappings
raise the same questions, but on a lower metalevel. Instead of mapping the concepts
that can be used to define languages, one does now map concepts defined by a concrete
language. Again, the means to build up complex structures (e.g., defined references)
must be mapped. If the mapping of primitive types was not completely covered in the
conceptual mapping, this needs to be refined. This is often the case, because different
languages require different mappings of primitive types. Last but not least, the semantics
of the artifacts that conform to a language specification must be considered. Again, both
static and dynamic semantics need to be mapped correctly. The latter is more important
for language mappings, because concrete languages are often subject to execution and
do therefore have dynamic semantics. This is different from the conceptual mapping,
where the instances (i.e., language specifications) are rarely executed.

5.1.3 Technical Integration—Transformation, Adaptation

The goal of bridging technical spaces is to enable the use of tools from one space on
data from the other. To achieve this, there are two different possibilities. First, one can
transform data present in one space to the physical representation required by the tools
in the other space. This approach will be called a transformational bridge. Second, one
can adapt existing query language engines or the API used by tools in the target space
to access the data of the source space directly. This method will be called an adapter
bridge. The difference between the two kinds of bridges is also depicted in Fig. 5.3.

Adapter bridges can be used only if tools process data indirectly using an API or
query language. If tools access data directly (e.g., by reading files from a disk), a
transformational bridge must be used. Both styles of bridges have their pros and cons.
To clarify which style is best to be used in which situation, we will investigate both kinds
of bridges in more detail.

In [154], bridges are distinguished into extractors and injectors. The latter create
models from software artifacts, while the former realize the opposite. Also, the term
projector is used in [154] to denote both extractors and injectors. This differentiation is
orthogonal to transformation and adaptation. It depends on the target space of a bridge
rather than its technical realization.
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Figure 5.3: Transformation vs. adaptation to bridge two technical spaces.

Integration by Transformation

When integrating tools that employ different data formats, transformations can be used
to convert from one format to the other. These transformations take the physical data
format of one technical space as input and produce the format of another one as out-
put. If bidirectional tool interoperability is aimed for, either multiple transformations or
bidirectional ones are needed. As translations are executed monolithically, a batch-like
processing of data is inevitable. Tools must be executed strictly in sequential order,
where transformations may be placed between the execution of tools or tool runs.

One drawback of the transformational approach is the need to serialize (save) and
deserialize (load) data whenever switching to another technical space is necessary. This
can become a serious bottleneck if switching spaces is required often or if large amounts
of data need to be transformed.

Furthermore, transformational approaches must deal with the concrete syntax of all
involved artifacts. If there exist formal specifications of these syntactic representations,
one can use dedicated tools (e.g., parser generators) to read and persist artifacts. If
the knowledge about the concrete syntax is hidden (e.g., only the artifact-specific tools
implement the functionality to access files), this can become a serious problem. In this
case, the concrete syntax needs to be reverse engineered, which usually requires a large
amount of work.

Integration by Adaptation

When using transformations to bridge technical spaces, each tool (or group of tools) uses
its own physical representation of the information to be processed. To avoid such physical
replication of data, an alternative solution is to implement an adapter that translates
data instantly by forwarding data requests to a different data repository. Here, tools from
the target space access the data of the source space using an API. Instead of replicating
data, the data is directly presented to tools in the required form. In other words, the
data repository interface is adapted to a repository of a different technical space.
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Transformational Bridges Adapter Bridges

⊕ feasible if tools access data directly 	 restricted to tools that use an API

	 replication of data ⊕ no replication of data

	 monolithic translation ⊕ incremental translation

	 sequential use of tools ⊕ concurrent use of tools

Table 5.1: Comparison of transformational vs. adapter bridges.

If tools use an API to access data, one can exchange the implementation of this API
with a custom one which adapts the different representation dynamically. In this case,
only knowledge about the concrete syntax within one technical space is needed. This
can sometimes ease the creation of such an adapter-based bridge.

In addition, data that is accessed using an API can be shared in the sense that multiple
APIs can be bound to the same data repository. This avoids the batch-like processing
that is characteristic for transformational bridges. Tools from different technical spaces
can access data simultaneously if respective adapters exist.

Comparison

When comparing the two styles of bridges that can be used to close the gap between
two technical spaces, the drawbacks of one style can often be resolved by the opposite
style. Consult Table 5.1 for the differences between the two styles.

While adapter bridges avoid replication, allow for on-the-fly translation and permit
the use tools concurrently, they are restricted to applications where the involved tools
use an API or query language to retrieve data. In contrast, transformational bridges
are not restricted w.r.t. the tools in the target space. However, they force to transform
monolithically and to replicate data.

The style to pick for a concrete scenario needs to be selected according to this criteria.
If tools in the target space are sufficiently decoupled from the physical representation of
data by the use of an API or query language, implementing an adapter bridge is a good
choice. The integration of this kind of bridge is more tight than transforming physical
data back and forth. If tools are strongly coupled to the physical representation of their
data, a transformational bridge is the only option left. Despite of the drawbacks listed
in Table 5.1, transformational bridges often perfectly serve their purpose. If there is no
need to modify data concurrently and if the transformation of reasonable amounts of
data is sufficiently fast, replication may be tolerable.

From a more global point of view, there are parallels between the two types of bridges
between technical spaces and the two options to counter redundancy in software devel-
opment (cf. Sect. 3.1). Adapter bridges avoid redundancy by tying tools to different
data repositories. Transformational bridges create redundancy by representing data dif-
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ferently, but need to synchronize the replicated pieces of data if changes are made. Thus,
the same two principles can be applied both to bridge technical spaces and to deal with
redundancy within a single technical space.

5.2 Existing Bridges for Technical Spaces

The problem of bridging technical spaces has been faced by many software engineers.
Consequently, tools, procedures and standards exist to build bridges between com-
mon spaces. Examples for standards are Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) [166], Interface Definition Language (IDL) [167] and Web Services Descrip-
tion Language (WSDL) [168]. This section reviews a selection of existing approaches to
bridge technical spaces and compares them with the generalization presented in Sect. 5.1.

We will restrict the presentation of existing bridges to the ones that are considered
important in the context of our work. This particularly applies to the XML space, EMOF
and Java, which are also frequently used in industrial applications. Similar bridges for
Microsoft’s modeling technology and EMF are also available [169, 170], but these are
out of our scope.

5.2.1 XML—EMOF—Java

XML, EMOF and Java are three very popular technical spaces. XML was first published
in 1998 [171] and has made its way into a countless number of applications and influenced
many other standards. It can be considered one of the most widespread data exchange
formats. EMOF is at the heart of the MOF standard [6] and therefore essential for many
modeling activities. In particular, its implementation in the EMF, has made it the quasi-
standard in object-oriented modeling. Java—a popular object-oriented programming
language—is also widely used in industry.

To process XML data using Java programs, different options are available. The Doc-
ument Object Model (DOM) [172] defines an API to access and manipulate arbitrary
XML documents. Alternatively, the Simple API for XML (SAX) [173] can be employed
to process XML data with the Java programming language. While DOM is a document-
centric approach, SAX is event-oriented and allows to process XML documents as they
are being read.

Besides the opportunities given by DOM and SAX, EMF provides functionality to
bridge the XML space and the Java world using EMOF as connector. EMF includes
an XSD importer that can convert schema definitions to EMOF models. This allows
to process XML languages equivalent to EMOF-based modeling languages. EMF is
also able to generate a set of Java interfaces that resemble the structures defined in
an XSD document. These interfaces can be used to read and manipulate respective
XML data. Thus, EMF provides a bridge between these three technical spaces. The
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XSD Concept EMF Concept Java Concept

Schema EPackage Package

Simple type EDataType Class
(union, list, anonymous)

Simple type with EEnum Class (or Enum)
enumeration facets

Complex type EClass Class/Interface

Extension, restriction eSuperTypes Inheritance
of complex types

Abstract type Abstract EClass Abstract Class/
Interface

Attribute EAttribute/EReference Field

Element EAttribute/EReference Field

Table 5.2: Partial mapping between XSD, EMF and Java concepts.

conceptual mapping between the language concepts employed by each technical space is
summarized in Table 5.2.

Here, simple types are mapped to EDataTypes and EEnums. Each complex type cor-
responds to an EClass, extensions and restrictions yield inheritance relations. XSD
attributes and elements are translated to EAttributes and EReferences.

This conceptual mapping connects the language concepts of XML, EMOF and Java,
as described in Sect. 5.1. Moreover, the concepts of these spaces are sufficiently similar
to automatically derive corresponding language mappings. An XML schema can be
translated to a metamodel and also to a set of equivalent Java classes. There is sufficient
information to instantiate the conceptual mapping for a concrete schema.

This does not imply, that there are no variability points within the instantiation of
the conceptual mapping. But, for all arising ambiguities (e.g., an element in the schema
can be mapped to multiple alternative elements in a metamodel), a default choice is
specified by EMF. EMF does derive default language mappings in the corresponding
technical space automatically. Similar strategies can be observed for other bridges as
well. For example, the bridge between relational databases and Java can derive a default
set of Java classes to represent a concrete database schema (cf. Sect. 5.2.2).

The derivation of a concrete language specification for a technical target space from
a given language follows the idea that bridging spaces technically should not be mixed
with bridging them semantically. The data residing in one space is made available to
another space by deriving a dedicated, equivalent target language. For example, if a
schema for office documents shall be represented in EMOF, it is translated to a custom
metamodel. It is not mapped to an existing metamodel for documents. We transfer data
independently of a specific target language.
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Relational Database Concept Java Concept

Schema Package

Table Class

Table/Column Inheritance

Column/Table Field

Table 5.3: Mapping between concepts of relational databases and Java.

The bridges between XML, EMOF and Java that are provided by EMF are transfor-
mational bridges. One can access the same data using both XML-based, EMOF-based
and Java-based tools by replicating XML data as Java objects. This is achieved by
the use of different algorithms for serialization and deserialization. However, this ap-
proach does also imply, that tools cannot be used simultaneously, because serialization
is required before switching the technical space.

5.2.2 Relational Databases—Java

Another, very important technical space are relational databases. The majority of en-
terprise applications rely on such databases to store and process business data. Since
the interaction between relational databases and applications is based on standardized
query languages (e.g., SQL), the actual representation of data in such databases is hid-
den from clients. Commercial database systems do not even provide means to access
data directly—they use a proprietary binary format to persist information.

In the case of Java, multiple frameworks exist that help developers to access relational
data within object-oriented Java programs. Low-level SQL APIs can be used to retrieve
information from a database, but these do not convert between the concepts of the
two spaces. Instead of returning objects (i.e., concepts of the Java language), row and
column values (i.e., concepts of the relational world) are obtained. The resulting bridge
is therefore quite weak in the sense that a large portion of the mapping is left to the
user. Manual labor is inevitable in this case.

Other, more sophisticated frameworks for object-relational mappings can do better.
For example, the Java Persistence API (JPA) [174] allows to specify declarative mappings
between classes and tables, as well as fields and columns. These declarative mappings are
then used to represent data from relational databases as objects and vice versa. Possible
mappings between the concepts of the two technical spaces are shown in Table 5.3.

One can see that multiple valid mappings between concepts do exist here. For example,
Java fields can be either mapped to columns or separate tables. This choice depends
on the multiplicity of the field (i.e., collections are usually stored in separate tables),
but can also be influenced by performance considerations. Similarly, classes that are
connected by an inheritance relation, can either be represented by a single table or two
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separate ones. In the first case, the columns that correspond to fields of the subclass are
not used in rows that represent instances of the superclass. In the latter case, attributes
of the subclass are stored in an additional table.

This conceptual mapping does leave space for variation. Concrete language mappings
between database schemata and Java packages can still pick different options for the ele-
ments that need to be mapped. Additional options, which were not shown in Table 5.3,
include the mapping between the primitive data types of both spaces. This variability is
similar to the examples shown in the previous section. The instantiation of the concep-
tual mapping for a concrete language (i.e., a schema) can be performed differently. But,
again default settings can provide a default instantiation result. For example, a default
set of Java classes can be derived from a given database schema.

Bridges between relational databases and Java are usually realized as transformations.
The bridges replicate data, because Java objects hold copies of the values stored in the
database. The amount of redundancy that is introduced can differ from bridge to bridge.
If a query language is used to retrieve and modify data, few portions of the overall data
set (i.e., only the part that is of interest) is replicated. For object-relational mappings
(e.g., the ones that can be built using JPA) the amount of replicated data may even be
bigger since all values that are stored in rows and columns are copied to Java objects,
which can be manipulated in memory and then be written back to the database. Even
though the bridges often employ an API to access data, the functions of the API are
used to read and store data. Java programs that operate on this data, do perform
modifications on copies and not directly in the database.

5.3 Bridging Context-free Grammars and Object-oriented
Modeling

Many artifacts that are used in software development have been traditionally specified
using context-free grammars. Such grammars are both very well understood on a theo-
retical level and supported by a great amount of tools. Based on formal language theory
important properties of context-free grammars, such as the complexity to parse their sen-
tences, are known. Context-free grammars provide a reasonable trade-off between the
complexity of the languages they can generate and the complexity required to handle
the languages (e.g., to recognize correct sentences). The simplicity, the well understood
formal grounding and the early availability of powerful tools to practically use them,
made context-free grammars a widely used method to describe software artifacts. For
example, many programming languages are based on context-free grammars.

With the advent of MDSD, metamodels, being another formalism to describe software
artifacts, have gained acceptance and are starting to replace traditional syntax specifi-
cation methods. Metamodels share some properties with context-free grammars, while
they significantly differ in others. For example, metamodels are similar in the sense that
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they provide a precise definition of all syntactically correct models. Thereby, a natural
instance-of relation equivalent to the one between grammars and their sentences is estab-
lished. To name a difference, metamodels describe graph structures, whereas grammars
allow for the construction of strings and trees only.

Despite the differences between the two technical spaces spanned by context-free gram-
mars and metamodels, bridging these spaces is an essential task within the scope of this
thesis. It is important to unify the representation of the majority of artifacts used in pro-
ductive development processes (i.e., code and models). Without bridging the two spaces,
no synchronization method can be uniformly applied to all kinds of artifacts. Rather,
multiple methods—one for each technical space—would be needed, which renders the
creation of RTE systems more difficult.

Before discussing the concrete mapping between context-free grammars and object-
oriented models, we will shortly recapitulate the formal definition of context-free gram-
mars. We will use the definition from [175], which is as follows. A context-free grammar
G is a 4-tuple G = (V,Σ, R, S) where

• V is a set of non-terminals,

• Σ is a set of terminals, disjoint from V. The set of terminals is the alphabet of the
language defined by the grammar.

• R is a relation from V to (V ∪ Σ)∗ such that ∃w ∈ (V ∪ Σ)∗ : (S,w) ∈ R. These
relations are called productions or rewrite rules. The asterisk represents the Kleene
star operation.

• S is the start variable (or start symbol), used to represent the whole sentence (or
program). It must be an element of V .

From this formal definition, the central concepts of context-free grammars—terminals,
non-terminals and rules—can be derived. For practicability reasons, we will use an
extended version of the definition above, which allows advanced operators based on the
Extended Backus Naur Form (EBNF) [176, 177].

The EBNF provides multiplicities (asterisk, plus and the question mark), which allow
the definition of repeating and optional syntax without the need to introduce additional
non-terminals. For example, the two productions V1 → a and V1 → ε can be replaced by
a single one V1 → a?. In addition, EBNF supports choices to inline non-terminals which
represent alternative syntax. For example, the two productions V2 → a and V2 → b
can be replaced by V2 → a|b. Furthermore, EBNF allows to group terminals, which
essentially inlines a production. All these advanced operators can be translated to the
simplistic productions defined above.

The concepts of object-oriented metamodels, in particular the ones that conform to
EMOF, can be found in Sect. 2.1. In the following, we will present the required con-
ceptual mapping in Sect. 5.3.1. This includes a discussion of mapping the structural
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Figure 5.4: Conceptual mapping between models and context-free grammars.

concepts of both spaces, as well as an investigation on how to map primitive types. We
will also look at the semantics that both spaces are accompanied with and the degree
to which these are compatible. The conceptual mapping has been implemented in the
tool EMFText [178]. We conclude our analysis of the established mapping in Sect. 5.3.2,
where questions regarding the correctness and completeness of bridges between the two
spaces will be answered.

5.3.1 Conceptual Mapping

Structural Mapping As outlined in the description of the general mapping problem of
technical spaces (cf. Sect. 5.1.1), structural concepts are very important when transfer-
ring information from one space to another. Therefore, the structural concepts of both
context-free grammars and object-oriented models are depicted in Fig. 5.4, as well as a
potential mapping between them.

One can recognize concepts such as productions, terminals and non-terminals for the
grammar space and terms like classifier, reference and attribute for the modeling space.
Before mapping the concepts to each other, let us deepen the understanding of the
concepts a little more.

First, models defined by modeling languages are composed of elements that in turn
consist of attribute values and other contained elements. In addition, cross-references
between elements can exist. Which elements are allowed is defined in a metamodel
through classifiers. By defining containment references between classifiers, valid con-
tainment relations are defined. Which attribute values can be defined for an element is
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declared by attributes in the metamodel. Classifiers are also connected through super-
class relationships, which express exchangeability. Possible cross-references are defined
by non-containment references.

Second, sentences defined by context-free grammars consist of a sequence of elements,
where an element is either represented by a single symbol (i.e., a set of connected char-
acters) or another nested sequence, which again consists of symbols and possibly other
nested sequences. Valid parts are defined through productions. By referencing other
productions through non-terminals in a sequence, the possible nesting of elements is
defined. The symbols that may appear in a sequence are defined by terminals. Choices
of different non-terminals can be defined to express exchangeability.

Based on [2], the following mapping can be derived for the core structural concepts of
both technical spaces:

• Classifier—Production (1–1)
Element types are defined through classifiers in one space and by productions in
the other.

• Containment-Reference—Non-Terminal (2–2)
The composition of elements from others is expressed by containment references
on the metamodel side. Non-terminals that appear in a sequence, express a similar
relationship on the grammar side.

• Attribute—Terminal (3–3)
Attribute values are also part of a model element and can therefore be expressed
by symbols.

• Superclass—Choice (4–4)
The superclass relationship can be mapped to the alternative concept because both
express exchangeability.

• Non-Containment-Reference—Terminal (5–3)
For cross-references, there exists no direct correspondence in grammars. They can
however be mapped to terminal symbols as well. In this case, the symbol represents
an identifier that identifies the element to be referenced.

• Multiplicity—Sequence (6–6)
Features of metaclasses can hold multiple values depending on their cardinality. In
grammars, sequences can be used to express that elements occur multiple times.

A closer look at this mapping reveals that the structural concepts of models and
context-free grammars are quite similar. Up to a single case—mapping non-containment
references to terminals—all concepts have an exact counterpart in the opposite technical
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space. Furthermore, all concrete concepts (i.e., all except Reference and Feature) can
be mapped, which indicates that the mapping of concepts is complete.

The only discrepancy w.r.t. the structure of artifacts from both spaces, is the fact
that both non-containment references and attributes are mapped to terminals (i.e., a
non-injective mapping). This situation is triggered by the mathematical structures that
form the bases of the two spaces. Models are based on graphs, whereas grammars use
trees as primary means to construct complex structures. Trees do not allow arbitrary
connections between nodes, whereas graphs do so. Non-containment references are ex-
actly the connections, which are not allowed by trees. Therefore, no direct equivalent
can be found in the context-free grammar space.

But, to represent such connections to other nodes in the grammar space, it is common
practice to use terminals. For example, most programming languages refer to declared
elements using identifiers. Even though there is no explicit support in context-free gram-
mars to state that an identifier references certain other elements in the grammar, this
connection is often part of the static semantics of the language defined by the grammar.
In contrast, models use explicit references. For example, a reference to declared elements
is stored in models, rather than using a symbolic identifier.

In summary one can say, that the formalism to build complex structures in one space
can be resembled in the other.

Mapping Primitive Types After having established the mapping of the structural con-
cepts, the relation of primitive types available in context-free grammars and models
needs to be clarified. The former do have only one primitive type—strings. There is no
explicit distinction between numbers, dates or booleans. The basic building blocks of
all sentences are characters and sequences of characters. Models on the other hand are
based on the MOF standard, which imports a set of predefined primitive types from the
UML infrastructure specification [21]. This set includes Integer, String, Boolean and
UnlimitedNatural1.

Since grammars do use only one primitive type, whereas models allow multiple, a
conversion is needed. The type of the concrete attribute that is mapped to a terminal
determines the target for this conversion. For example, if a boolean attribute is mapped
to a specific terminal, the values of this terminal must be transformed to either true or
false—the possible values for boolean typed attributes.

Naturally, concrete conversions depend on the semantics of the context-free grammar
at hand. As there is no information about the meaning of terminals in the grammar
itself, the designer of a concrete bridge must decide how to convert string values of
terminals to the primitive types used by attributes in models. One can say that the
conversion of primitive types cannot be handled generically as the information required

1In contrast to Integers, UnlimitedNaturals do not allow for negative values, but additionally include
infinity, which is denoted by an asterisk.
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to do so is not formally available. Converting primitive types is left to the designer of a
concrete bridge between a grammar and a metamodel.

Mapping Semantics Besides the structural aspects that can be found in technical
spaces, the semantics of artifacts that reside in such spaces is an important issue to
consider when bridging spaces. Even when structures can be mapped from one space to
another, this does not necessarily imply that two artifacts have equivalent meaning.

For the case at hand, the semantic mapping is rather narrow. Grammars, being
primarily developed to describe syntax rather than semantics, do not have a complex
semantics. The single important property that should be preserved by mappings of
grammars to another space, are the rules by which productions can be expanded (i.e.,
the construction of sentences from a grammar). Informally these rules are as follows:

• Starting from the start symbol, any non-terminal on the right side of a rule can be
replaced by the rule for this non-terminal. This rewrite procedure can go on until
all non-terminals have been replaced by terminals.

• Choices in grammar rules must be replaced by a single option.

• Choices and non-terminals can be picked non-deterministically during replacement.

When looking at rewrite rules in the context of our mapping to the modeling space,
the following observations can be made. First, metamodels do not have the notion of a
start symbol. One can start the creation of a model by creating an instance of a random
metaclass. In further steps, this instance can be extended by adding more instances and
by adding references to them. Thus, grammars are more restrictive in the sense that they
identify a particular top-level language element—the start symbol. Metamodels are less
restrictive, because they allow to construct models starting from arbitrary, potentially
multiple root elements.

The actual expansion of grammars and models is preserved by our mapping. Replacing
a non-terminal by the right side of the respective production, is equivalent to the creation
of an instance of the metaclass that corresponds to that production. Of course, the new
instance must be referenced. In addition, choices which allow the definition of alternative
syntax in grammar rules, were mapped to the inheritance relation between metaclasses.
This mapping is also valid, since the semantics of subclassing is equal to the one of
choices—one must pick exactly one out of the given possibilities (i.e., either an option
or a subclass respectively).

Consequently, if grammar and metamodel concepts are mapped according to Fig. 5.4,
the expansion of the grammar is parallel to the creation of a model. This is a nice
property as it guarantees, that there is a valid textual representation for every model
and that a model exists for every sentence of the grammar. The former requires, that the
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model is constructed starting at the root metaclass (i.e., the metaclass that corresponds
to the start symbol of the grammar).

If models have multiple root elements, a gap between the two spaces exists. However,
this can be easily resolved. For example, one can introduce an artificial start symbol
to the grammar, which allows to produce all the non-terminals that correspond to root
metaclasses. Or, the other way around, an artificial start metaclass can be introduced
that serves as superclass for all root metaclasses. In both cases, slight modifications of the
grammar or metamodel are needed to establish a mapping. However, these modifications
are very lightweight, which is why the start symbol problem is not severe.

5.3.2 Conclusion

Context-free grammars and models form a pair of technical spaces, which is highly
relevant in the context of RTE. The former is the most widespread formalism to capture
the structure of software artifacts formally. The latter is gaining significance with the
advent of MDSD. The bridge that was conceptually developed above and implemented in
the EMFText tool, allows to apply modeling tools—editors, analyzers, or transformation
engines—to grammar-based artifacts. This is not only useful in the context of this thesis,
where the main focus is RTE, but opens up many other application areas. For example,
Reverse Engineering existing applications becomes possible [179].

Even though context-free grammars are only one existing technical space out of many,
its flexibility and thereby its wide usage is striking. The vast amount of artifacts that can
be described by context-free grammars makes this particular bridge especially important.
It allows to represent different kinds of artifacts using a common syntax formalism (i.e.,
metamodels). Once all artifacts reside in the same technical space, synchronization
procedures can be uniformly applied. Also, the technical and the logical translation
(cf. Sect. 3.4.3) are strictly separated.

Besides the fact that the creation of this bridge allows many artifacts to be subject to
RTE, one must be aware of the limitations of the mapping between the two spaces. When
facing the concrete task of establishing a bridge between a grammar-based language and
a respective metamodel, manual labor is often required. Depending on the complexity
of the involved language, this may range from very little specification effort to enormous
time consuming work that is needed to fill the gap between a grammar and a metamodel.
The reason for requiring manual labor here, is the lack of important information in the
grammar of the language at hand.

First, context-free grammars are based on typed trees. Thus, the first missing piece
of information are the cross-links needed to establish a graph structure. This graph
structure is often defined by the semantics of the language, but not necessarily captured
formally. As a consequence, cross-links are part of the language, but no description of
the links is readily available. Therefore, building a bridge involves a definition of the
cross-references that form the graph structure of the artifact at hand.
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Second, no primitive types are available in context-free grammars. From the perspec-
tive of a grammar, everything is a string. In contrast, metamodeling languages, such as
Ecore, do provide a set of primitive types. Mapping back and forth between strings and
these types is therefore inevitable. Again, this mapping must be defined manually.

Third, context-free grammars do not offer support for defining semantics. Usually,
additional mechanisms (e.g., attribute grammars) are employed to formally define both
the static and dynamic meaning of sentences. As the same lack of formal definition of se-
mantics can often be observed for metamodels, the mapping between the two formalisms
is left to the bridge designer. Moreover, there is often no way to check the correctness
of such a mapping w.r.t. preserving semantics.

In general, one can summarize a few things that have been learned from building the
bridge between grammars and metamodels. First, spaces that share a majority of similar
concepts can be bridged even though manual labor may be required. The latter is mostly
caused by the gap between the spaces—the information missing from one space or the
other. Also, some properties of mappings are dictated by the relation of the concepts
of the spaces. For example, the mapping of terminals to attributes (or non-containment
references) is inevitable. The designer of a bridge can choose which attribute to map to,
but the types of the two ends of the mapping are determined by the characteristics of the
involved spaces. The size and nature of the gap between two spaces does also influence
the completeness of a bridge between them. A rather small gap, as observed in this case,
allows for more complete mappings, which in turn render concrete bridges more useful.
In particular the fact, that the bridge between context-free grammars and metamodels
is bidirectional, substantially increases its feasibility for many applications.

5.4 Bridging Models and Ontologies

To employ ontologies and associated tool machinery for the purpose of model synchro-
nization, both a conceptual and a technical bridge is needed. This allows to treat models
as ontologies and vice versa. The details of the conceptual differences that span this gap
will be presented in Sect. 5.4.1. A conclusion about bridging ontologies and models can
be found in Sect. 5.4.2.

5.4.1 Conceptual Mapping

Models and ontologies do have some commonalities, that sometimes lead to the wrong
conception that both approaches are very close. Truth is that they share some properties,
but do also expose huge conceptual differences. Even terms that are shared do have quite
different semantics. Thus, a thorough analysis of the two spaces, their properties and
semantics is needed and performed in this section. Discussions about representing models
as ontologies can also be found in [180] and [181].
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Figure 5.5: Conceptual mapping between models and ontologies.

Structural Mapping Similar to the comparison of context-free grammars and models,
we will start with a figure that depicts important structural concepts of both technical
spaces side by side. In Fig. 5.5, one can spot ontology concepts (e.g., DataProperty and
ObjectProperty) on the right side. The concepts of models are the same as shown in
Fig. 5.4 before.

The most obvious mapping can be found between the concepts classifier (in a model)
and class (in an ontology) (1). Both denote sets of entities that share common proper-
ties. However, this mapping must be considered very carefully from the perspective of
semantics, which we will do later on in this section. For the time being, let us assume
these two concepts to be equivalent to a reasonable extent.

The next mapping can be established between Reference and ObjectProperty (2).
Both can be used to model relations between things. Again, even though both are not
exactly equivalent w.r.t. their semantics, we find them close enough to map them to each
other. A similar relation holds for Attribute and DataProperty (3). Here, both concepts
denote properties of things, which have a primitive type rather than an object (i.e., an
instance of a complex type) as value. Besides the fact that the two pairs of concepts do
not have the exact same semantics, it is also important to point out that references and
attributes are owned by an identifier, whereas DataProperties and ObjectProperties are
not. Thus, the latter two can exist independent of a class in an ontology. OWL does
not have an explicit distinction between contained individuals and non-contained ones.
This is why both types of references (i.e., containment and non-containment references)
are mapped to ObjectProperties.
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Ecore Concept OWL Concept Possible Caveat

EFactory, no mapping ignored
EOperation,
EParameter

EPackage OWLOntology inverse hierarchy

EClass OWLClass non-exclusive instanceof

EAttribute OWLDatatypeProperty name clash / qualification

EReference OWLObjectProperty name clash / qualification

EDatatype RDFSDatatype straightforward

EEnum OWLDataRange straightforward

EEnumLiteral RDFSLiteral straightforward

EAnnotation RDFSLiteral straightforward

Table 5.4: Mapping Ecore concepts to OWL (from [181]).

Similar to EMOF, OWL allows to restrict the cardinality of properties. Such restric-
tions can be defined by adding a data restriction component of type cardinality to the
property axiom. Cardinality restrictions can specify minimal, maximal and exact cardi-
nalities, exactly as in EMOF. Hence, the two concepts can be mapped to each other (4).

Besides the purely structural concepts of Ecore, there are also some concepts which
cannot be mapped to the ontological space and some other concepts which are not used to
compose structures, but ease modeling (e.g., enumerations and annotations). A general
template for mapping these (additional) concepts and the ones shown in Fig. 5.4 has
been proposed in [181] and is summarized in Table 5.4.

As indicated in the third column of Table 5.4 there are problems caused by the con-
ceptual differences. For example, Ecore packages can access their parent package, while
ontologies can only access imported ontologies. Also, there is a mismatch between the
exclusivity of the instance-of relation, which will be discussed shortly. For attributes
(or data type properties, respectively) and references (or object properties, respectively)
name clashes can occur, because properties are globally visible in ontologies, while at-
tributes and references are local to their declaring class. Mapping data types, enumera-
tions, enumeration literals and annotations is straightforward.

The structural mappings shown in Fig. 5.5 and Table 5.4 do cover all essential concepts
of EMOF, but not nearly all of OWL. This is caused by the completely different goals
of the two languages. EMOF was designed to provide a minimal set of terms that can
be used to specify object-oriented models. On the contrary, OWL was built to allow the
modeling of arbitrary knowledge for potentially many domains. Thus, OWL provides
more concepts than EMOF.

Mapping all concepts of OWL to EMOF is out of the scope of this thesis. This is
not only because a semantically correct mapping is probably not possible, but because
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few artifacts related to software development reside in the ontology space. Rather, tools
that are available in this space are of interest to us. Thus, the most important goal of
building the OWL-EMOF bridge is to represent models as ontologies and not the other
way around. An analysis of the completeness of this bridge (cf. Sect. 5.4.2) will therefore
focus on the coverage of the EMOF part.

Mapping Primitive Types Both OWL and EMOF have a set of built-in primitive data
types. OWL relies on a subset of the data types defined by XML Schema [182], whereas
EMOF uses the primitive data types defined in the UML infrastructure [21]. In addition,
Ecore—the implementation of EMOF used in the context of this thesis—provides more
data types than the ones defined by EMOF. A comparison of all data types can be found
in Table 5.5.

In a strict sense, only the data types xsd:string, xsd:integer and xsd:boolean can be
mapped from OWL to EMOF. A second set of data types can be mapped to Ecore,
because it is available there, but not in the EMOF standard. Among this group are data
types such as xsd:float, xsd:double, and xsd:dateTime. The last column of Table 5.5
indicates which mappings are not complete. A mapping is marked as incomplete if one
of the two data types that are mapped to each other, has a bigger range than the other
one or a slightly different meaning. Such incomplete mappings must be treated with
special caution as they are not bijective. A last class of data types (e.g., xsd:gMonthDay)
cannot be mapped at all, because there is no equivalent in EMOF.

Because of the set of built-in types for OWL and Ecore, this mapping is more complex
compared to the simplistic handling of primitive types while bridging context-free gram-
mars and models (cf. Sect. 5.3.1). But, here the mapping of data types can be performed
already on the conceptual level, independent of concrete ontologies or metamodels. This
reduces the effort, when building a bridge of this type. For the context-free grammars an
individual mapping of string—the only available built-in primitive type there—needed
to be defined for each concrete bridge individually.

However, one must be aware of the completeness criterion indicated in the last column
of Table 5.5. If artifacts are modified both in the ontological space and the modeling
space, situations may occur, where transferring artifacts to the opposite space is not
possible anymore. This does especially apply when data types have different ranges.
For example, if the value of a DataProperty of type xsd:unsignedInteger is changed such
that the new value cannot be represented using a signed integer, the individual cannot
be transferred to the modeling space anymore. Thus, one must either avoid such edit
operations or define custom mappings, which resolve this problem (e.g., by mapping
xsd:unsignedInteger to String).

Mapping Semantics Both models and ontologies do have the notion of concepts and
instances. The former is called class in both worlds, while the latter is referred to as an
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EMOF/Ecore data type OWL data type Complete
(defined by XML Schema) Mapping?

String xsd:string yes
String xsd:anyURI no
String xsd:normalizedString no
String xsd:token no
String xsd:language no
String xsd:NMTOKEN no
String xsd:Name no
String xsd:NCName no

Boolean xsd:boolean yes
Integer xsd:decimal no
Float (Ecore only) xsd:float yes
Double (Ecore only) xsd:double yes
Integer xsd:integer yes
Integer xsd:positiveInteger no
Integer xsd:nonPositiveInteger no
Integer xsd:negativeInteger no
Integer xsd:nonNegativeInteger no
Long (Ecore only) xsd:long yes
Long (Ecore only) xsd:unsignedLong no
Int (Ecore only) xsd:int yes
Int (Ecore only) xsd:unsignedInt no
Short (Ecore only) xsd:short yes
Short (Ecore only) xsd:unsignedShort no
Byte (Ecore only) xsd:byte yes
Byte (Ecore only) xsd:unsignedByte no

Date (Ecore only) xsd:dateTime yes
Date (Ecore only) xsd:time no
Date (Ecore only) xsd:date no
Date (Ecore only) xsd:gYear no
n/a xsd:gYearMonth n/a
n/a xsd:gDay n/a
n/a xsd:gMonth n/a
n/a xsd:gMonthDay n/a

ByteArray (Ecore only) xsd:hexBinary yes
ByteArray (Ecore only) xsd:base64Binary yes

Table 5.5: Comparison of primitive data types for EMOF/Ecore and OWL.
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object in modeling and an individual in ontologies. The relation between instances and
classes is called instance-of. Classes denote sets of instances (i.e., objects or individuals).
In the ontological world, classes are interpreted as elements of a taxonomy. Thus, there
exists a generalization (or a specialization, respectively) relation between classes. While
this is present in modeling too, ontologies put a less strict semantics on the instance-
of relation. Individuals can have an instance-of relation with multiple classes even if
no generalization relation is present. In the modeling world, each object is said to be
instance of one class only. To be more precise each object can only be instance of two
classes if both are related by a generalization relation. Classes are implicitly considered
to be disjoint, while this is not necessarily the case for ontologies.

A related difference w.r.t. the semantics of OWL ontologies and object-oriented models
is caused by the Unique Name Assumption. While different names in models denote
things with different identities, this assumption does not hold for OWL. Here, it is
perfectly valid to give multiple, different names to the same entity.

These first differences do already reveal the most important conceptual mismatch
between modeling and the use of ontologies. The former do have implicit semantics (e.g.,
the disjoint classes constraint), while the latter do explicitly declare the meaning of the
concepts formally. For example, the knowledge that classes in modeling are considered
to be disjoint if they are not related by generalization, is captured in modeling tools only.
To transfer models to the ontology world, all implicit semantics must be made explicit.
Otherwise the meaning of the involved models will not be preserved.

In addition to the semantic differences between models and ontologies, there are also
ontological concepts without equivalent counterparts in the modeling world. For exam-
ple, set-theoretic operations like unionOf, complementOf or intersectionOf are not
supported in models. Likewise there are modeling concepts that cannot be represented
in ontologies (e.g., operations and parameters). In the context of RTE, these modeling
concepts are less important, since one cares mainly about the data represented by the
involved models (i.e., objects, attributes and associations).

Probably the most drastic difference can be found in the semantics of missing data.
Most modeling languages have a prescriptive nature (cf. Sect. 2.1.1) and therefore con-
sider missing information to be wrong. For example, objects can only populate properties
that are defined in their corresponding class. Properties that were not defined are as-
sumed to not exist. Ontologies on the other hand follow a descriptive approach and
consider missing data to be unknown (i.e., potentially correct). An individual can there-
fore indeed have properties that are not defined by its class. This difference is often
denoted as open world and closed world assumption.

5.4.2 Conclusion

The bridge between OWL and EMOF discussed in this section allows to apply tools
and methods from the ontological space to models. In particular the use of reasoning
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technology on models and metamodels is now possible. Or, as Kappel et al. put it in [181],
models have been lifted to the level of ontologies. The term lifting does already imply,
that the bridge at hand is not symmetric. It allows to treat models as ontologies, but
not necessarily the other way around. Models that are based on the EMOF standard,
use a very restricted set of concepts—the essential modeling concepts. They are also
less expressive than ontologies. The proposed mapping allows to transfer important
properties of models to the ontological space, but it is rather incomplete when it comes
to representing ontologies as models.

The main motivation for building a bridge toward the ontology space is to employ rea-
soning tools for model synchronization. One can say that w.r.t. this goal, the established
bridge is quite useful. However, it is not as complete as the bridge between context-free
grammars and models. The latter can be easily reused for other tasks, which is not
necessarily the case for the OWL-EMOF bridge. But, there are serious reasons for the
observed incompleteness. OWL and EMOF span a much wider gap than grammars and
models. This is due to the semantic differences between the two spaces.

The main problems that render building the OWL-EMOF bridge so complex are
twofold. First, the amount of concepts defined by OWL outnumbers the ones provided
by EMOF. Thus, things provided by OWL cannot be reasonably mapped to EMOF.
Second, even though both OWL and EMOF are designed to model domain knowledge,
each of them follows a completely different paradigm with regard to knowledge repre-
sentation. EMOF is based on prescriptive modeling, where one exactly defines what is
valid and what is not. This assumes complete knowledge about the modeled subject. In
contrast, OWL is focused on descriptive modeling. Here, one states what is known and
leaves other facts unspecified. Unspecified (i.e., missing) facts are not assumed to be
false. Rather, anything that is not specified may actually be true or exist. The fact that
one does not make statements about things is basically interpreted as unknown fact.

This difference in the modeling paradigm that forms the basis for the two technical
spaces, causes most of the problems while bridging OWL and EMOF. In Chap. 7, where
this bridge is employed in the actual synchronization of artifacts, we will further discuss
how the gap between the two paradigms can be resolved.

Looking back at the complex and incomplete mapping between OWL and EMOF,
one can observe some typical problems encountered when bridging spaces that are not
particularly close. The bridge between context-free grammars and models required some
additional work to obtain missing information (e.g., to determine cross-references to
form graphs from trees). But, this integration was possible and also complete to a much
higher degree. For OWL the case is different. The mismatch between the number of
concepts, as well as the different underlying paradigms, causes an incomplete, yet useful
bridge. However, this highlights an important issue, which is the criticality of selecting
one technical space over another. Once a decision has been made to use artifacts or tools
from a particular space, there is often no turning back. This is especially problematic,
if the chosen space does offer concepts that cannot be found anywhere else.
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5.5 Bridging Role Modeling and Object-oriented Modeling

Roles have been introduced by Halpin as means to encapsulate the behavior of objects
within a specific context [183]. The tool integration approach that will be presented in
Chap. 8 defines data repositories and data representations as such a context. There,
role models are used to enable tools to work on arbitrary data. Since we aim at using
models based on the EMOF standard as primary type of artifact, the question is how
object-oriented modeling and role modeling can be integrated. This entails both a con-
ceptual mapping and a technical realization that will serve as a basis to evaluate our
tool integration approach. Before we dive into the specifics of object-oriented modeling
and role modeling, we will briefly recapitulate their most important properties.

Object-oriented metamodels consist of classes, attributes and references. Classes can
inherit from each other. Attributes have a primitive type, while references are assigned to
complex types (i.e., other classes). Both attributes and references can have multiplicities
that specify the amount of values (or objects, respectively) they can hold. Classes
may also own operations, which specify behavioral aspects. However, for synchronizing
models only data is considered. Thus, operations can be omitted.

Common standards for object-oriented metamodels do define more properties for
classes, attributes and references. For example, classes can be abstract, attributes can be
derived or references can be tagged as containment. For the time being, these additional
properties will only be analyzed if they have implications for our work.

Role types and role models can be considered as an extension to object-oriented mod-
eling [37]. Role types specify a relation between one or more classes. For example, the
role type Father relates a man and his child. Roles, being instances of role types, can
be attached to objects (e.g., a man becomes a father when birth is given to his child). In
this case the man object is said to play the father role. Conceptually, classes and roles
can be distinguished according to their rigidity [39]. Classes are rigid because they can
exist on their own, while roles cannot, because they depend on an object to be attached
to. For example, while a man can exist without being a father, the father role needs
to be bound to a man. When the man deceases, its father role is inevitably lost. One
can also say that classes are sets of things that carry an identity, while roles can only be
identified by the identity of their players.

In this section we will analyze the conceptual relation between object-oriented models
and role models (Sect. 5.5.1). Also, we will review the completeness of the established
mapping between role models and object-oriented models in Sect. 5.5.2.

5.5.1 Conceptual Mapping

Similar to the mappings presented before and as proposed in the general procedure
to establish bridges between technical spaces, we will now look at mapping structures,
primitive data types and semantics. Emphasis is mainly put on the first and third point.
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Figure 5.6: Conceptual mapping between object-oriented models and role models.

This is caused by the non-existence of a standardized metamodeling language for role
models. Thus, we base our mapping on the assumption that role models and object-
oriented models do share the same set of primitive types. As role models are an extension
to object-oriented models, this assumption is reasonable.

Structural Mapping To map purely object-oriented models to role models, the map-
ping depicted in Fig. 5.6 is proposed. One can find both the object-oriented concepts
(e.g., Classifier, Reference or Attribute), as well as the concepts of role modeling (e.g.,
NaturalType or RoleType).

The most simple mapping can be established between natural types and classes. In
object-oriented modeling, classes are used to represent both rigid types (i.e., natu-
ral types) and non-rigid types (i.e., role types). No distinction is made between the
two. Thus, representing natural types as classes is a reasonable option (Mapping (1) in
Fig. 5.6). Both share the same meaning w.r.t. their usage in models.

Role types capture relations between classes. Thus, one could map them to references
in object-oriented models. However, references in EMOF can connect exactly two classes
only. If a role type establishes a relation across more than two types, it cannot be
mapped to a single reference anymore. For example, consider the role type TeamLeader
in Fig. 5.7, which relates one person—the leader—with multiple other persons—the team
members—and a company—the one the team works at. Such a collaboration cannot be
modeled with a single reference in EMOF. Thus, we map role types to classifiers, as
these allow to model n-ary relations.
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Figure 5.7: Example mapping of a role type to a class.

An example for mapping a role type (i.e., TeamLeader) to a class is shown in Fig. 5.7.
Basically, the role type is replaced by a class and the playsA relation is replaced by
a reference. Note that the multiplicities of the relations in the role model must be
resembled by the ones in the object-oriented model. As the role model allows teams to
have arbitrary many members, the object-oriented model must permit the same.

Types in role models—both natural types as well as role types—can have properties,
similar to classes. Properties are equivalent to attributes in the sense that they must
have a primitive type. Thus, mapping attributes to properties seems to be a natural
choice (Mapping (2) in Fig. 5.6). References and relations do both connect types (i.e.,
classes, role types and natural types). They share the same semantics and are therefore
natural counterparts (Mapping (3) in Fig. 5.6).

Handling inheritance between classes is straightforward, since both role modeling and
object-oriented modeling, the former being an extension of the latter, provide this con-
cept with exactly the same semantics. Thus, all inheritance links between types (i.e.,
either role types or natural types) can be represented by links between the respective
classes (Mapping (5) in Fig. 5.6).

In total, the following mappings can be established between the concepts available in
role modeling and object-oriented modeling:

• natural types can be mapped to classes (1),

• role types can be mapped to classes (1),

• properties can be mapped to attributes (2),

• relations can be mapped to references (3),

• inheritance is represented identically (5).

Mapping Primitive Types In the scope of this thesis, we will consider role models as
extension to object-oriented models in the sense that we will add the concept of role
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types to the concepts defined by the EMOF standard. Thus, both our role models and
object-oriented models share the same set of primitive types. A mapping is therefore
basically the identity function.

Mapping Semantics Even though roles seem to be a very clear concept at first glance,
there is quite diverse interpretations about their semantics. A detailed comparison of the
different aspects of the semantics of roles can be found in [184]. This does also include
a list of references to the many published interpretations w.r.t. all the aspects. In the
following, we will stick with this semantics (criteria according to [184]):

1. roles are types (i.e., they have their own properties and behavior),

2. roles do not depend on relationships (i.e., a role can be attached to a single natural
type also),

3. objects can play multiple roles simultaneously,

4. roles can be dynamically acquired and abandoned,

5. role acquisition can be restricted (i.e., one role may only be acquired after playing
another one),

6. unrelated types can play the same role,

7. roles can play roles,

8. roles can be transferred (from one object to another),

9. object states can be role specific,

10. object features can be role specific,

11. roles restrict access,

12. roles may share features or behavior,

13. objects share their identity with their roles.

For the purpose of binding modeling tools to arbitrary data repositories and data
representations (cf. Chap. 8), where we are interested in the information represented by
objects and roles (i.e., the static aspect of a modeled structure), the dynamic semantics
of roles is not of utter importance. Thus, the criteria 4 and 8 can be neglected.

To check whether all other semantic criteria are respected by the presented mapping,
one must keep in mind that object-oriented modeling subsumes both natural and role
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types as classes. Thus, the question is whether the semantics of the concept class is
compatible with the semantic properties listed above.

Criterion 1 states that role (and natural) types are full-fledged types, which is also true
for classes. Criterion 2 is also fulfilled by classes, since these can be attached to a single
other class using a reference anyway. Furthermore, classes can have references with an
unlimited upper bound, which allows to reference multiple objects. This is equivalent
to criterion 3. The restriction of role acquisition (criterion 5) is similar to restricting
the addition of references in classes. While this is usually implemented in the code that
handles reference additions and not modeled, the concept is present in object-oriented
models as well. Criterion 6 is equivalent to having multiple classes that reference the
same class. Roles playing roles (criterion 7) is simply captured by the fact that references
between classes are not restricted w.r.t. the types they connect.

The next criteria (9 and 10) are more subtle, since objects on their own cannot behave
different in specific contexts. However, if objects are encapsulated (e.g., by the use of del-
egation), different states can be observed and different features can be implemented. The
specific observed behavior or obtained data does then depend on the concrete delegating
object. Thus, this kind of semantics can be established both in object-oriented models
as well as in role models. The same applies to criterion 11 with the same argument
(restriction is possible using delegating objects).

Criterion 12 (sharing features and behavior among roles) is about inheritance between
roles, which is along the lines of class inheritance and therefore compatible as well. The
last criterion (sharing identity between roles and naturals) is more subtle. Since we
map both role types and natural types to classes, the question is whether two objects
belonging to two different classes can share the same identity. In EMOF, this is not
possible, because classes denote disjoint sets of objects unless the classes are connected by
an inheritance relation. However, to establish shared identities, one can use a dedicated
procedure to check objects for equality. If this procedure (e.g., an operation isSame)
implements shared identities, criterion 13 can be fulfilled.

One can see that the extension of object-oriented models to support roles is quite
natural from a semantic perspective, if roles are defined as stated by the 13 criteria
above. If the semantics of roles differs, which is often the case according to the context
in which role modeling is used, a mapping would probably look different. For the scope
of this thesis we will stick with the mapping and the semantics informally defined above,
since both are reasonably compatible.

5.5.2 Conclusion

In this section, we discussed the mapping of role models to object-oriented models. First,
the mapping of the structures found in object-oriented metamodel to role models needed
to be clarified. The result of this investigation is that such a mapping is possible, but
leaves certain degrees of freedom. For some mappings one can choose between different
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possibilities. To correctly pick one of these choices, both the semantics of the language
that is subject to the mapping and the RTE scenario at hand need to be considered.
The former is particularly important to decide which types need to be modeled as rigid
types (i.e., as natural types) or as non-rigid types (i.e., as role types).

We have also analyzed the proposed mapping w.r.t. its semantics. As it turns out,
given the interpretation of roles used in this thesis, the mapping yields semantically
compatible domain models. If a different interpretation of role concepts is used (e.g., by
choosing another implementation for roles), this analysis needs to be revised.

5.6 Summary

Having identified the fact that software artifacts reside in different technical spaces as
one of the blocking factors to build RTE systems, this chapter investigated on how to
build bridges between such spaces. We have seen that a technical space consists of a set
of concepts to define languages and tools to operate on them [154]. At a closer look,
it turned out that every technical space entails artifacts to capture data, languages to
formally describe artifacts and language concepts to likewise describe languages.

To bridge two technical spaces, it is required to map the concepts used to define lan-
guages. We have seen multiple examples for such mappings that varied in completeness
depending on how wide the gap between the spaces was. We have also seen that map-
ping language concepts is not sufficient. Often, these mappings are templates that do
still offer some variability w.r.t. mapping concrete languages. Thus, mappings on the
language level are instances of the conceptual mapping between technical spaces.

Since no technique is known to derive conceptual mappings automatically, they must
be created manually. Experts who know the semantics of the concepts of each technical
space, must create a mapping to conceptually capture how data can be translated from
one space to another. To actually perform such translations, a technical integration is
needed that implements the conceptual mapping. Such integration can be performed
by the use of transformations or adapters. The former replicate data to create a rep-
resentation that can be used in the opposite space. In contrast, the latter adapt query
languages or APIs to bridge spaces.

In this chapter we have investigated on multiple bridges and analyzed their con-
ceptual mappings. Building bridges between context-free grammars and metamodels
(cf. Sect. 5.3) turned out to require manual work to fill gaps between the two spaces.
Nonetheless, many software artifacts are specified by grammars. Thus, these bridges
enable many opportunities for RTE systems. Bridging the ontology and the modeling
space (cf. Sect. 5.4) was more complex, mostly because these two spaces base on fun-
damentally different paradigms w.r.t. the interpretation of their artifacts. Finally, the
bridge between role models and pure object-oriented models (cf. Sect. 5.5) was the eas-
iest to build. This can be explained by the fact that we consider role modeling as an
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extension of object-oriented modeling. Consequently, the gap between the two spaces
was limited to the additional concepts of role modeling.

All the examples of bridges between different technical spaces have shown that it is
possible to transfer data from one space to another, at least to a reasonable extent. We
have also seen, that the translation required to do so, can be quite complicated. This
strengthens our hypothesis that transferring data from one space to another must be
cleanly separated from synchronizing data within one space. Both tasks are complex in
their own respect. Mixing the two up, will make things even more difficult.

The bridges presented in this chapter aim to substantially ease building RTE systems.
They allow to reuse RTE approaches present in one technical space for artifacts residing
in different spaces as well. Also, the bridges can be reused independently from concrete
applications or tools. This is substantially different from building individual adapters
or transformations to access data that is represented differently, which is often common
practice. In summary, the bridges presented in this chapter and the thorough analysis of
their underlying mappings widen both the applicability of the subsequent approaches to
RTE, but do also enable other tasks in software engineering to benefit from systematic
translations between different technical worlds.
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6
Backpropagation-based Round-Trip

Engineering

In this chapter, we present a generic approach to RTE that is based on two basic obser-
vations. First, there are model transformations, which are not injective. In other words,
one cannot determine a unique source model for a target model w.r.t. the transforma-
tion. For instance, multiple valid source models may exist. Second, it is often difficult to
compute inverse transformations although they exist. That is, even if a transformation
is bijective, deriving the opposite transformation for a unidirectional transformation can
be problematic (cf. Sect. 6.1 for a detailed analysis).

The basic idea of our approach is therefore to restore global consistency across mod-
els (cf. Sect. 2.5) without computing inverse transformations. Instead, we propose to
reuse existing unidirectional transformations and suggest to resolve inconsistencies by
translating individual changes that are applied to target models to changes in the source
models. We do not transform models, but model changes.

Translating individual changes instead of translating whole artifacts proved to be
useful for specific RTE problems [107, 139, 147, 185]. Also, the work of Antkiewicz and
Czarnecki on the design space of synchronization systems [186] mentions synchronizers
that are based on change translation. This inspired us to generalize this idea and apply
it to other application areas. For example, in [187] we transferred this approach to
ISC and implemented it within Reuseware [188]—a practical model composition tool.
In parallel to our investigations, a formal definition of change propagating RTE systems
was presented by Hettel et al. in [156], but an application of these definitions to practical
RTE problems was missing.
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Figure 6.1: Backpropagation-based round-trip approach.

Thus, there was some evidence for the feasibility of change propagation both from
a practical point of view as well as on a theoretical level. However, it was neither
clear whether the similarities of the practical approaches could be captured by a generic
framework, nor had the theoretical works been applied to complex practical problems.
Thus, the limitations of the idea itself and the formal description were not known. This
further encouraged us to pursue this idea and investigate how change propagation could
help to solve practical RTE problems in a more generic way.

A sketch of the basic idea of change propagation is depicted in Fig. 6.1. Here, we
can find a source model a and a target model b, which is derived using a unidirectional
model transformation t. If a change d is applied to model b, we obtain a modified target
model b′, which may violate global consistency constraints. If it does, we need to restore
global consistency by adjusting the source model accordingly. This yields a modified
source model a′. Then, the transformation t is executed again to obtain a new globally
consistent target model b′′. We call the repeated execution of the transformation replay
and the new target model an echo model. The latter emphasizes the fact that this model
reflects the impact of adjusting the source model.

The main questions that need to be answered to implement this idea are the following.
First, when and how can we derive source changes that correspond to target changes?
Second, how can we ensure that the target model obtained after the replay step reflects
the intentions of developers? Third, which RTE scenarios can be handled using the
approach at hand? Answering these questions is subject of this chapter.
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Main contributions of this chapter are

C6-1 a novel approach to RTE based on backpropagation and replay that eliminates
the need for the computation of inverse transformations,

C6-2 a clarification of the role of traceability for RTE,

C6-3 an analysis of the applicability of the approach depending on the employed model
transformation formalism,

C6-4 an analysis of this approach w.r.t. its advantages and disadvantages over related
methods such as bidirectional model transformations.

We present our approach according to the following structure. First, the motivation for
the approach will be recapitulated in Sect. 6.1. Second, a brief overview and some general
definitions are given in Sect. 6.2. Third, an example is introduced in Sect. 6.3, which will
be used subsequently. Fourth, details of the backpropagation-based RTE approach are
presented in Sect. 6.4. This entails how to apply the approach to a new RTE scenario. We
discuss the approach in Sect. 6.5 and focus on its limitations w.r.t. practical applicability.
Section 6.6 concludes this chapter with a short summary.

6.1 Motivation

The problem analysis conducted in Chap. 3 revealed that finding inverse transformations
can ease RTE, but is often difficult to realize. For example, consider a transformation
that composes large models from small model fragments. If one can find a transforma-
tion that is able to decompose models (i.e., a inverse transformation), synchronization
between model fragments and the composed model is accomplished. However, there may
be multiple valid decompositions, because the same composed model can be built from
different pieces. Thus, no single correct inverse does exist. In [189] it is shown that even
simple transformation tasks cannot be realized using injective transformations.

Moreover, even if we assume a scenario where there is exactly one valid decomposi-
tion, there are further obstacles. The existence of a single decomposing transformation
does not imply that this transformation can be computed. If one cannot give an auto-
matic procedure to find inverse transformations even though they exist, inverses must
be derived manually. In the context of model composition, this means that one must
manually provide a decomposition specification for each composition. Thus, the first
two main observations that motivate our backpropagation-based approach to RTE are:

O6-1 There are RTE scenarios where inverse transformations do not exist.

O6-2 There are RTE scenarios where inverse transformations do exist, but cannot be
derived automatically.
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In addition to these general observations, we recognized that existing solutions to
specific RTE problems share similar strategies. For example, Chalabine and Kessler [147]
presented an approach to provide RTE functionality in the context of Aspect-Oriented
Programming (AOP). They developed a framework to propagate changes across woven
programs, program cores and aspects by tracing tree compositions. Instead of using a
decomposing transformation, they propagate changes individually.

Becker et al. [185] employed change propagation to integrate a set of proprietary tools.
They did also employ links between related artifacts and rules to define how changes are
propagated. However, the limits of their approach were not clear. The properties of the
relations between the artifacts that must holds to enable the approach were not studied.

Even earlier, the database community followed the same strategy to synchronize rela-
tional views with underlying tables [139]. Again, changes were translated, but no inverse
transformations were required. The work on updatable database views was continued by
Bohannon and Pierce [190], who introduced the notion of lenses as a means to propagate
changes. Even though, the lenses in [190] did not translate changes, but whole database
states, the authors suggested investigations in this regard as future work. Thus, we can
retain another important observation:

O6-3 Solutions to practical RTE problems employ change propagation.

Driven by the idea that propagating individual changes could be useful for model
synchronization too, we successfully transferred the basic procedure to model composi-
tion [187]. This did create further demand for a general framework which covers all use
cases that were studied in isolation. The question which properties enable the applica-
tion of RTE support based on change propagation became fundamental. We had seen
instances of the general idea in different scenarios, but a thorough understanding of the
interrelations was missing. Thus, two research questions emerged:

Q6-1 (Full Generality) How can specialized RTE solutions be derived from a generic
solution?

Q6-2 (Applicability) When is backpropagation-based RTE applicable?

Since our goal is to establish RTE support for MDSD environments, another obser-
vation pushed the motivation further—the sequential enrichment of models. In order
to complete abstract system specifications in MDSD processes, domain knowledge and
technical details are added and a chain of models is established (cf. Fig. 6.2).

Enriching models can be performed either by using automatic transformations or by
applying manual changes. While both are different in terms of their execution, they can
be conceptually treated the same. An automatic transformation entails a predefined set
of change operations, while manual editing can be conceived as creating a set of changes.
Still, from an abstract point of view, both do apply changes to models.
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Figure 6.2: Enriching models with domain knowledge and technical details.

Starting from an abstract model M1, more and more information is added by the
use of model transformations. This information includes both domain knowledge and
technical details, which are captured in models on their own. One can observe that the
transformation process has a tree structure. Each derived model can be seen as a parent
node, which is connected to its source models—its child nodes. A target model can never
contain more semantically relevant information than the set of its source models [191].
Thus, all information that contributes to the enrichment process is originally provided
by a leaf node. Thus, we can pinpoint another observation that motivates our approach:

O6-4 System models are assembled along chains of models. Each piece of information
captured in a model, stems from one of its predecessors in the model chain.

If changes are applied to leaf nodes of the transformation tree, they can be propagated
up in the tree by executing transformations. If changes are applied to intermediate nodes,
they must be propagated to leaf nodes as these are the original sources of information.
This particular observation (O6-4) does not necessarily apply to artifacts in arbitrary
development processes, but in the case of MDSD it is very prominent. This is due to the
compositional idea behind MDSD, which yields another important research question:

Q6-3 (Limited Generality) Can backpropagation-based RTE be applied to all RTE
scenarios that rely on artifact composition?

Another fact that motivates the work in this chapter is the popularity of unidirectional
transformation languages. For example, one can find many practical examples of ATL
transformations whereas Query View Transformation Relational (QVTR) [83] is used
less frequently. The reasons for this preference cannot be presented here in full detail,
but we will try to collect some points in this regard.

First, the derivation of operational rules adds complexity for rule designers, because
the gap between the execution and the specification is larger. Second, developers often
start to write rules for the forward direction, where a unidirectional transformation
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suffices. Third, bidirectional transformation tools (e.g., QVTR and TGG tools) derive a
single source model when executing rules in backward direction. They are restricted to
injective transformations. Fourth, tools for unidirectional transformations (e.g., ATL)
were early available as part of mainstream development environments. Developers could
easily use this new technology within existing processes. Tools for TGGs [97] did not
gain the same degree of dissemination. Caused by all these factors, many existing model
transformations are based on unidirectional approaches. Thus, extending such processes
with RTE support and not requiring to rewrite existing rules fosters the acceptance of
respective approaches in practice. We summarize this as observation O6-5.

O6-5 Many industrial model transformations are based on unidirectional languages.

In addition to the observations made w.r.t. practical solutions to RTE problems, we
found some formal approaches [107, 156] that exposed a similar idea, but were not
evaluated extensively yet. This gives rise to the next important research question:

Q6-4 (Feasibility) To what extent can theoretical work on change propagation be ap-
plied to practical RTE problems?

This chapter will address the resulting research questions identified above.

6.2 Overview and Definitions

To give an overview of our approach, we start with the following initial definition:

Definition 9: A basic backpropagation-based RTE system is a tuple (A,B, T,D, p)
where

• A and B are two domains (source and target),

• t : A→ B is a transformation function from a function space T ,

• D : {d1, . . . , dn} is a set of valid target changes di : B → B,

• E : {e1, . . . , em} is a set of valid source changes ei : A→ A, and

• p : D → E is a propagation functional that maps target changes to source changes.

Definition 9 formalizes the procedure shown in Fig. 6.1. The central idea is realized by
the functional p, which translates target changes to source changes. By doing so, global
consistency can be restored by the derivation of the new target model t′′. The notion of
consistency can be captured by a boolean function consistent : (A×B)→ {true, false}
that takes a source model a and a target model b and returns true if t(a) = b.
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Definition 9 reveals that restoring global consistency is independent of a concrete p.
No matter how target changes are translated to source changes, the replay of transfor-
mation t will ensure global consistency. Thus, the design of p is crucial to obtain a
system that behaves reasonably. Users will expect that models—of both the source and
target domain—are preserved to a certain degree. In particular applied changes must
be preserved. To formalize “behaving reasonably”, we define conservation functions.

Definition 10: A conservation function conserved : (A×A×B ×B ×B)→ (0, 1)
maps the original source and the changed source model (of domain A), and the original
target, the changed target and the echo model (of domain B) to a real number between 0
and 1. Higher values indicate that the changed source and the echo model conserve many
properties of the original models and the changed target model.

This function computes whether propagating a change preserves the involved models
as desired (cf. Sect. 2.5). However, our basic backpropagation-based RTE system uses a
functional p that derives exactly one source change for each applied target change. So,
why should we evaluate the degree to which this source change conserves the involved
models? Up to now, there is only one option—applying the change provided by p.

As we will observe later, practical RTE problems demand for propagation functionals
that do not only yield one source change, but multiple. The reason for this is that a
single target model change can often be triggered by a set of different source changes. To
decide which source change is most appropriate, our approach requires the propagation
functional to compute all valid source changes and then selects the most useful one using
the conservation function. Therefore, we extend our basic definition as follows:

Definition 11: A general backpropagation-based RTE system extends the basic
backpropagation-based RTE system using a propagation functional p : D → Eset, where
Eset ⊆ E. Instead of mapping one target change to a single source change, the extended
propagation functional maps target changes to sets of source changes.

To translate changes from target to source domain, the relation between elements from
both domains is essential. This relation is established by transforming a concrete model
and captures the details of this transformation [66]. We define this relation as follows:

Definition 12: A traceability relation TRACEt ⊆ Va×Vb×OP relates elements (Va)
from model a with elements (Vb) from model b w.r.t. executing a model transformation
t (cf. Def. 9) and a set of basic transformation operators OP . Elements of b are related
to elements of a if they are derived using the respective operator from OP .
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Figure 6.3: Minimalistic metamodel for state machines.

This definition for traceability relations establishes solely links between model ele-
ments, but not between references or attributes. Even though one could define similar
relations for the latter kinds of elements, we restrict ourselves to links between model
elements, because this is more close to practical transformations.

The four main components of the backpropagation-based RTE approach proposed in
this chapter are therefore change backpropagation, traceability, replay and conservation
functions. The first two components are concerned with the translation of individual
target model changes to changes that need to be applied to source models. The third
one computes the implications of the source changes to the target models. The fourth
component decides which propagations are valid and which are more suitable than others.
To clarify the roles of these components, the subsequent sections will present details of
each of the four components.

6.3 Running Example

To illustrate our backpropagation-based approach to RTE, we will use the composition
of state machines as an example. The language used to model these state machines
is a simplified version of the state machine part of UML. Its metamodel is shown in
Fig. 6.3. We use this simplified language, because UML uses classes to model transitions
in state machines rather than references, which could cause unnecessary confusion in our
subsequent explanations.

We will look at a transformation that is able to refine state machines by composition.
The example is implemented using the Reuseware Composition Framework [188] which
is founded on the concepts of ISC. For further details on Reuseware please refer to [192].

Since Reuseware supports the development of arbitrary composition systems, a speci-
fication of our composition system for state machines is required. This specification can
be found in Appendix A1. We defined a composition system that allows to add new sets
of states to existing state machines. Thus, existing state machines can be reused and
extended according to new requirements. In Fig. 6.4, an example composition is shown1.

1For presentational reasons transitions have names in the figures even though this is not supported by
our metamodel.
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Figure 6.4: Example composition of state machines.

Here, two state machines (host.sm and refine.sm) are composed to yield a new state
machine—composed.sm (shown at the bottom of Fig. 6.4). The instructions on how to
compose the two state machines are captured by the composition program. In Fig. 6.4,
the arrows that connect the host.sm and refine.sm boxes are a graphical representation
of the composition program.

Simply put, refine.sm contains two states (i.e., in and out) that serve as placeholders.
When refine.sm is embedded into another state machine, these two states are merged
with two states of the embedding state machine. Thus, in and out cannot be found in
the composed model. For the example at hand, in is merged with StateA and out is
merged with StateB. This mapping is specified by the composition program.

The basic transformation operators involved in this example are copy and merge. The
former copies elements from the input models to the target model. This is the case
for all states except in and out. These are merged with StateA and StateB using the
latter operator. Merge takes two arguments and has the semantics that all outgoing
transitions (successors) of the merged element are attached to the target of the merge.
The attribute values of merged elements are discarded.

The transformation that is realized by this composition system, takes a composition
program, together with two or more state machines as input and produces a single
composed state machine. Although, this is a quite simple transformation, the respective
RTE scenario, exposes some interesting properties. For example, there are obviously
multiple input models that yield to the same output model. The transition t2 can be
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part of host.sm, as shown in Fig. 6.4, but it could also stem from refine.sm. Thus,
multiple source models are valid—a situation which motivates our approach.

6.4 Detailed Concepts and Process

6.4.1 Change Backpropagation

The previous sections introduced the notion of change backpropagation. Target changes
are translated to corresponding source changes. This translation is realized by the prop-
agation functional from Def. 11. To perform the adjustment of the source model, source
elements that are affected by the change must be determined. Also, for a single target
change, multiple changes in the source models may be required.

In this section, we present the details of this backpropagation of changes. We will
first clarify the basic types of changes, then look at the translation of changes between
domains and finally discuss the selection of the most suitable propagation option. The
latter is needed, if multiple valid possibilities to propagate a change exist.

As we assume that all artifacts are instances of object-oriented metamodels, the ele-
ments that can be subject to change are objects, attributes and references. The basic
changes that can be applied to these elements are:

• Additions—to create a new object,

• Updates—to change the value of an attribute,

• Couplings—to connect or disconnect objects with a reference, and

• Deletions—to remove an element.

For additions, we require a parent element, which can either be an arbitrary model
element or the artificial root node mentioned in Sect. 2.1. By building sequences from
these basic types of changes, models can be modified in arbitrary ways. For the time
being, we will concentrate on the basic modifications and how to propagate them back.
The composition of changes to form transactions will be discussed in Sect. 6.5.3.

To translate target changes to source changes, the traceability relation (Def. 12)
is used. As explained in Sect. 6.3, our example composition system uses two basic
operators—copy and merge. In the following, we will denote projections of the general
traceability relation TRACEt for the respective operator as copyof and mergeof and we
will also use infix notation. For example, bx copyof ax is used to express that element bx
is the result of applying copy to element ax. Also, the union of both relations shadowof
is used to denote that an element was either copied or merged.

A close look at the copyof relation reveals that this relation is injective. For any
target element there is exactly one source element2. However, this does not imply that

2Having at most one source element would also suffice.
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Target Change Valid Source Change(s) Condition

Delete element bx Delete element ax bx copyof ax
Update element bx Update element ax bx copyof ax
Add element bx to parent bp Add bx to ap bp shadowof ap

Coupling element bx to by Couple element ax to ay
bx shadowof ax and
by shadowof ay

Decouple elements bx and by Decouple ax and ay
bx shadowof ax and
by shadowof ay

Table 6.1: Change translation strategy based on copyof , mergeof , and shadowof trace-
ability relations.

the overall composition is injective too. As discussed before, this is rarely the case,
because multiple source models can be composed to form the same target model.

In contrast, the mergeof relation is not injective. Multiple source elements can be
merged into a single target element. Moreover, a single source element can be used
multiple times in a composition, which implies that mergeof is not surjective either.
Consequently, shadowof , being the union of copyof and mergeof cannot be injective.
The properties of the three relations will explain some of the subsequent observations.

To understand the interaction between transformation operators, the traceability rela-
tion and change translation, consider our running example. The composed state machine
contains copies of the models that served as input for the composition (cf. Fig. 6.4). For
example, the states start, StateA, StateB, and StateC are copied to create the com-
posed model. Also, the transitions t1 to t5 can be found in the composition result.

Table 6.1 shows an overview on how changes can be translated. First, if copied ele-
ments are deleted, the most natural way to propagate this change to source models is to
delete the original, the copy was obtained from. Figure 6.5 shows such a modification.
For example, if the final state is deleted from the composed state machine (1), it should
be deleted from the respective input model. Second, performing updates on copied el-
ements is similar. The respective original element needs to be updated. If StateC is
renamed to StateD (2), the original of StateC must be renamed as well.

Third, additions made to the target model must be translated. For example, one can
add a new state StateE to the composed model. In this case, the addition can trigger
the creation of an equal state in either one of the source models, because the composed
model was obtained by merging host.sm and refine.sm. Thus, it is not clear where the
new state must be created. Both options are equally valid. We are facing a situation here
where multiple valid propagation options exist. To decide which of the two propagations
is the best, the synchronization fitness functions (cf. Sect. 6.4.3) are required. Without
further knowledge about the intent of the developer who applied the change, the decision
is not deterministic.
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Figure 6.5: Propagating changes applied to a composed state machine.

Fourth, connecting elements with a reference (i.e., performing coupling) yields a similar
situation. For example, if a transition t6 (i.e., a reference) is introduced (4), the same
reference must be added to the source model. However, if the reference is introduced
between elements that result from merging multiple source elements, there are multiple
options to create the reference.

Fifth, elements can be disconnected (5), similar to the deletion of model elements. To
reflect such a deletion in the source model, the respective reference must be removed. In
this case ambiguities can occur, if multiple references between two elements exist.

The examples show that some operations yield multiple options for translating a
change. This is caused by the fact that the mergeof relation is not injective. Any
change that is applied to a merged target element must therefore consider all elements
involved in the respective merge. For example, adding a new state to the composed
state machine can imply changing either one of the input models. The same applies to
the modification of references. Only deletions and updates can be translated without
ambiguity, because they solely rely on the copyof relation.

After examining the copy and merge operator, we can say, that the properties of these
operators w.r.t. change propagation are quite profitable. Deletions and updates can be
simply applied to the original elements. For additions and couplings, multiple valid
propagation options can exist, but these are limited by the number of involved source
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models. For other transformation operators, the derivation of source changes can be
quite different and much more complex (cf. Sect. 6.5).

The concrete rules to transform target changes to source changes differ between RTE
scenarios. They depend on the employed transformation technique. In particular, the
semantics of the basic transformation operators matters in this context. Change transla-
tion rules can be reused, if the same operators are used. For example, our state machine
composition relied on the copy and merge operators. Other transformation techniques,
which do also copy or merge elements in the same way, may use the same rules.

From the example we make some general observations about propagating changes:

O6-6 Change propagation rules depend on the transformation operators in use, but not
on concrete transformations.

O6-7 Traceability relations between source and target model elements are essential to
propagate changes correctly.

O6-8 For a single change, multiple valid backpropagation options can exist.

The first two points imply main tasks when establishing RTE support according to
our backpropagation-based approach for a specific scenario. First, one must either reuse
or create a set of propagation rules that are feasible for the used transformation oper-
ators. This requires a thorough understanding of the operator semantics. Second, the
relations between source and target models need to be known. Usually, this involves the
implementation of tracing mechanisms to observe the execution of transformations to
gain knowledge about the creation of target models.

The concrete complexity of these two tasks—specifying propagation rules and tracing
transformations—depends on different factors. The propagation rules are inherently
bound to the operator semantics and the effort to create them may therefore vary.
For some transformation operators, reasonable rules might not even exist. In contrast,
tracing transformations is merely a technical problem. Here, the cost of an adequate
solution depends on the involved transformation tools and their support for traceability.

The last point—dealing with multiple valid backpropagation options—is particularly
interesting. For example, if a target model element “depends” on two source elements,
the deletion of the former can trigger the deletion of both source elements, or only one
of them. If elements are added to a target model, there might be multiple possibilities
for inserting respective source elements.

To deal with such situations, we propose a general procedure called Propagate Replay
Evaluate Pick (PREP). This procedure is also depicted in Fig. 6.6. First, we propagate
all options in isolation, perform a replay (cf. Sect. 6.4.2) for each of the cases and then
use the synchronization fitness functions (cf. Sect. 6.4.3) to evaluate the outcome of each
propagation. Based on this evaluation, one of the propagation options is picked.
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Figure 6.6: The Propagation Replay Evaluation Pick (PREP) procedure.

More precisely, a change d triggers multiple propagations (p1,p2,. . . ,pn). For each
of this change sets a new source model (a′1,a

′
2,. . . ,a′n) is derived. By executing the

transformation t on each of these source models, a set of target models (b′′1,b′′2,. . . ,b′′n)
is obtained. All these artifacts serve as input for the synchronization fitness functions,
which evaluate the feasibility of each propagation (cf. Sect. 6.4.3 for more details on
synchronization fitness functions).

The PREP procedure implements the idea of multiple backpropagation options. Here,
some options may yield invalid source models (e.g., because they violate local con-
straints). Consequently, these options cannot result in a global consistent state. More-
over, some of the remaining options may be more feasible than others. To pick the
option that reflects the expectations of the user best, synchronization fitness functions
are used. Compared to approaches that use inverse transformations and which try to
compute a set of synchronized models directly (cf. Sect. 6.5.1), PREP computes a variety
of potential solutions and picks the best one.

6.4.2 Replaying Transformations

After computing a set of potential source change sets, individual versions of the source
model—one for each potential change set—can be obtained. In Fig. 6.6, these are de-
noted as a′1, . . . , a

′
n. Each variant reflects the situation that would be encountered if

the respective change set (p1, . . . , pn) was going to be accepted. To view the impli-
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Figure 6.7: Replay of two different change propagations.

cations these change sets have on the target models, the transformation is executed
using the modified source models as input. Consequently, each resulting target model
(b′′1, . . . , b

′′
n) reflects the implications of propagating one change set. This process of

executing the transformation on changed source models is called replay. The resulting
models (b′′1, . . . , b

′′
n) are called echo models, because they reflect the impact of propagation

choices by transforming the adjusted input models.

To explain the replay step using our example, consider the two compositions depicted
in Fig. 6.7. Here, a new reference (transition t6) was added to the composed state
machine (shown in the center of Fig. 6.7). This transition t6 connects StateA and
StateB. As mentioned before, there are multiple valid ways to propagate this coupling
to one of the input models. First, t6 can be propagated to the host.sm model—between
the original states StateA and StateB. This variant is depicted on the left. Also, t6 can
be added between in and out in the refine.sm model, which is depicted on the right.

In this particular case, both propagations yield the same composition result when the
transformation is replayed—b′′1 and b′′2 are equal. However, this is not generally true. For
example, if a model fragment is copied multiple times within one composition, the result
of the replay step can differ for varying change propagations.

The replay step is the most simple one as transformations do already exist and can be
executed on arbitrary input models. The only technical difficulty that is connected with
this step is to ensure that different versions of the source models are kept in isolation
to make sure that replaying transformations does not interfere with other modeling
processes. For example, transformations with static declaration of their input and output
models need to be adjusted during replay to use the modified source model and to create
a separate target model.
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Besides the technical issues that need to be resolved, the replay step particularly
contributes to the practical feasibility of PREP. The transformations are readily available
and they can simply be executed on different versions of the source models. There is
neither a need to rewrite the transformation rules using a different formalism, nor is a
procedure required to automatically create inverses for given transformations.

6.4.3 Synchronization Fitness Functions

To decide whether models are in a synchronous state and whether this state is reasonably
close to prior states, we employ the notion of synchronization fitness functions. There
are two kinds of these functions—consistency fitness functions and conservation fitness
functions. The former determine whether models are globally consistent. Thus, they are
based on a particular state of a set of models. The latter compute the degree to which
a state of a set of models is similar to a previous state of the same set. Conservation
functions are therefore delta-based. Their input are sets of model changes.

Since the definition of the consistency fitness functions are defined upon tuples of
models, we employ the following definition:

Definition 13: A model tuple MT is a n-tuple (m1, . . . ,mn), where m1 to mn are
models.

The first type of function (i.e., consistency fitness functions) is a slight refinement of
Def. 1 and defined as follows:

Definition 14: A consistency fitness function consistent : MT → {true, false}
maps a model tuple MT to a boolean value (true or false). If MT is consistent, the
function returns true, otherwise false.

In practice, it is usually sufficient to use a boolean function (i.e., a predicate) as
consistency fitness function, because one is only interested in deciding whether models
are fully consistent or not. However, there are authors proposing to allow for partial
inconsistent models [5, 119]. For the scope of this thesis, we will not consider this case,
but leave it to future work.

For the state machine composition example, the consistency fitness function can nat-
urally be defined to return 1 exactly if recomposing all input models yields the output
model. Otherwise, the function must return 0, because state machine models cannot be
considered to be consistent if the composition yields a different result. Assuming that
in1, . . . , inn denote our input models, out is the composed model and comp refers to the
composition function, the consistency fitness function can be defined as follows:
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consistent(in1, . . . , inn, out) =

{
1, if comp(in1, . . . , inn) = out
0, otherwise

This definition shows that the consistency fitness function does not incorporate the
specific changes a user has applied to a composed model. The function is solely used to
evaluate whether replaying a certain propagation option yields consistent models. It does
not give information about which choice is more appropriate than others. This aspect
is captured by another type of function, introduced in Sect. 6.2, Def. 10—conservation
fitness functions.

In contrast to consistency fitness functions, boolean results are not practically feasi-
ble here. The purpose of computing the degree to which models are conserved, is to
pick the most suitable (i.e., most conservative) backpropagation possibility. Thus, the
conservation fitness function is used to find the most appropriate propagation option.

In the context of our running example, the conservation function can be designed to
capture the number of changes that are applied both to source models—by propagating
changes back—and to target models—by performing the replay step. Thus, the conser-
vation function can be based on the number of differences between the original source
models and the ones that are obtained by backpropagation of changes, as well as the
differences between the changed composed model and the new composed model obtained
after replay. Atomic differences do hereby correspond to the atomic types of changes
introduced in Sect. 6.4.1.

The number of changes between two typed attributed graphs (i.e., two models) is
often denoted as Graph Edit Distance (GED). Various algorithms exists to compute
the GED (cf. [193] for an exhaustive survey). Even though computing the GED for
arbitrary graphs can be difficult, we can employ specialized algorithms, as our models
are defined by an EMOF metamodel (cf. [194, 195, 196, 197] for examples and [198] for
a comprehensive comparison).

Since GED is an absolute measure, but the conservation function is required to be
relative, a conversion is needed here. A pragmatic solution for this conversion is to
compute the ratio between the number of differences and the size of the involved models.
This reflects the fact that making many changes to a large model is equivalent to applying
few changes to a small model.

Assuming there is a function ged computing the GED for two models, and another
function size returning the number of elements found in a model, we can define a function
rdiff which computes the ratio between applied changes and the size of a model:

rdiff(m1,m2) = min(1,
ged(m1,m2)

size(m1)
)

If we assume that the number of differences is equal or greater than zero, and that
the size of models is greater than zero (i.e., empty models are not allowed), rdiff must
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yield a value between 0 and 1. Based on rdiff , we can define rsim, which denotes the
relative similarity between two models m1 and m2:

rsim(m1,m2) = 1− rdiff(m1,m2)

A conservation fitness function for the state machine composition example can then
be defined as follows:

conserved(i1, . . . , in, i
′
1, . . . , i

′
n, o
′, o′′) = rsim(o′, o′′) ∗

n∏
j=1

rsim(ij , i
′
j)

Here, i denotes input models and o denotes output models. Basically, the similarity
between the original input models and their modified versions is computed and multiplied
to obtain an overall similarity measure. Also, the similarity between the changed output
model (i.e., the composed state machine) and the output model obtained after replay is
taken into consideration by multiplying it as well.

The functions defined for this example are not fully determined by the RTE scenario
itself. One can also use different functions depending on the concrete needs of users. We
have presented very simplistic functions that try to make as few changes as possible to
the involved models. We do not differentiate between different types of changes. Neither
do we treat input models different from output models.

More complex conservation fitness functions can assign individual weights to different
kinds of changes, for example, to prefer additions over deletions. Also, other conservation
fitness functions can treat types of models differently. For example, modifications made
to output models might be preferred over changing input models.

Depending on the concrete specification of the conservation fitness function, the out-
come of the overall synchronization process can be controlled. The approach at hand
is generic in the sense that it can be instantiated for different kinds of transformations
and parameterized by a set of functions to steer the selection of the most suitable choice
if multiple options for backpropagation exist. The design of the conservation fitness
function is left to the developer of the RTE system.

6.5 Discussion

The previous sections introduced a novel approach to build RTE systems based on the
idea of propagating changes that are applied to target models to respective source models.
We have presented our approach using a simple transformation system that was able to
compose state machines. Later on, in Sect. 9.1 more details on the RTE support for ISC
will be presented. Also, the approach will be applied to template-based code generation
in Sect. 9.2. Both sections will address Q6-3 (Limited Generality) and Q6-4 (Feasibility).
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Figure 6.8: Inverse transformations vs. backpropagation.

To elaborate on the applicability of the approach at hand to other RTE scenarios, its
limitations need to be carefully clarified (Q6-1 (Full Generality) and Q6-2 (Applicabil-
ity)). Therefore, a couple of central questions need to be clarified:

• How is PREP different from using inverse transformations?

• Is backpropagation applicable to other transformation paradigms (e.g., if pattern
matching is employed)?

• How can sequences of changes be handled?

• What if there are too many propagation options? Does the approach scale in this
case?

• Which technical requirements are put forward by the approach?

The subsequent subsections, we will give answers to these questions and thereby try
to point out the limits of our approach.

6.5.1 Comparison to Inverse Transformations

To reconcile source and target models in a RTE scenario, there are two basic alterna-
tives. First, a transformation inverse to the original one can be employed. This case
is depicted in Fig. 6.8 on the left. Whenever a change is applied to a target artifact,
the inverse transformation is executed, yielding a new globally consistent source model.
Alternatively, instead of using an inverse transformation, applied changes can be trans-
lated to a change in the source domain, as presented in this chapter. This alternative
style of synchronization is depicted in Fig. 6.8 on the right.
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Although, both types of RTE target the same goals, they are substantially different.
Inverse transformations explicitly capture the information needed to transform target
models back to the source domain. Whole target models are translated to obtain com-
plete source models. In contrast, our approach translates individual changes made to a
target model to changes that need to be applied to the respective source model.

To use the inverse transformation approach, the forward transformation must be
known. If inverses can be derived automatically, a single RTE approach is sufficient
to solve a certain class of problems. Namely, all RTE scenarios which involve the same
class of (invertible) transformations can be tackled. But, if the derivation of inverses
requires manual effort, no generic solution is available. The inverses must be created
manually for each new transformation over and over again.

Bidirectional transformation languages (e.g., QVTR) avoid the problem of deriving
inverses by construction. Instead of using two separate transformations t and t−1 (i.e.,
one per direction), a single specification is used for both directions. To do so, direction-
specific transformation rules are derived. Even though the consistency of rules for op-
posite directions is preserved automatically, one cannot handle cases, where no source
model a′ exists, which strictly fulfills t−1(b′) = a′. In such cases, the execution of the
bidirectional transformation cannot restore a global consistent state. Running a bidi-
rectional transformation in target to source direction does simply not allow to alter the
target model, which is inevitable here.

PREP does not require knowledge about concrete transformations. Rather, the basic
transformation operators must be known to specify the propagation of changes. For
example, if transformations copy elements from source to target models, the basic op-
erator copy is used. For this operator, one can conclude that deletions of elements in
the target model (i.e., copies of elements) imply the deletion of the original elements in
the source model. No matter which concrete transformation uses the copy operator, the
propagation of changes is the same. Our running example used this operator.

The contents of input models are copied to obtain the composed state machine. More-
over, not only the particular composition system for state machines, but all composition
systems that implement ISC rely on the copy operator. Thus, a RTE approach that
implements change propagation for this operator can be applied to all these composition
systems, regardless of the concrete transformations they implement.

Furthermore, for backpropagation, the existence of an inverse transformation is not
needed. To comprehend this, consider a transformation that transforms multiple types
(e.g., Keyboards and Printers) to a single type (e.g., Device). That is, all kinds of
devices in the source model are represented by a Device element in the target model,
but cannot be distinguished anymore. There is no strict inverse available here, because
information is discarded. Still, backpropagation allows to add new devices to the target
model by reflecting such additions using a default device type in the source model.

The differences between RTE using inverse transformations and backpropagation are
summarized in Table 6.2. As the backpropagation approach requires less details about
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Aspect Inverse Transformation Approach Backpropagation Approach

Requirements

Transformation specification Transformation operators
must be known must be known
Inverse transformation Inverse transformation
must exist is not needed

Granularity Coarse Fine

Table 6.2: Comparison of inverse transformations vs. backpropagation.

the RTE scenario, it seems more suitable to build generic solutions. In particular the fact
that no inverse transformations are required, renders the approach attractive. Exactly
the computation of such inverses is often difficult and sometimes not even possible [189].

6.5.2 Application to Other Transformation Paradigms

Different transformation paradigms rely on different transformation operators. When
looking at such operators in the context of RTE, one must keep in mind that RTE is
strongly connected to the relations between original and derived artifacts. Depending
on the used operators, these relations can be quite different. The copy operator that
is used in ISC establishes the copyof relation between model elements and allows for a
simple translation of changes.

If we look at other kinds of transformations, in particular at heterogeneous ones, we
can often find rule-based languages that rely on graph rewriting and thereby on pattern
matching. In Sect. 2.4.3 various examples for such languages (e.g., ATL and QVT) can
be found. These languages operate as follows. Whenever a certain structure is found in
one of the source models, a corresponding, but different structure is created in a target
model. The established relation can be denoted as dependson. This relation can be
considered as a generalization of the copyof relation. Also, while copyof connects two
elements only, dependson can hold between arbitrary many model elements.

The dependson relation connects one or more source elements with one or more target
elements. Thus, changes cannot always be assigned to a single source element. Rather,
changing multiple source elements can be required. Now, suppose we have a transfor-
mation system with the common pattern matching semantics (i.e., if a pattern is found
in the input model, a corresponding model fragment is created in the output model).

The main difference between the copy operator and a pattern matching operator is
that the former can be applied if the element to copy exists. The latter is applied
only if multiple constraints (e.g., structural patterns) are met. The more complex these
patterns are, the more constraints need to be checked before a pattern can be applied.
Consequently, target elements depend on several constraints. This explains, for example,
why deletions can be handled more easily in the context of the copy operator.
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To propagate a deletion, only one source element must be deleted. In the case of
pattern matching, multiple constraints were met to create a target element. Thus, each
constraint is a candidate for invalidation. One can remove a single element of the ones
that matched the pattern or change an attribute value that was required to fulfill the
pattern’s conditions. Also, one could remove all matched source elements or a subset
thereof. All these changes can potentially remove the deleted target element after replay.

Similar arguments apply if target elements are updated or added. If the updated
property was copied from a source element, backpropagation must update the source
element. But, if the target property was computed using a non-injective function, mul-
tiple possibilities to change the source exist. For example, if the target property is the
sum of two input properties, increasing the former by one can be realized by increasing
one of the two input properties or any other change that yields the same sum. The
conservation fitness function must then ensure that one of the first two options is picked.
Nonetheless, computing all valid propagation options can be expensive.

So it seems, that the PREP approach is not particularly feasible for transformation
systems that rely on pattern matching. Especially, large patterns and complex con-
straints imply an increased number of backpropagation options, which in turn require
more computational resources. A closer look reveals the cause for the reciprocal relation
between the complexity of patterns and the applicability of PREP.

Complex patterns are required if a transformation bridges a large gap between two
domains (i.e., modeling languages). Concepts of one domain cannot be directly encoded
using a concept of the other domain. Rather, complex patterns are required to ex-
press the same knowledge. As a consequence, the propagation of changes is rendered
complex—PREP cannot be easily applied. If one considers the opposite situation where
semantically close domains are bridged, patterns are more simple, often using one-to-one
mappings. Naturally, the propagation of changes is more simple in this case.

After this discussion about the applicability of PREP to other transformation ap-
proaches that are based on graph rewriting, the generic use of PREP seems to be quite
limited, in particular if complex patterns are required. However, one must keep in mind
that some important RTE problems do not rely on pattern matching. First, we have
already seen that PREP is applicable to the homogeneous composition of models. In
Sect. 9.1, we will present an industrial case study for such a composition. Also, template-
based code generation can benefit from PREP, which is a popular target for RTE. We
will give details on this evaluation of PREP in Sect. 9.2. Thus, in summary one can
say that PREP may not be particularly useful for transformations that employ pattern
matching, but still provides a solution for other important RTE problems.

6.5.3 Handling Groups of Changes

Grouping changes can be required for different reasons. First, there are model editors
(e.g., textual ones) where users do not apply individual atomic changes, but rather cre-
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Figure 6.9: Conflict caused by grouping changes.

ate new versions of the model that is edited. Second, some RTE scenarios incorporate
distribution, that is, models are edited concurrently by multiple parties. In all sketched
scenarios, no information about individual changes is explicitly available. Rather, differ-
ent versions of the same model are known and a difference algorithm must be employed
to compute the differences between two versions [198].

Unfortunately, this procedure is not equal to recording changes while users edit models.
First, the computed differences do not necessarily match the set of edit operations that
were performed by the user. Users may have applied changes in a different order or
may have chosen different kinds of operations yielding the same result. Algorithms that
compute the differences between two models usually return the shortest sequence of edit
operations. This is not necessarily the way users modify models.

The first issue is that backpropagation cannot be executed for each change. Conse-
quently, the replay and evaluation steps cannot be performed as well. Therefore, target
models are not updated right after each individual change. Rather, one must either
execute the complete PREP procedure for each edit operation in the change sequence or
propagate all edits to the source models first and then perform the steps replay, evalua-
tion and pick. In both cases, the overall procedure can cause conflicts, if one of the edit
steps within a group triggers a change in a target model that invalidates a subsequent
edit operation in the same group. An example for such a situation is depicted in Fig. 6.9.

Here, the fragment depicted in the lower left of Fig. 6.9 is used twice in the composition
and therefore two copies of StateD can be found in the composed model (depicted in the
right part). If we consider a group of changes where both copies of StateD are deleted,
an edit conflict can be observed. The deletion of the first copy of StateD would yield
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the removal of the second copy if the deletion is propagated and replayed. But, since
this is not done right away, the deletion of the second copy causes a conflict. The user
removes an element which should not exist anymore. One can argue that the deletion of
an element that was already deleted can simply be ignored, but the second edit operation
could also have been changing the name of StateD, which can certainly not be ignored.
Thus, solely grouping of edit operations can be problematic.

In other cases, the computed edit sequence may not exactly match the edits performed
by the user. For example, a user may alter a target model by renaming an element A
to B and adding a new element A. This is equivalent to a single edit (i.e., adding a new
element B)—the result of editing the target model is the same. But, PREP can yield
different synchronization results, because propagating the renaming of A can potentially
impact many of its copies. If one solely propagates the addition of B, this is not reflected.

Even though we obtain a result that might not be expected by users, this is not
a problem of PREP per se. If change information cannot be correctly provided by the
editing infrastructure, there is less chance that PREP can compute the expected models.

To sum up, one can say that if no sufficient information about the model changes is
available, applying PREP can be problematic. Such scenarios can be raised by specific
model editors (e.g., textual ones) or distributed off-line modeling (i.e., when changes
cannot be propagated immediately). The question how serious these restrictions are,
can currently not be answered in full generality.

First, it is not clear how long sequences of changes can typically grow if editors cannot
track individual changes. If sequences are short, PREP may still be applicable. Second,
if PREP is employed in distributed modeling scenarios, the success of this does heavily
rely on conflict resolution technology. Since we cannot avoid editing conflicts, the more
important question is, whether they can easily be resolved by developers or even be
handled automatically. The severity of all these restrictions does therefore heavily rely
on the scenario at hand. During the evaluation of the PREP approach we will see that
these concerns are often not as problematic as they seem at first.

6.5.4 Scalability

Another problematic concern when using the PREP approach are too many backprop-
agation possibilities. Mainly, because a great variety of potential ways to propagate a
change requires more computations and thus more time and memory. Whether this ad-
ditional computation effort is actually a problem, depends on the transformation system
at hand. If individual transformations can be executed sufficiently fast, it may not be
problematic to execute ten or hundred variants. But, one must keep in mind, that the
PREP procedure is triggered after each individual change. Thus, it must be sufficiently
fast to not disturb the editing of models.

The number of actual possibilities to propagate a change depends on the used trans-
formation operators. For the ISC system, updates and deletions yield exactly one option
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only. The addition of elements implied a set of solutions, because of the inherent in-
determinism. However, the number of options was limited by the number of involved
source models. For other transformation operators like the ones based on pattern match-
ing mentioned earlier, the number of propagation options can be bigger. Here, one can
experience an exponential growth of the number of possible propagations. The question
whether the number of potential propagations is a threat to the application of PREP
can only be answered by looking at concrete transformation systems.

6.5.5 Technical Requirements

The technical requirements connected to our approach, have already been briefly men-
tioned in Sect. 6.4.2. PREP requires an infrastructure that allows to isolate models.
That is, one must be able to create independent versions of models to perform model
transformations in isolation. Each propagation alternative yields a new version of the
source models. Executing the transformation on these versions (i.e., performing the re-
play step) creates additional versions of the target models. All these versions need to be
kept in isolation to avoid interference with other activities. Typically, this is not a very
severe restriction, since versioning of models and executing the same transformation on
different input models are typical requirements in MDSD.

In addition, if model editors do not support change tracking, an algorithm to compute
differences between models is required. Since we operate on EMOF models, such algo-
rithms are readily available (cf. [198]). If one wants to port the PREP process to other
modeling paradigms, the same kind of differencing mechanism is required.

In addition to model isolation and change tracking, establishing traceability is required
to employ PREP. One needs to have information about the concrete relations between
source and target models available to provide accurate backpropagation options. For
example, we keep track of all copies that are created from elements of source models in
the state machine composition example. Without such fine-grained and precise tracing
information, propagating changes becomes difficult or even impossible.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, a generic approach to RTE was presented that can be applied uniformly
to our example scenarios in Sect. 9.1 and 9.2. The approach is based on the idea that
individual changes that are applied to target models can be propagated to source models.
Thus, no inverse transformations are required, which makes the approach particularly
applicable to scenarios where no such inverse transformations do exist.

Depending on the transformation operators that are employed in the forward transfor-
mation a specific relation between source and target model elements is established—the
traceability relation. When changes need to be propagated the semantics of this relation
determines whether and how target changes correspond to source changes. This is in
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Figure 6.10: Model partitioning for backpropagation-based RTE.

contrast to [156], where traceability relations and basic transformation operators are not
explicitly considered.

Sometimes, multiple valid options to propagate a change exist, which demands for
a decision. To formalize this decision process, we have presented the PREP procedure
that propagates each option individually and replays the transformation to obtain the
resulting target models. Based on these target models, the usefulness of each option
is evaluated using two functions—the consistency fitness function and the conservation
fitness function. According to the design of both functions, PREP can be customized.

If we express PREP in terms of our conceptual framework, backpropagation-based
RTE can be depicted as shown in Fig. 6.10. Here, the forward transformation is used to
define when target models are consistent with source models. Since PREP requires that
all target changes can be propagated to source models, the whole target model forms the
skeleton. This is in contrast to the source model where parts can be irrelevant w.r.t. the
forward transformation. These parts form the clothing of source models.

If target models shall contain information that cannot be propagated to source models,
they need to be partitioned. Parts that are not reflected in source models (i.e., target
model clothing) must be stored in separate model fragments and composed with the
target skeleton to obtain complete target models. This composition is a separate RTE
scenario. Our basic example—the composition of state machines—did not require addi-
tional partitioning. We will show more complex examples in the evaluation Sects. 9.1
and 9.2. For the former case study we will discuss such a partitioning of target models.

We have analyzed limitations and drawbacks of PREP and can clearly say that PREP
is not a universal solution to all RTE scenarios. However, it allows for substantial
improvement, at least for our set of scenarios. In addition, the support for non-invertible
transformations renders PREP superior in comparison to approaches that target bijective
functions. As such, PREP delivers a feasible approach for important scenarios in MDSD
(e.g., model composition and template-based code generation).
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When models are synchronized manually, humans determine inconsistencies and resolve
them step by step. To do so, they use special knowledge about the involved modeling
languages. This knowledge includes the structure and semantics of the languages, con-
straints that might apply, and most importantly, the relationship between languages and
their elements. Thus, to understand the process of model synchronization, it is crucial to
grasp the relations between the involved modeling languages and the associated seman-
tics. Moreover, relations within a single modeling language need to be considered when
changes are made. Reestablishing a synchronous state among different related models
can therefore be seen as propagating changes according to the semantics of all involved
model relations—both within and across modeling languages.

Ontologies and DL, have been intensively studied as means to represent knowledge
in a precise and formal way (cf. [55] for a comprehensive introduction). As such, on-
tologies seem a suitable candidate to formalize the manual synchronization process and
thereby shift to a more automated synchronization approach. The challenge stated above
(i.e., formally capturing model relations and their meaning) strongly suggests a closer
investigation to clarify whether DL can be employed in this context.

This chapter is based on our paper “Ontology-based Model Synchronisation” [199] and
further pursues this investigations. We will first motivate the use of ontologies and DL
for RTE (Sect. 7.1). Secondly, we give an overview of our approach in Sect. 7.2, followed
by a small example in Sect. 7.3, which will be used subsequently. Then, we will present
how to specify inter-model relations using ontologies (Sect. 7.4) and how synchronization
is performed (Sect. 7.5). We will carry out a discussion of the properties of the approach
in Sect. 7.6 and conclude with a summary at the end of this chapter (Sect. 7.7).
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Main contributions of this chapter are

C7-1 a novel approach to RTE based on semantically founded models,

C7-2 an analysis of ontologies (and OWL) w.r.t. their feasibility in creating synchro-
nization specifications.

7.1 Motivation

When comparing the approach of knowledge representation taken in object-oriented
modeling and ontologies, certain similarities can be observed. First, both share the
concepts of classes and individuals (or objects, respectively). Here, the former describes
a set of things, while the latter exactly refers to one of these things. Secondly, models
and ontologies share the notion of generalization and specialization, which are subsumed
by the term inheritance. Both representational styles use relations to describe semantic
connections between concepts (or classes, respectively).

But, in contrast to models, ontologies (and DL being their foundation) provide a formal
grounding that can be beneficial in the context of model synchronization. Ontologies
allow to formally represent both knowledge about the subject of the synchronization and
the rules that are used by humans during manual synchronization. The computational
complexity of many of the underlying classes of logic is well understood. The derivation
of implicit knowledge can be performed. All these properties make ontologies appear to
be useful in the context of RTE, which motivated the subsequent investigations.

Moreover, various approaches to combine ontologies and metamodeling [13, 181, 200,
201] have emerged recently. These do explicitly target the formal description of model
semantics. If such a description is available, the synchronization of models could be
eased. In particular, there is hope that writing synchronization specifications could
require less effort, if relations between metamodels can already be determined by the
information about their semantics.

The previous chapter was motivated by the fact that some RTE scenarios require non-
injective transformations and provides an alternative procedure to synchronize models.
This chapter is focused on using ontology tools to synchronize models. Thus, it provides
another alternative to classical bidirectional transformation languages. But, in contrast
to our backpropagation-based approach, we do not aim to eliminate the need for inverse
transformations, rather we want to investigate on the pros and cons of combining the
formal grounding of ontologies with the practical feasibility of software models.

Within the PREP procedure, the synchronization fitness functions were designed to
decide which set of models most appropriately reflects the change applied by a user while
still preserving global consistency across the involved models. During this chapter, we
will not see such functions, because the ontology-based approach to RTE uses predicates
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Figure 7.1: Schematic view of the synchronization procedure.

and logical rules to formalize how to synchronize models. In some sense, these predi-
cates and rules are similar to the fitness functions, but the ontological synchronization
approach does not employ a selection process. We do not explicitly compute sets of valid
ontologies. This might be performed internally when employing a reasoner to process
an ontology, but it is not an essential part of the approach presented in this chapter.

7.2 Overview

The basic idea behind our approach to ontology-based RTE is to translate models to
ontologies and to employ ontology tools to compute the implications of changes. We
perform the synchronization of artifacts in a different technical space.

To illustrate this using a simple example, consider a RTE scenario that involves two
models. As we want to use ontological tool machinery for synchronization, both models
and changes need to be transferred to a corresponding ontology, before the set of implied
changes can be determined by reasoning. This procedure is depicted in Fig. 7.1.

To realize this procedure, three essential processes are required. First, models need
to be translated to an ontological representation. This is required to let ontology tools
process the information contained in object-oriented models. Second, additional knowl-
edge must be provided to the ontology tools to configure the synchronization process.
Without such knowledge, the relations between models are not known by ontology tools
and meaningful results cannot be computed. Third, the output of the computations that
are performed by ontology tools must be translated to respective model changes. After
all, users must access the synchronization result in their model editors.

To switch between the modeling world and the ontology space, the mapping discussed
in Sect. 5.4 is used. Thus, we can derive ontologies for EMOF models. We can also obtain
models from a restricted subset of ontologies. This restriction is not a problem, since
we do not create ontologies that cannot be translated back. Technically, the mapping is
realized by the OWLizer tool, a part of the TwoUse toolkit [201].

Having the mapping between the two technical spaces available, we can focus on
the actual synchronization of models. Here, the question is how to propagate changes
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that are applied to one model to all related models. To do so, we must specify a set of
consistency predicates and synchronization rules that can be evaluated when users apply
changes to models. This information (i.e., how to propagate changes) is captured in a
so-called mapping ontology, which corresponds to transformation specifications in the
modeling world. This ontology refers to the involved metamodels by using the concepts
that were derived from the metamodels. This mapping is handcrafted as it requires
distinct knowledge of the involved domains (i.e., the respective modeling languages).

The fact that the mapping ontology is equivalent to the transformation specifica-
tions employed by model transformation languages, does also imply that the notion of
a synchronous state is captured by this ontology. The models that are encoded in the
ontologies are exactly in a synchronous state, if all predicates declared in the mapping
ontology are satisfied (i.e., the whole synchronization ontology is consistent).

OWL-DL—being the concrete ontology language used in this thesis—is based on DL
and is therefore strongly connected to set theory. OWL classes basically denote sets
of individuals. Thus, the general idea behind our mapping specifications, is based on
the consideration of classes as sets of individuals. One main objective of the mapping
ontology is therefore to define the relations between these sets (cf. Sect. 7.4).

Evaluating the predicates and rules contained in the mapping ontology is performed in
the ontology space. Thus, the obtained results must be translated back to the modeling
world. For example, if the reasoning process determines that elements are missing, they
must be added. Vice versa, if elements need to be deleted, we must remove them from the
respective models. The concrete procedure to translate results of the reasoning process
is quite comprehensive on its own. We will present its details in Sect. 7.5.

7.3 Running Example

To examine the specification of synchronization rules with ontological technologies in
this chapter, we employ a simple example scenario. We consider the task of keeping
entity models and their documentation in sync. The elements of the respective modeling
languages are depicted in Fig. 7.2.

We can find Packages, Entities, Services, Fields and Methods. Services provide
a set of Methods, while Entities can also contain data. Fields and Methods are con-
crete subclasses of the abstract type Member. Also, we can find the metamodel for the
documentation, which consists of Chapters, Sections, Tables, and Entries. Entries
are similar to rows, but may actually contain more complex information. Also, there are
BasicEntries and FullEntries. We consider the latter to contain more data.

The relation between the concepts of the two modeling languages is defined as follows.
Each Package corresponds to a Section in the documentation. Entities and Services
are both represented by Tables. The latter use simple Tables, while the latter use
complex ones. For Methods and Fields the mapping is slightly more complex. Abstract
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(a) Metamodel for entity models. (b) Metamodel for documentation models.

Figure 7.2: Metamodels for running example.

Methods and Fields correspond to a BasicEntry in a Table. All other Methods (i.e., all
concrete ones) correspond to a FullEntry, which allows to add additional documentation
(e.g., the results of a recent code coverage analysis). In addition, Fields are displayed
in bold font, while abstract Methods are shown in italic font. Chapters do not have an
equivalent in the entity model.

The example is intentionally kept simple to ease the understanding of the subsequent
sections. Although realistic synchronization tasks are much more complex, some of the
basic patterns can be transferred from this example. We will show a more complex
scenario during our evaluation in Sect. 9.3.

7.4 Specifying Model Mappings using Ontologies

The relations between elements (i.e., individuals) in models can be distinguished into
different types depending on the number of related elements. For example, relations be-
tween individuals can be pairwise—one individual of one domain corresponds to exactly
one in the other domain. An individual can also be related to a group of individuals in
the opposite domain. In the most general case, groups of individuals are related to each
other. These three relation types form the first column in Table 7.1. The first type (i.e.,
the 1:1 relation between individuals) can be further split into sub types depending on
the number of involved classes. These types can be found in arbitrary RTE scenarios.

The most simple mapping can be found in row 1 of Table 7.1. Here, exactly one
individual of the source domain corresponds to one individual of the target domain. In
addition, within each domain, the individuals that are part of this mapping are instances
of the same class—the two classes are equivalent. In our running example, such a relation
can be found between Packages and Sections. Each Package corresponds to exactly
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Individual Class Relation Example Relation
Relation Relation Name (Individuals)

1 : 1

1 : 1
renaming

Package—Section(class
equivalence)

1 : n distribution (Entity|Service)—Table

n : m
cross-

(Field|Method)—(BasicEntry|FullEntry)
distribution

1 : n 1 : n unfolding N/A

n : m n : m
structural

N/A
equivalence

Table 7.1: Types of mappings between domain models.

one Section in the documentation. The class Package is equivalent to class Section.
We call such a mapping a renaming or class equivalence, since only the name that is
used to denote the same set of individuals differs.

The next kind of mapping (Table 7.1, row 2) includes the case where single individuals
correspond to a single individual in the opposite domain, but the latter may belong to
different classes. Again, individuals form pairs, but the respective classes differ within
one domain. Individuals that are subsumed by a single class in one domain are split into
multiple classes in the other domain. Consequently, we call mappings with such charac-
teristics distributions. In our example, this mapping can be found between Entities,
Services and Tables. Here, some Tables correspond to Entities, while others relate
to Services. The set of Tables is distributed across the types Entity and Service.

The most general relation that can be established by pairs of individuals is the cross-
distribution (cf. row 3 in Table 7.1). Here, one individual still corresponds to exactly one
individual in the opposite domain, but on the class level, multiple classes correspond to
multiple other classes. Our running example does also expose such a mapping. Fields
and Methods are both mapped to BasicEntries and FullEntries.

Even more complex mappings can be observed if more than two individuals are related,
for example, if one individual corresponds to a set of individuals in the opposite domain.
We call this particular case unfolding as the former individual must be decomposed to
multiple individuals to represent it. Our running example does not expose this case,
mostly because it cannot be easily handled with OWL constructs as we will see shortly.

The most general case of mapping holds between arbitrary many elements from both
domains. Here, patterns of elements correspond to each other. We therefore denote this
relation as structural equivalence. The example at hand does also not expose such a
mapping, but one can certainly imagine how unfolding mappings can be extended to
form structural equivalences.
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Figure 7.3: Example for mapping subsets of classes.

Having seen the different types of relations, the question is how to implement such
mappings in terms of OWL constructs. We will present two approaches to do so. The
first one (Sect. 7.4.1) is based on defining mappings using subclass definitions. The
second one (Sect. 7.4.2) employs SWRL rules to define model relations.

7.4.1 Mappings based on Subclass Definitions

OWL classes and properties can be considered as sets. Each set contains all individuals
that are instances of the class or property. When synchronizing models using OWL,
a mapping is needed, which allows to determine all individuals that are required in
the opposite domain to restore a synchronous state (cf. Sect. 7.2). To determine these
individuals, the formalization of the relation between classes is needed. For the most
basic mapping case (cf. row 1 in Table 7.1), classes can be defined as being equivalent.
OWL explicitly provides the EquivalentTo construct for such purposes. In this case,
subclasses are solely used to separate the mapping ontology and the domain ontologies.
A respective class definition in OWL can be put as shown in Listing 7.1.

1 Prefix: owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
2 Ontology: <example://equivalence>
3

4 Class: Package SubClassOf: owl:Thing
5 Class: Section SubClassOf: owl:Thing
6 Class: Package2Section EquivalentTo: Package, Section

Listing 7.1: Definition of equivalent classes in OWL.

The second row of Table 7.1, contains the first type of mapping which can be han-
dled by defining subclasses—a distribution. First, consider the most simple case, where
instances of one class (e.g., Table) are distributed over two classes in the opposite do-
main (e.g., Entity and Service). Instances of Table can either belong to Entity or to
Service. In general, it is also possible that some instances of Table do not belong to
any of the two classes. This situation is visualized by the Venn diagram in Fig. 7.3.
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In the lower part of Fig. 7.3, the same facts are encoded in a class diagram. One can
find the classes that are defined by the original metamodels of both domains—depicted
as boxes with solid border. Then, for each potential case of mapping, a subclass is intro-
duced. For a mapping between one class—in one of the domains—and two classes—in the
other domain, we obtain five such subclasses. The number of these classes corresponds
to the subsets that can be found in the Venn diagram above.

In Fig. 7.3, we consider the mapping between Entities, Services and Tables. We
introduce two subclasses of Table. One that denotes the set of Tables that corresponds
to Entities, another one that represents all Tables that are related to Services. These
additionally defined subclasses use dashed borders. The first subclass (E\T) denotes all
Entities that do not have a corresponding Table. In our example, this set is empty, but
for other mappings it might be not. The second subclass (E∩T) represents all Entities
that correspond to a Table. The definition of this class is crucial for the mapping. The
concrete definition determines which Entities map to Tables and which do not. The
third subclass ((T\E)\S) contains all Tables that are neither mapped to Entities nor
to Services. In our example this set is also empty, but this may not be the case for
other mappings. The two remaining classes (T∩S and S\T) are reverse to E∩T and E\T.

By defining subclasses that extend classes from both domains, pairs of individuals can
be represented as one individual belonging to two classes. For example, a Entity-Table
pair is represented by an individual of class E∩T. If an Entity is created, one can reason
that it also belongs to class E∩T, because E\T is empty. This implies that the newly
created Entity individual is an instance of class Table. We will use this in Sect. 7.5.

We think this is a very intuitive way to create mappings. One must determine which
sets of individuals in the source domain map to which sets in the target domain. Then,
the sets need to be split until pairs of sets remain where individuals correspond pairwise.

This yields a general procedure of using subclass definitions. We can derive that ar-
bitrary pairwise relations between domain concepts (i.e., metaclasses) can be handled
in this fashion. Supposing that the individuals of the left domain are spread across m
classes and the ones in the right domain span n classes, one can enumerate all intersec-
tions between the two sets of classes. In general the number of these intersection sets
countintersect can be computed as follows:

countintersect = m ∗ n

For the basic example discussed above, this yields a number of 2 (1 ∗ 2). Although we
had five subsets in Fig. 7.3, three of them represented individuals that are not mapped
to the opposite domain. Thus, no definitions (i.e., no subclass restrictions) are required
for them.

If the classes from both domains that are involved in such a mapping are known, the
intersection sets can be derived and the mapping ontology can be filled with respective
subclass restrictions. For example, if a class extends class A and B (i.e., it is the intersec-
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tion of two classes) we must specify which individuals belong to this class. Depending
on this definition (i.e., the subclass restriction) a reasoner can decide which individuals
of A correspond to individuals of B and vice versa.

We call the general process to create specifications for such pairwise correspondences
subset splitting and mapping. It consists of the following steps:

1. determine all potential classes for left individuals,

2. determine all potential classes for right individuals,

3. derive set of intersection sets (i.e., subclasses),

4. add subclass restrictions to those intersection classes that are required (i.e., that
actually contain individuals that are represented in both domains).

We split the classes for each ontology using subclass restrictions. By using the same
subclasses (i.e., intersection classes), a mapping is established between the two ontologies.

The mapping based on subclass definitions does work for the first three types shown
in Table 7.1 (i.e., all cases where pairs of individuals are related). It cannot be applied
if multiple individuals take part in a relation, because domain classes are defined to be
disjoint within one domain in the modeling space. Thus, we can only define non-empty
subclasses that extend classes from different domains. Extending two classes from the
same domain yields an empty set of individuals, because the classes are disjoint unless
they inherit from each other (cf. Sect. 5.4.1). Besides this restriction, the approach
seems very intuitive. Once the designer of a mapping has decided that individuals are
related pairwise, she must clarify which set of individuals is mapped to which class in
the opposite domain. The resulting set definitions can be formalized using OWL class
definitions as shown in Listing 7.2.

1 Ontology: <example://subclasses>
2

3 Class: Entity DisjointWith: Service
4 Class: Service DisjointWith: Entity
5

6 Class: Table
7

8 DataProperty: isSimple Domain: Table Range: xsd:boolean Characteristics: Functional
9

10 Class: Entity2Table SubClassOf: Table EquivalentTo: Entity, Table and isSimple value false
11 Class: Service2Table SubClassOf: Table EquivalentTo: Service, Table and isSimple value true

Listing 7.2: Subclass definitions for mapping Entities and Services to Tables.

Depending on the value of the data property isSimple, individuals of class Table are
defined to correspond either to Entities or Services. A reasoner can use these class
definitions to determine the correspondences between the classes of the two domains.
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We believe that splitting classes into subsets, where each subset corresponds to one
class in the opposite domain, is easy to understand. Besides its simplicity, another
advantage of the subclass mapping approach is that it is bidirectional. The mapping is
independent of the synchronization direction. We can add individuals to any domain
and infer missing ones in the opposite domain.

Moreover, the definition of subclass restrictions can be checked by OWL reasoners.
Thus, one can easily detect overlapping subclasses, because these are reported by the
reasoner as inconsistencies in the ontology. We have experienced this multiple times
during our experiments.

7.4.2 Mappings based on SWRL Rules

A second approach to express mappings between domain models is based on SWRL.
SWRL is an extension of OWL that enables the use of Horn-like rules in combination
with OWL knowledge bases (cf. Sect. 2.3.3 for an overview of SWRL). SWRL rules
represent implications and can therefore be read as follows. If all atoms in the antecedent
are true, then the consequent must also be true. This is similar to model transformation
languages that rely on pattern matching. If a specified pattern is found in an input
model, a corresponding pattern is created in the output model.

But, in contrast to most unidirectional transformation languages that create a fresh
target model for each execution of a transformation, SWRL rules can also be applied
incrementally. That is, if a rule is already fulfilled, no new individuals are derived by
the reasoning process. SWRL rules can therefore also be considered as incremental
transformation rules.

The question that is instantly raised here, is how SWRL rules exactly relate to rule-
based model transformation languages like ATL or Query View Transformation Opera-
tional (QVTO) [83]. Actually, both kinds of languages provide similar concepts to define
rules. We can use constraints (i.e., predicates) to restrict the sets of model elements that
match a rule. This includes type restrictions (e.g., specifying that some element must
have a certain type) and data restrictions (e.g., to state that an element must have a
certain name). Also, we can define structural patterns to specify the relations that must
hold between elements in order to be eligible to match a rule, for example, to prevent
the application of a rule if two elements are not connected by the correct reference.

One could say that SWRL rules share concepts with unidirectional transformation
languages, with the exception that the semantics of SWRL is formally defined in [54]
whereas the formal definition of the semantics for ATL and QVTO is still going on [91].
In Table 7.2 the concepts of SWRL are mapped to their intended purpose.

Thus, we can realize similar mappings as we could do with ATL or QVTO. We can
specify rules that must hold between domains. The most simple rule—having two equiv-
alent classes Package and Section (cf. row 1 in Table 7.1)—can be formalized using the
following two SWRL rules:
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Package(?x)→ Section(?x)

Section(?x)→ Package(?x)

Certainly, this is more verbose than using the EquivalentTo concept that is built into
OWL, but it illustrates the idea. The antecedent of a SWRL rule is a pattern that must
be matched in the source domain and the consequent is a pattern that must be present in
the target domain. However, because we merged the source, the target and the mapping
ontology into one large ontology—the synchronization ontology—we must ensure that
SWRL rules do not mix domains.

SWRL rules can also be used to map references between domains. For example, the
following rule maps the entities reference to the tables reference:

Package(?x) ∧ entities(?x, ?y) ∧ Entity(?y)→
Section(?x) ∧ tables(?x, ?y) ∧ Table(?y)

Thus, we can express structural mappings (cf. row 2 and 3 in Table 7.1) using SWRL
rules. However, the semantics of SWRL dictates that all variables in the consequent must
be defined in the antecedent. This implies, that we can only realize mappings where the
target structure has at most as many elements as the source structure. We cannot create
new elements or references. This is a drawback compared to ATL or QVTO, where one
can easily create more complex structures in the target model.

If we combine all previously explained steps to a complete process, we obtain the pro-
cedure depicted in Fig. 7.4. We start with an analysis of the relations that hold between
the classes of our domains. For all relations where individuals correspond pairwise, we
employ mappings that are based on subclass definitions (cf. Sect. 7.4.1). If relations are
more complex, because individuals do not correspond pairwise, SWRL rules can be used
to define synchronization rules. In this case, one must check that rules do not interfere.
If rules do interfere, one must employ dedicated subclasses to resolve conflicts.

SWRL Concept Purpose

DescriptionAtom Definition of type constraints

DataRangeAtom Definition of attribute range

DatavaluedPropertyAtom Constraint on data property value

IndividualvaluedPropertyAtom Constraint on object property value

SameAsAtom Require equality

DifferentFromAtom Require inequality

BuiltInAtom Use primitive operation

Table 7.2: SWRL concepts and purpose.
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Figure 7.4: Process to create type and structural mappings.

7.4.3 Handling Primitive Data Types

In addition to classes and relations, metamodels can define attributes, which have a
primitive type. These attributes are mapped to data properties while translating models
to ontologies. When synchronizing models, we must consider attributes and their values.
In principle, there are two cases that can appear when handling primitive types.

In the first case attributes are mapped directly. For example, the attribute name of
a class in one metamodel is mapped to the identifier attribute of another metaclass. In
this case no processing is required. To handle such mappings the previously described
approach for synchronizing classes and object properties can be employed. Based on the
definition of sub properties, the sets of attribute values can be distributed across the
classes that need to hold these values. For example, the name of class Table can be split
into two sub properties (i.e., the names for Entities and for Services).

The second case can be observed whenever primitive values need to be processed
(e.g., set conditionally or concatenated). In this case, we define new data properties
and process these using SWRL built-ins. Such built-ins provide common operations of
primitive data types. For example, the SWRL standard [54] defines built-ins for string
operations (stringConcat, substring or stringLength).

SWRL built-in operations can perform complex computations. Thus, explicit spec-
ifications are required for each transformation direction. For example, if strings are
concatenated by a rule, another rule is required to specify how strings are split.

To give an example, suppose we would like to prefix the names of all Sections that
correspond to a Package with the string pkg_. To do so, the following rule can be added.
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Package(?p) ∧ packageName(?p, ?pName)∧
stringConcat(?sName, ”pkg ”ˆˆstring, ?pName)→

sectionName(?p, ?sName) ∧ Section(?p)

Here, the prefix and the value of data property packageName are concatenated. The
result of the concatenation is set as value for property sectionName. To implement the
opposite mapping a second rule is required:

Section(?s) ∧ sectionName(?s, ?sName)∧
stringLength(?length, ”pkg ”ˆˆstring) ∧ add(?total, ?length, 1)∧

substring(?pName, ?sName, ?total)→
packageName(?s, ?pName) ∧ Package(?s)

Here, the prefix is removed from the name of the section. The remainder is set as
value of data property packageName, which is the property that encapsulates the names
Packages in the entity ontology.

Using SWRL built-ins we can process primitive values and thus incorporate them in
synchronization specifications. However, one must be aware of the fact, that processing
is restricted by the set of built-ins available in SWRL. One cannot perform arbitrary
computations. In addition, we restricted ourselves to the DL-safe subset of SWRL,
which implies that all built-ins that are not covered by this subset cannot be used either.
For example, list operations are not DL-safe, which is why they cannot be used.

Having said that SWRL requires two rules—one for each direction—to process prim-
itive types, we must emphasize a nice property of the formal foundation of OWL and
SWRL here. During our experiments, we observed that reasoners were able to detect in-
consistencies within rule sets. If pairs of rules did not match, an exception was reported.
Thus, errors during the specification of synchronization rules can be avoided.

The general procedure to handle primitive types in ontology-based synchronization
specifications is depicted in Fig. 7.5. First, one must decide whether values need to be
processed or that they can be mapped unchanged. In the former case, SWRL built-
ins can be used. In the latter, the definition of sub data properties is required. Finally,
derived values need to be mapped appropriately to data properties of the opposite domain
to allow reasoners to infer how values are propagated across domain boundaries. If the
expressiveness of SWRL built-ins does not suffice, no mapping can be created. In this
case, the restriction to DL-safe ontologies prevents the mapping at hand.

In summary, one can say that handling primitive types is not much different from tra-
ditional model synchronization approaches. Primitive types are processed using complex
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Figure 7.5: Process to handle primitive values.

and often non-invertible operations. This does leave no other choice than specifying indi-
vidual rules for each transformation direction. Nonetheless, we believe that support for
bidirectional built-ins in SWRL is beneficial in this context. Such built-ins are evaluated
similar to relations (i.e., a reasoner must compute values for unbound parameters).

7.4.4 Reusing existing Semantic Specifications

Over the last years, a variety of approaches has been presented that aim at integrating
modeling languages and ontologies [13, 181, 200, 201]. These approaches explicitly target
the formal description of metamodel semantics. Their goal is to use metamodels not only
to specify abstract syntax, but also to augment them with information that captures
semantic aspects. For example, one can find proposals to integrate DSLs and OWL [200].
Also, an integration of UML and ontologies has been presented [201].

If metamodels are augmented with formal semantic specifications, the creation of
synchronization rules may be facilitated. Up to now, all rules were created manually
and the process was comparable to writing usual model transformation rules. We saw
how to create mappings between types of different domains (Sect. 7.4.1), how to define
structural mappings (Sect. 7.4.2) and how to handle primitive values (Sect. 7.4.3). But,
none of these mappings made use of potentially available metamodel semantics. We
worked with plain metamodels, metamodels that purely define abstract syntax.

In addition to approaches that integrate modeling and ontologies, previous work by
Henrik Lochmann has shown, that multiple DSLs can be integrated on the basis of an
ontological description [202]. He has shown that relations between domain concepts
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Figure 7.6: Mapping domain ontologies to an upper ontology.

can be captured by ontologies and that reasoning on these ontologies can foster the
integration of artifacts written in different DSLs.

In [202] Lochmann proposed the use of an upper ontology—the Unified Software Mod-
eling Ontology (USMO) [203]—to map the concepts of DSLs to a common semantic core.
Similarly, an upper ontology can be employed to ease the specification of synchronization
rules between different domains. Instead of creating a direct mapping between concepts
of different domains, the concepts of each domain are mapped to an upper ontology. The
general idea how to perform this is depicted in Fig. 7.6.

Figure 7.6 shows a concept A1 that is declared to be equivalent to U1. The same rela-
tion does hold between A2 and U2, as well as between B2 and U3. Using the knowledge
that is captured in the upper ontology we can already derive some information about
the relation between domain A and domain B. For example, combining the fact that
concept U3 extends concept U2 and the equivalences mentioned before, one can reason
that instances of concept B2 corresponds to instances of A2. The opposite is not nec-
essarily true. Furthermore, the concepts U1 and U3 are declared to be disjoint. Taking
this into consideration together with the equivalences that hold for A1 and B2, one can
derive that instances of A1 cannot correspond to instances of B2.

Establishing such an indirect mapping using an upper ontology can therefore reduce
the effort to map domain A to domain B. Of course, this assumes that a mapping to the
upper ontology is readily available. If it is not, the specification effort can even exceed
the direct mapping approach. But, if multiple domains are involved in a synchronization
process, using a common semantic core—the upper ontology—can be beneficial.

To illustrate the mapping to an upper ontology further, we will return to our running
example. If we recall the mapping from Sect. 7.3, we find concepts in both domains that
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Figure 7.7: Mapping entity and documentation concepts to an upper ontology (excerpt).

are not only similar, but also quite generic. For example, entity models contain Packages
and documentation models define Sections. Both classes serve as containers for other
classes. The main difference is the type of the contained elements. Packages contain
Types, while Sections contain Tables. From an abstract point of view, both entity and
documentation models provide two concepts that allow to store collections of elements.
If we denote the elements that are collected as ContainedElement and the elements that
collect as Container, we obtain the upper ontology that is shown in Fig. 7.7.

Here, the concepts Type and Entry are declared as extensions of ContainedElement.
Similarly, Container is extended by Package and Table. Moreover, the object properties
contains, types and entries are defined to be equivalent.

From this mapping we can derive that Types contained in a Package can be considered
as an Entry. Even though we did not create a direct mapping, the indirect mapping that
is established by the upper ontology provides information that is useful to synchronize
entity models and their documentation. Moreover, the two mappings—one for each
domain ontology—can be reused if a third domain is mapped to the upper ontology.
For example, if we require a tool to render documentation for the web, the modeling
language that specifies valid input for this tool can be linked to the upper ontology.

7.5 Propagating Model Changes

In the previous section, we have presented different possibilities to specify synchroniza-
tion rules using OWL and SWRL. To employ these rules in actual RTE scenarios, we
propose the procedure depicted in Fig. 7.8. Here, the first step required to achieve syn-
chronization is to capture model changes. This step is rather a technical issue and its
concrete implementation depends on the editors used to modify models. In Fig. 7.8, this
first step is depicted on the left.
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Figure 7.8: Change handling procedure - overview.

Once all changes are known, new information must be added to the domain ontologies.
This constitutes step 2 in Fig. 7.8. Then, we use an OWL reasoner performing the
realization task. More specifically, we use Pellet to compute a class tree, where each
node contains all individuals that belong to the respective class. This tree is the outcome
of step 3. To extract information that is of interest to us, we analyze this tree structure
in step 4. Before the whole procedure starts over from the beginning, the models need
to be updated to reflect the result of the synchronization in the respective editors.

The main steps in this procedure are step 3 and 4, where we employ reasoning facilities
to derive actions that must be taken to restore global consistency. Step 2 is required
to handle deletions, which requires some external logic for reasons we will present soon.
All other steps (step 1 and 5) can be considered to integrate the models at hand with
the ontological tool machinery.

To explain the details of the reasoning process, let us shortly recapitulate the main
idea of our mappings. Both OWL subclass definitions and SWRL rules are based on the
idea that corresponding elements are represented by a single individual. This individual
has multiple types—one within each domain. Also, the types of the individual can be
derived for both domains using our mapping specification. Thus, we can employ Pellet—
or potentially another OWL reasoner—to infer this implicit information. To give a very
basic example, let us consider Fig. 7.9.

p1

realize

Package Section

Package2Section

Figure 7.9: Determining type membership by performing realization.
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Here, the mapping from Listing 7.1 is used to derive the type of individual p1, which
is declared to be an instance of class Package. Using the specified class equivalences, a
reasoner can derive that p1 is also an instance of class Package2Section, and furthermore
that it is an instance of class Section. Thus, the derived implicit information states that
p1 has both type Package and Section. Assuming p1 was just added, we can imply that
a corresponding Section must be created. If we let Pellet perform the realization task,
we can calculate all types for all individuals, which is exactly what we require here. In
a nutshell, additional types—besides the ones that are explicitly defined—are assigned
to individuals, which allows to decide whether new model elements must be added. The
implicit information is thereby made explicit.

Although this example is quite minimalistic, it illustrates the basic idea. We adjust the
domain ontologies (step 2) according to applied changes (step 1), derive all information
that is implicitly available (step 3) and adjust our models respectively (step 4 and 5).

Besides additions of model elements, the complete set of potential types of changes
is the same as discussed for the PREP procedure in Sect. 6.4.1. We can add or remove
elements, update attribute values, and couple (i.e., connect or disconnect) elements using
references. Since we restrict ourselves to OWL-DL, which relies on monotonic logic,
all changes that remove or change parts of models require special care. Monotonicity
dictates that conclusions that have been drawn from a knowledge base must not be
invalidated if new facts are added. One can easily imagine that removing an individual
from an ontology invalidates previous conclusions, for example, the membership of the
individual to domain classes.

Therefore, we divide the set of potential changes into monotonic and non-monotonic
changes. Adding and connecting model elements belongs to the former category, while
all other changes are subsumed by the latter. Both types of changes must be reflected
by adjusting the domain ontologies. For all monotonic changes, we add new facts. For
example, if a new object of class Package is created, a corresponding OWL individual
must be added. Adding new references between objects is reflected by adding a new
OWL object property assertion axiom.

All non-monotonic changes, require to adjust the axioms of the existing ontology. For
example, changing an attribute value is reflected by adjusting the respective OWL data
property assertion axiom. Deletions of both references and model elements imply the
removal of the corresponding axioms. Non-monotonic changes are somewhat problematic
to handle, because they invalidate facts that were previously derivable. For example,
a model element b may have been added to the target model because a certain source
element a existed. If a is deleted, the existence of b cannot be implied anymore.

We resolve this issue by keeping track of the relations between the elements and refer-
ences that were created as a result of reasoning over the ontologies. This is very similar
to the trace information that was employed in Chap. 6. We work around the mono-
tonicity of DL by handling deletions and decouplings externally. To obtain a complete
picture of our overall change handling procedure, consider Fig. 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Detailed change handling procedure.

After determining the type of change at hand, all non-monotonic changes require to
shrink the models (i.e., the domain ontologies). If elements are deleted, the correspond-
ing elements must be removed as well. If a reference between elements is removed, all
depending references (i.e., references, which were created as a consequence of adding the
former reference) must be removed as well. We denote this part of the procedure as
shrinking, because elements that depend on deleted elements are removed. The depen-
dency relation is captured by the trace links that are captured previously. Updates do
not need special treatment here, because attribute values cannot be created or deleted.
They can be changed only.

Once the domain ontologies and the respective models have been reduced by removing
all dependent elements, all implicit information can be derived by letting the reasoner
perform the realization task. First, the derived types for newly added individuals are
used to create corresponding model elements if required. We have seen a basic example
for such a case in Fig. 7.9. Then, the values for all object and data properties are
derived and the model elements are adjusted accordingly. If new object properties are
found, new references are created. If data property values differ, the attributes of model
elements are updated. This part of the procedure is called completion/update, because
the models are filled and updated with the derived data.

We must note that the latter two steps—adjusting references and attribute values—
require to traverse over the complete ontology. For each individual, we must retrieve
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its data and object properties. This can be expensive if models and their respective
ontologies grow large, but depending on the rules that are used for synchronization,
arbitrary parts of the ontology can change. Unless there is support to incrementally
reason over changing ontologies, this is inevitable.

7.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we presented a novel approach to establish support for RTE by using
ontology tools. We have presented the approach using a simple example that involved
entity and documentation models. To discuss the pros and cons of the approach, its
limitations and differences need to be carefully clarified. The following questions provide
a starting point for this discussion:

• How is ontology-based RTE different from using model transformations?

• Can ontology-based RTE be applied transparently (i.e., without requiring further
knowledge about ontologies)?

• Can the approach handle large-scale applications?

• Which technical requirements are put forward by the approach?

In the next subsections, we answer these questions and sketch the limits of ontology-
based model synchronization.

7.6.1 Comparison to Model Transformation Languages

In Sect. 7.4 we presented different possibilities to specify rules that capture the knowledge
about how to synchronize domain models. We used subclass restrictions, equivalences,
SWRL rules and upper ontologies to connect concepts of domains. From an abstract
point of view, this was not much different from writing transformation rules in common
model transformation languages like ATL or QVTO.

While we have used different syntax and also slightly different means to express rela-
tions between domains, in essence, we performed the same procedure. We identified and
specified the conditions that must hold for one or more concepts of the source domain
in order to be representable by another set of concepts of the target domain. The con-
ditions were expressed using OWL subclass restrictions, SWRL atoms or by mapping to
an upper ontology. In ATL and QVTO the conditions are expressed in OCL. Thus, a
different constraint language is used, but we still define conditions that must be met by
parts of models to be eligible for transformation, or synchronization respectively.

Now, what benefits can be gained from using OWL and SWRL? First, ontology-based
synchronization relies on a formal semantic foundation. Therefore, the execution of
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the synchronization is exactly determined and no space for semantic variations is left
to the implementation of the transformation. In some cases, this can be considered a
rather theoretical issue, but, if guarantees about the outcome of the synchronization are
required, this property can become essential.

Second, inconsistencies between mappings and domain ontologies can be detected. We
have experienced this while defining SWRL rules, where pairs of rules were required—
one for each transformation direction. Checking these pairs for consistency comes for
free, as we use the same formalism to express the data that is synchronized and the rules
to do so. The same consistency checks for rules can be implemented for other model
transformations techniques, but without a formal grounding, ensuring completeness and
correctness of these checks is left to the developer of the transformation engine.

Third, creating indirect mappings between ontologies by using an upper ontology
allows to reuse existing mappings (i.e., mappings that do already connect domain on-
tologies and the upper ontology). In principle, the same can be realized by transforming
models to a common core. However, this requires to actually perform this transfor-
mation. That is, to transform a model from one domain to another, the intermediate
model—the one that is an instance of the common core metamodel—must be created.
If we employ an upper ontology and mappings from domain ontologies, we can perform
the translation without actually creating the intermediate model. Rather, the mapping
rules are combined to derive what the opposite domain model must look like.

Of course, there are not only benefits that can be gained when model synchronization
is performed on the basis of ontologies. First, the specification of the mapping ontology
requires knowledge about the involved languages (i.e., OWL and SWRL). Also, the
designer of a mapping ontology must be aware of the translation from the modeling
world to the ontological space. Since this mapping exposes some details that are not
intuitive from a modelers perspective (e.g., features—object and data properties—are
not attached to classes), one must be very careful to design a correct mapping.

Moreover, the mappings based on OWL and SWRL were restricted w.r.t. their expres-
siveness. Using these types of mappings one can only realize relations where individuals
correspond 1-to-1. Complex, structural n-to-m mappings where n 6= m were not possi-
ble. Using ATL or QVTO such mappings can easily be expressed.

7.6.2 Transparency of Ontology Tools

Initially, our goal was to hide the details of the ontology space. However, we quickly
realized that this goal is difficult to reach. The amount of knowledge required to set up a
mapping ontology and to test both its correctness and completeness, is enormous. While
tools can certainly work in the background, configuring their correct input is impossible
without detailed knowledge about OWL and the underlying semantics of DL.

Even, if one can come up with a set of consistent subclass restrictions and SWRL
rules, debugging concrete synchronization steps is difficult. While reasoners like Pellet
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can provide explanations for results of queries, connecting these explanations with the
actual situation in the synchronization scenario is difficult. Too many translations occur,
before model elements are actually synchronized. Determining the reason, why some
change is not propagated as expected is therefore complicated.

7.6.3 Scalability

The scalability of the ontology-based approach to RTE must be evaluated from two
perspectives. First, one must check how the specification of the synchronization rules
(i.e., the mapping ontology) scales for large modeling languages. Second, one must clarify
whether the actual synchronization process performs well for large models.

The first point—scalability w.r.t. designing the mapping ontology—can pose problems.
Creating and maintaining a mapping ontology is quite difficult, because all concepts that
can be used in an ontology are detached. For example, data and object properties are not
explicitly connected to classes. This fosters their reuse, but also increases complexity.
Even for the simple example of synchronizing entity models and their documentation,
the resulting ontologies were difficult to maintain. This is also caused by the lack of
sophisticated tools to edit ontologies. Ongoing work on sophisticated OWL editors1

may provide solutions in this regard.

The second aspect—performing synchronization for large models—can also be prob-
lematic. Since reasoning tools are not specifically designed to perform model synchro-
nization tasks, no optimizations w.r.t. time and memory consumption are available. In
contrast, model transformation engines are explicitly built for this specific task. Thus,
they can employ both optimized data structures and algorithms. Reasoners are built for
a more general audience and can therefore not compete w.r.t. performance.

7.6.4 Technical Requirements

To apply our ontology-based synchronization approach, some technical requirements
must be met. Most of them are shared with the PREP procedure (cf. Sect. 6.5.5).

First, model editors must provide information about changes that are applied to mod-
els. Whenever model elements are added, deleted or updated, we require notification.
For some kinds of editors this is quite easy to establish. For example, for most graphical
editors that are built on top of EMF, the EMF notification infrastructure is sufficient to
observe changes. For other editors (e.g., textual ones) the procedure is more complicated.
The reasons for this are along the discussion conducted earlier in Sect. 6.5.3.

Second, we require traceability, similar to the PREP approach. Without knowledge
about the correspondences between individuals and references, deletions of elements and
removals of links between them cannot be handled. However, keeping track of these
correspondences can be realized easily.

1http://www.emftext.org/language/owl2
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7.7 Summary

In this chapter, an approach to synchronize models using their ontological representations
was presented. Based on existing work, models were mapped to ontologies and vice versa.
To specify synchronization rules within the technical space of OWL, we presented several
types of mappings that can be employed. One can either use subclass definitions to map
model elements or SWRL rules to formalize relations between domain models.

The former idea is based on the notion of sets formed by individuals of classes. Sub-
classes are defined to divide sets and equivalence relations map subsets to corresponding
sets of individuals in the opposite domain. We defined types of mappings that can be
handled with this approach and other classes that cannot. Alternatively, one can employ
SWRL rules, which sacrifices the bidirectionality that was available when using subclass
definitions. We have shown a running example based on OWL and the Pellet reasoner
to justify the approach practically.

The goal of this investigation was to reduce specification effort, increase ease of specifi-
cation and obtain bidirectionality. Our results do confirm these partially. We found that
mappings based on subclass definitions are intuitive, but unfortunately these can only
handle pairwise mappings between individuals. Also, the need for bidirectional speci-
fications was met by the subclass approach. SWRL, being a alternative specification
language, does not possess this property. Whether specification effort is reduced, cannot
be determined at this point. The technical obstacles one needs to deal with (e.g., when
defining OWL classes instead of directly working with metamodels) are still to large
to gain benefit from the formal semantic foundation. Modeling languages with built-in
support for semantics [200] seem essential to overcome this barrier.
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In the two previous chapters, we have seen how RTE can be realized based on back-
propagation and semantic technologies. These two approaches are particularly suitable
if artifacts and tools do already exist and synchronization is required to ensure inter-
operability. However, instead of implementing support for RTE on top of an existing
tool landscape, one can actively prepare tools to make them work together more easily.
This can avoid many of the problems that have been tackled before, basically because
future RTE scenarios are anticipated at tool design time. We have identified this need
for anticipation in Sect. 3.3.

This chapter presents an approach that implements the idea of actively anticipating
future RTE scenarios. It is based on the paper “Anticipating Unanticipated Tool Inter-
operability using Role Models” [204] and completes the initial ideas presented therein.
We use role models to specify how tools access common data. Data that shall be used
by multiple tools, is physically shared. Data is not replicated and synchronized, but
rather adapted to specific representations required by different tools. The concepts to
differentiate between shared and isolated data are defined on metalayer M3. Therefore,
the approach is said to implement metatype-based partitioning.

Main contributions of this chapter are

C8-1 a novel approach to tool integration that uses role models to partition and share
data across tools,

C8-2 an analysis of this approach w.r.t. its advantages and disadvantages over related
methods.
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This chapter is organized as follows. First, the motivation for using role modeling
in the context of RTE will be given in Sect. 8.1. After a brief overview of how to use
role models for tool integration (Sect. 8.2), a running example which will be used to
explain the approach is presented in Sect. 8.3. The details of our approach are presented
in Sect. 8.4. This will be followed by a discussion of the benefits and drawbacks in
Sect. 8.5. Finally, a short summary is given in Sect. 8.6.

8.1 Motivation

A common situation in RTE is that different tools operate on specialized domain ab-
stractions (i.e., separate metamodels). While this is reasonable from the perspective of
tool developers, it poses problems when data shall be shared across different tools. For
example, because of their different metamodels, tools may use different names for the
same class of objects. Also, the functionality provided by tools is strictly bound to a
metamodel. To apply tools to other data representations, one must employ transforma-
tions, which in turn introduce a great amount of redundancy (cf. Sect. 3.3).

Current object-oriented metamodeling languages like EMOF, allow to design meta-
models for extension and interoperability. Various patterns exist, which allow the exten-
sion of metamodels [97]. However, tool developers are not enforced to use these. As a
result, the decision whether to ease future interactions between tools or not is up to tool
designers. Usually this yields limited anticipation for extension and interoperability,
since tool developers have different objectives. Even sophisticated metamodel exten-
sion mechanisms introduce dependencies between tools [205]. One tool must extend the
metamodel of another. If tools are developed independently, this is not feasible.

In an ideal world all future RTE scenarios would be known beforehand, which would
substantially ease the task of anticipating every interaction between tools. However, new
tools are created and existing ones evolve, which renders perfect anticipation impossible.
One can also say that tools must anticipate the unanticipated.

An approach to handle unanticipated tool interoperability a posteriori is to apply
transformations. Transformations convert data created by one tool to a different rep-
resentation that is understood by another tool. However, in this case each tool keeps
its own local version of the data, which yields to replication. This can in turn lead
to inconsistencies. To resolve the implied synchronization problems, a posteriori RTE
techniques, like the ones presented in Chap. 6 and 7 can be used.

Alternatively, instead of treating issues in RTE scenarios a posteriori, one can tackle
the problems a priori. To do so, we propose to use role models. The concept of roles
has been originally presented in [183] and was later on applied to object-oriented mod-
eling [10]. In [10], a role model is defined as a unit to isolate an area of concern. This
already indicates the parallelism to RTE, where different tools need to process shared
data and each tool can be considered as a specific concern.
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Figure 8.1: Role-based tool integration—Overview.

Role models capture properties that must be offered by a system to be used in a
particular context. If we consider the application of a tool as a context, role models can
abstract from concrete data repositories. Based on this abstraction, role bindings can be
used to perform synchronization by connecting tools to a common data repository. The
basic idea is therefore to share information physically, instead of synchronizing replicated
data. Here, the question is, how much effort is needed to implement RTE-aware tool
design. The objective of this chapter is therefore to investigate the promising advantages
of role modeling.

8.2 Overview

The basic idea behind our role-based approach to RTE is quite simple. First, to actively
anticipate future tool integration scenarios, we propose to use role models to specify the
view on data required by tools. This view must capture all domain abstractions (i.e.,
concepts and relations) that are required by the respective tool.

Second, at tool integration time, these views are bound to other views or physical
data representations. Decisions about interoperability, which were previously made by
tool developers are left to tool integrators. This increases the degree of freedom at
integration time and eases establishing support for RTE. To explain more details of this
idea, consider the simplified overview of this approach that is depicted in Fig. 8.1.

Here, each tool accesses its data through a dedicated interface—its role model. The
use of role models decouples the specification of the data required by a tool, from the
binding of this interface to a concrete data source. Instead of letting tools access data
directly, one enforces the usage of the role model. Tools cannot store and retrieve data
in arbitrary ways anymore. The definition of this role model is performed at tool design
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Figure 8.2: Role-based partitioning.

time. Thus, tool developers can still freely choose appropriate domain abstractions.
Only the decision about how to physically store these abstractions is not up to the tool
developer anymore. Rather, this task is assigned to the tool integrator.

At tool integration time, a decision is required how tools can actually access physical
data. The individual role models need to be bound to concrete data repositories. To
accomplish this task, a role binding must be specified. This binding specifies which data
is retrieved from a physical location and which data is derived from other role models.
In the latter case, role models are bound to each other.

In the simple case, where exactly one tool exists only, its role model must be bound
to a physical representation as no other role models are available. However, if there are
at least two tools, tool integrators can decide whether they want to bind role models to
each other or not. In the former case—role models are bound to other role models—data
is reused across tools. Different views map to the same physical data. This prevents
redundancy and eliminates the need for tedious synchronization. In the latter case, each
tools operates on its own physical data. Thus, data is not shared across tools. If we
express this idea in terms of our conceptual framework, role-based RTE can be depicted
as shown in Fig. 8.2.

Here, role models are used to define the partitioning of concrete models. The role
features (i.e., attributes or references) that are bound to role model B, define which
data is shared. These features form the skeleton, because they are kept consistent by
referring to the same physical data. Role features which are not bound in role model
A, form the clothing, because they are not shared with role model B. One can say that
role-based RTE physically shares skeletons. The definition of shared data is performed
on metalayer M2 using concepts from M3 (i.e., feature bindings and groundings).

To realize role-based RTE, some essential ingredients are required. First, a language
to define role models (i.e., a metamodel for role models) is needed. Second, a language to
bind role models to each other and to physical representations is required. We call this
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Figure 8.3: Example scenario.

language a role binding language. Supposing that both languages are available, we can
handle future RTE scenarios by introducing new role bindings. Tool designers are then
required to base their implementations on role models—tools need to be constructed
differently. We will present details on both languages and role-based tool construction
in Sect. 8.4. Also, we discuss the differences to RTE-unaware tool design. Here, the
extent to which tool designers need to change their tool design process will clarified.

8.3 Running Example

To illustrate the role-based approach to RTE, we use a simplified, exemplary scenario
of tools we would like to interact. Suppose, we like to create, visualize and validate
state machines. To achieve this, we want to integrate three tools that employ custom
tool-specific data abstractions. This scenario is depicted in Fig. 8.3.

First, we use a textual editor to create state machine models. This editor is aware of
the domain concepts of state machines (i.e., states and transitions). We restrict ourselves
here to this simplified representation of the state machine domain and do not incorporate
concepts like guards, events and composite states.

Second, we like to visualize our textual state machines graphically, which is why a tool
that can layout and render two-dimensional shapes is employed. We suppose that this
tool was not specifically designed to render state machines—it rather uses the concepts
of shapes, coordinates and colors.

Third, we want to statically check well-formedness rules for state machines. For this
purpose, a generic graph analysis tool shall be used. Again, this tool is not aware of
concepts specific to the state machine domain, but based on nodes and edges. Since the
goal of the analysis tool is to find invalid elements, nodes carry an attribute invalid.

Using the graph analysis tool we want to check that initial states do not have incoming
transitions and that final states do not have outgoing ones. We might also restrict the
total number of transitions for one state to 10, because larger numbers indicate a bad
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design of our state machine model (cf. [206] for more details about graph constraints
and [207] for a similar example).

Each of the three tools owns a specific metamodel, capturing the domain abstraction
that is appropriate for its task. The depicted metamodels are independent of each other.
This allows tool developers to choose their domain abstractions freely. Also, changes
made to one metamodel do not have implications to other metamodels. From the tool
developers perspective, these are nice properties of the design depicted in Fig. 8.3.

However, our goal is to integrate the three tools such that RTE is enabled. We want
to render state machines, which is why states and transitions need to be also usable as
shapes. We would also like to apply the graph analysis tool to state machines. Therefore,
states need to represent nodes and transitions need to be handled like edges. In other
words, our tools need to share common data using different views.

Besides data that is shared across all tools (e.g., states and transitions), there is also
data that is required by a subset of the tools only. For example, we might want to
show errors stemming from the analysis of a state machine in red color when rendering
state machines. Thus, the integration must allow the analysis tool to change the color
of problematic elements.

The question raised by this example, is how the three tools can be built in order to
allow RTE while preserving a high degree of independence. This RTE scenario includes
the interactions mentioned above as well as other interactions, which were not anticipated
at development time. Our goal is to illustrate how one can incorporate the RTE concern
at tool development time and thereby ease unforeseen integrations in the future.

8.4 Integrating Tools using Role Models

To avoid data replication and the implied synchronization problems, we propose to use
role models to capture the domain abstractions required by individual tools. Role models
can be considered as an extension of object-oriented metamodeling. The concept of
roles has been originally presented in [183] and applied to object-oriented modeling [10]
(cf. Sect. 2.2 for an introduction to role modeling).

In [10], role models are defined as units to isolate an area of concern. This motivates
their application to achieve tool independence. Each tool requires specific data structures
on which it can perform computations. The definition of these structures is the concern
that we want to capture by using role models. In addition to capturing domain concepts
and relations (i.e., data structures), the employment of role modeling also introduces the
notion of role composition [208]. This can be used to integrate several role models and
object-oriented system specifications to an interacting system implementation.

In the following, we will elaborate how role modeling and role binding can help to
achieve tool independence and interaction, respectively. We will first show how role
models can capture domain abstractions for independent tools (Sect. 8.4.1). Then, col-
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Figure 8.4: Example of role-based tool metamodels.

laborations between these independent role models are specified (Sect. 8.4.2). To make
the approach practically usable, we will discuss how role models and role composition
can be implemented in terms of plain object-oriented technology (Sect. 8.4.3).

8.4.1 Role Models for Tool Independence

In [10], a role model is defined to capture an archetypical pattern of objects that enables
the specification of a specific concern of system behavior. Thus, role models can be used
to define a specific data abstraction required by tools. Each individual role type defines
a type of object required to achieve the functionality of a tool.

Figure 8.4 depicts a role-based version of two tool metamodels introduced in Sect. 8.3.
Instead of concrete class-based data structures these metamodels use role types for all
concepts of a tool metamodel. To model data structures required to implement tool func-
tionality, role types can define role attributes that provide primitive values or references
that connect several role types. Role models can, thus, be considered as a mechanism for
defining the required data types of a specific tool. Compared to current object-oriented
metamodeling approaches role models do not bind these data types to a concrete data
source or representation.

As depicted in Fig. 8.4 for the 2D shape renderer, we use role attributes to specify
that every player of the role Shape needs to provide a label and the kind of shape it is
represented by. In the metamodel of the graph analysis tool role references are used to
provide the source and target Node of an Edge.

A simplified metamodel of the language that is used to define role models is depicted
in Fig. 8.5. It provides means to define RoleModels consisting of several RoleTypes.
Each role type contributes a set of RoleFeatures that are either Attributes with a
PrimitiveType or References with a complex Type. Also, Enums are supported, which
are considered as primitive data types.
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Figure 8.5: Language for role-based metamodeling.

The concepts that are provided by this role modeling language are similar to the ones
of EMOF. For example, roles correspond to classes. Also, features both having primitive
and complex types are provided by both. Moreover, enumerations can also be found in
EMOF. This raises the question why a distinct conceptualization is needed here. Could
we not just model the data types required by each tool on the basis of EMOF?

From a technical point of view, this is certainly possible and as we shall see in
Sect. 8.4.3, one can employ EMOF models to realize the same objective. However,
we have defined separate concepts instead of reusing the ones from EMOF to emphasize
the different semantics. For example, a feature (i.e., an attribute or a reference) of an
EMOF class entails the semantics that the value of the feature is physically stored within
instances of the class. The value of an attribute is stored within the memory allocated
for each object. In contrast, the concept RoleFeature shall put emphasis on the fact
that the value of this feature can be retrieved from other sources.

Nonetheless, tool developers can use the language concepts depicted in Fig. 8.5. Role
types can be used similarly to classes. Role attributes and references provide the same
conceptualization as their EMOF equivalents. Using these basic building blocks tool
designers can model the data structures required by their tool. This is not much different
from creating a designated metamodel to capture the same knowledge. Basically, instead
of defining sets of classes, role types and their respective features are specified.

8.4.2 Role Composition for Tool Interaction

After the specification of all role models, which is performed by tool designers, a proce-
dure is required to integrate separate role models in order to obtain a coherent system,
where tools can operate on the same data and thus all views are synchronized w.r.t. the
underlying data. We achieve this integration by creating a role composition model. This
model entails the relationship between role types of several role models. Role types of
one role model are connected to the role types they play in another role model. There-
fore, we also denote the composition model as binding model. To express such binding
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Figure 8.6: Composition language for role-based metamodeling.

models, we designed the Role Composition Language (RoCoLa). This language is based
on previous work on language composition that was performed by Wende et al. [209].
The metamodel of RoCoLa is depicted in Fig. 8.6.

The concept RoleComposition is used to model the integration of multiple role models.
It consists of RoleBindings and RoleGroundings. The former entail FeatureBindings,
while the latter aggregate FeatureGroundings. First, we will look at RoleBindings.

RoleBindings connect two role types. One of the two role types is referenced to as
being the player of this binding. As such, the player is entailed to provide all the features
that are defined by the role types it plays. To specify how the player provides these
features, that is, how their values are obtained, a set of FeatureBindings is required.
These bindings specify how a particular feature of a played role is provided. In the most
basic case, a mapping to one of the features of the player is sufficient here.

Also, RoCoLa provides a concept to ground features of role types. Grounding a feature
means, that the value of this feature is stored physically. That is, it is not derived from
another role type. If one grounds all features of the involved role models, a system with
isolated physical data repositories is obtained. We will explain the grounding of features
in greater detail later on, but focus on role bindings first.

Examples for role feature bindings are shown in Fig. 8.7, where a graphical notation
of RoCoLa is used. The two-headed arrows connect players with their played role types.
Thus, these are instances of metaclass RoleBinding. To integrate the shape renderer
and the state machine editor, both Transition and State must play the role Shape.
Playing the role Shape requires respective players to provide all features defined for this
role type. For example, every player must provide a label. Since both Transition and
State do not directly provide a label, one must specify how the labels of transitions and
states are obtained. This is not depicted in Fig. 8.7, but we will discuss this later on.
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The binding of the role types Transition and State shows that role types can be
bound by several players. Likewise role players can be bound to several role types.
To integrate the metamodels of the state machine editor and the graph analysis tool,
Transitions are bound to Edge and States are bound to Node. Binding Transition to
Edge requires transitions to provide a reference to a source and a target node.

We can say that the role composition depicted in Fig. 8.7 specifies a coarse grained
binding of role types to other role types, but some details are missing. Most prominently,
no information is available about how to obtain the bound features. To express this,
RoCoLa provides further concepts. In addition to the concepts depicted in Fig. 8.6, the
role composition shown in Listing 8.1 employs special feature binding types.

For example, RoCoLa provides a concept to map a feature of the player role to a
feature of the played role. For example, the role type State playing the role type Shape,
binds feature label to its own feature name (Line 3). In addition, Listing 8.1 employs a
conditional operator to provide different feature values depending on the value of other
features. For example, the value of feature kind is determined depending on the value
of the type feature in role State (Line 4 and 5).

1 integrate statemachine, 2dShapes, graph {
2 State plays Shape {
3 label: name
4 kind: if (player.type == PLAIN) return RECTANGLE
5 else return CIRCLE
6 color: if (player.type == INITIAL) return WHITE
7 else return BLACK
8 }
9

10 Transition plays Shape {
11 label: condition
12 kind: return LINE
13 color: return BLACK
14 }
15

16 State plays Node {}
17 Transition plays Edge {
18 source: from
19 target: to
20 }
21

22 ground State { name, type }
23 ground Transition { condition, from, to }
24 }

Listing 8.1: Example role composition specification.

The language used here to specify these bindings is rather declarative, but one could
also employ an imperative language (e.g., Java). Depending on the implementation of
the role bindings (cf. Sect. 8.4.3), they must be translated to the target platform of the
integration or interpret at runtime. In any case, the properties and expressiveness of the
role binding language requires special attention in the context of RTE (cf. Sect. 8.5.2).
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To specify the physical representation of shared data we introduced the concept of
RoleGrounding (cf. Fig. 8.6) to role composition. Grounding is used to identify role
features that physically materialize data. Every feature that is tagged as being grounded
by the role composition specification, must be realized as physical data store. This can
be either a piece of memory or disk space.

The selection of grounded features, determines which data is physically shared across
tools. Grounding features closes the delegation chains defined by the feature bindings.
The latter specify how to obtain feature values from other roles. The former determines
features that actually hold values and that are not derived. When tools access data,
these requests will finally end up in reading or writing a grounded feature. However,
tools do not know which grounded feature this will be. The physical representation of
data is entirely decoupled from the interfaces used by tools to access data.

Given the role binding specification that was depicted in Fig. 8.7 and refined in List-
ing 8.1, one can derive a composed version of the three domain models. In Fig. 8.8
a simplified diagram showing the composed models can be found. The depicted class
diagram is not sufficient to obtain an actual implementation of the composed role model.
We will explain details on this in Sect. 8.4.3. But, to give an idea how the composition
of role models is performed, this first simplified diagram should be sufficient.

Here, all role types are replaced by classes. Role types that were bound to one or more
players (i.e., Shape, Node and Edge) do inherit from a new class Role, which represents
the common superclass for all role types. Role types that are not played by other role
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types (e.g., State and Transition) do inherit from class Player. In principle, all derived
classes could inherit both from Role and Player, but to keep the example simplistic, we
only added inheritance relations that are actually required.

The two additionally introduced classes—Player and Role—are connected by two
references—player and roles. Through navigating these references, one can obtain all
played roles and the player of each role. These two references are essential to implement
the role binding, because they are used to obtain feature values by delegating requests
to the role player. For example, if a client (e.g., the shape rendering tool) wants to
retrieve the label of a given state, this request is forwarded to the player of the role
type Shape—an object of type State. The same procedure applies to all other feature
bindings. Requests that are issued to a role are forwarded to its player.

For grounded features, the situation is different. Instead of forwarding requests via
delegation, these features are actually present in the respective classes. For example, the
x and y features of class Shape are modeled as properties in the composed role model.
Their values are stored in Shape objects.

One must always keep in mind that the composition of the role models is performed
at tool integration time. This allows to postpone the decision on data materialization.
In contrast, a priori integration requires new tools to adapt to existing and fixed data
materialization. In our approach, tools are decoupled from the concrete materialization
of data. Rather, the role composition model is adjusted to integrate new tools.

Figure 8.7 and Listing 8.1 depict the RoleGroundings and FeatureGroudings used to
specify data materialization for our example. The example shows that grounding com-
plements the flexibility of role binding as it allows for an integration-specific adjustment
of data materialization. Data that shall be used by both the graph analysis tool and the
shape renderer is materialized and shared using the roles in the state machine role model.
Data which is only required within a specific tool (e.g., the x-, y, and size attributes of
a Shape) is materialized in the respective role model.

Such flexible means to specify data sharing and materialization redeems tool developers
from the challenge of anticipating extensibility required for future tool integration and
avoid problems of data replication and synchronization.

8.4.3 Implementing Role Composition

Up to now, the languages to specify both the data abstractions used by tools (i.e.,
role models) and the possible interactions across them (i.e., role compositions) have
been presented. The former specification—expressed in RoCoLa—did also include the
decision about which data needs to be represented physically (i.e., the grounding).

To actually use role-based metamodeling for tool interoperability, the question how
to implement both role bindings and groundings needs to be answered. As there is no
single answer to this, because roles can be implemented in various ways (cf. [184] for
an overview), we will present one feasible solution here. The aim of this is to show
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Figure 8.9: Object-oriented implementation of role binding and grounding.

that the presented approach can easily be implemented based on classic object-oriented
technology. It does not raise the claim to be a universal solution.

Our mapping of roles, role bindings and groundings to object-oriented models is de-
picted in Fig. 8.9. The most simple mapping is the one for grounded roles and grounded
features (i.e., attributes and references). These are basically mapped to plain classes and
features respectively. As grounded roles and features are selected to be the part of the
role model that is physically represented, this mapping is straightforward.

To explain the mapping of role types to classes, one must keep in mind, that role
types can only exist in collaboration with one or more role players, where each player
is connected to the role with a role binding. We map this relation to object-oriented
models as shown in Fig. 8.9.

For each role type a dedicated interface (RoleTypeInterface) is introduced, which
defines the features of the role. This interface is a supertype of both the implementation
of the role type (RoleTypeImpl) and the player type. The latter inheritance relation
reflects the fact that players need to provide all features that are expected by clients of
the role. This pattern is quite similar to the Role Object Pattern [49]. We just added an
additional interface GenericRoleTypeInterface to provide a meta object protocol [210]
which can be used to check whether objects play a certain role (hasRoleType()) or obtain
roles played by an object by role type (getRoleByType()).
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The role binding specification presented before (cf. Listing 8.1), is used to fill the
implementation of the RoleTypeImpl class. If the role binding is declarative (e.g.,
label: name), appropriate code needs to be generated to delegate calls to the meth-
ods getLabel and setLabel to getName and setName respectively. Bindings that use
the imperative style (e.g., the binding for the color feature) must be translated to the
target implementation language.

Depending on the style of the binding (i.e., either declarative or imperative), role
bindings can be information preserving or not. Whether this is a requirement depends
on the concrete domains that are bound to each other. Additionally, if the imperative
style is used, one should ensure that get and set operations are inverse to each other.

A complete mapping of all role bindings, feature bindings and groundings results in a
plain object-oriented model, which implements the integration defined by the role model
and role binding specification. This object-oriented model can be derived fully automat-
ically. If a different tool integration is required, the role binding and the grounding can
be changed, leaving the involved tools untouched.

To obtain a sound integration of all tools, all role types and features must be either
bound or grounded. This can easily be explained by the fact that the data required by
tools must be either derived—by evaluating role bindings—or available in materialized
form—in accordance to groundings.

8.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we presented a novel approach to establish support for RTE by explicitly
anticipating future tool integration scenarios. We have illustrated the approach using a
simple example synchronization scenario that involved three basic tools. To discuss the
approach in detail, we want to clarify its limitations and differences. Most importantly,
we want to give answers to the following questions:

• How does role-based tool integration differ from a posteriori approaches to tool
integration?

• What is the impact of the expressiveness of the role binding language?

• How can existing data be migrated if the grounding specification evolves?

• Which technical requirements must be met to apply the approach?

The next subsections will try to answer these questions.

8.5.1 Comparison to A Posteriori Integration Techniques

Our role-based tool integration approach is explicitly designed to be applied a priori.
We expect that different integration scenarios can occur in the future, and try to build
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tools such that integration is rendered more easy. One important question that is raised
by this course of action, is what can be gained in comparison to a posteriori techniques
that do not plan for future integration, but merely first deal with this requirement at the
time a new scenario is faced. Also, we need to determine the additional effort required
to design for interoperability.

From our point of view there are multiple benefits that can be gained from explicitly
expecting tool integration scenarios. First, a fair amount of redundancy can be com-
pletely avoided. Of course, this is the key to reduce synchronization effort, but it also
comes with a nice side effect. Accessing data directly through role bindings, allows tools
to process data concurrently. In contrast, if transformations are employed that create
materialized views (i.e., target models), batch processing of data is required. After pro-
cessing with one tool is complete, whole models need to be transformed before the next
tool can be applied. If models grow large, this can become a bottleneck.

Second, our role-based approach to a priori integration allows for arbitrary tool inter-
action. Other mechanisms to support metamodel extensibility require the metamodel
designer to foresee which interactions will be needed (cf. [204] for details). Thus, we do
not only prepare the involved tools for a predefined set of integration scenarios, but for
arbitrary combinations of tools and data models. We consider this a major improvement
both over existing a priori and a posteriori techniques.

We have mentioned before, that basing tool integration on role models requires some
changes in the tool design process. First, we must use role models instead of plain
object-oriented metamodels to define the abstractions tools work on. Thus, for practical
applications the absence of mature modeling tools with support for roles may pose a
problem. Therefore, the additional effort for specifying tool domain models mainly
depends on the availability of sophisticated tools.

Another activity where the effort between a priori and a posteriori integration can
differ is the specification of the translation between domain models itself. Our approach
requires role binding and grounding for that, while most a posteriori techniques require
model transformations. The extent to which the effort for both approaches differs does
therefore depend on the involved languages, for example, RoCoLa for our approach and
QVTR in other cases. The effort is decreased if the used language provides appropriate
concepts to specify the relation between domains. If both languages do so, the required
effort should be comparable.

8.5.2 Expressiveness of Role Composition Languages

The role composition language that is used to obtain an integrated data model for
all tools involved in an integration scenario, is an essential part of our approach. For
example, the composition language RoCoLa provides concepts to map role features to
player features, also on a conditional basis. Other composition languages may provide
more complex feature operations. The expressiveness that is obtained from these features
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has important implications w.r.t. the properties of the RTE systems that can be built.
This can be explained as follows.

Role composition programs are similar to transformations in scenarios, where data is
duplicated. Thus, role composition languages are somewhat equivalent to transforma-
tion languages. But, instead of transforming data to the required form, information is
translated on demand. When a feature of a role type is requested by a client, the role
composition is used to retrieve the respective information from the role player.

Compositions which are not information preserving pose the same implications as
transformations which discard data. If data is passed to a role type, but neither passed
to its role player, nor stored in a grounded feature of the role type, it cannot be accessed
by other roles played by the same player. The data is discarded by the role composition.
To avoid such situations, we recommend to use a role composition language, which does
not allow to discard data. For example, if role features can be mapped to each other
only (i.e., no operations are allowed to process them), this requirement is fulfilled.

The nice property about explicitly using a role composition language, instead of imple-
menting ad-hoc bindings of tools to data repositories, is that one can analyze composition
programs w.r.t. the preservation of information. By examining the used composition op-
erators, one can detect situations, where information is discarded. Thus, one can make
sure that the RTE scenario at hand does actually only discard irrelevant data. Also,
one can always augment role types with additional grounded features to store data that
would be discarded by the role composition.

In any case, the concrete features of the role composition language must be analyzed
w.r.t. the preservation of data. For all language concepts that do not guarantee preser-
vation, composition program designers must be warned about the implications.

8.5.3 Data Migration

Our role-based tool integration approach, relies on the separation of interfaces of tools
from the physical representation of the data they process. By composing role models,
one can integrate a set of tools in different ways. The composition controls which data
is shared across tools and how this is done.

An important questions that is raised by this procedure, is how existing data can be
migrated when the role composition model is changed, for example, when a new tool
enters an integration scenario. In such a case, one must distinguish between changes
that modify the way role features are grounded, changes that apply to existing feature
bindings, and changes the merely establish new feature bindings or groundings.

The first case is problematic, because the physical representation of data may be
altered. The second one may also raise issues, because feature values are obtained from
other sources. Thus, the views held by the involved tools can change. Only, the third
case—adding new feature bindings or groundings—is more easy to handle. This case
corresponds to adapting a new tool to an existing data representation. The existing
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bindings do not need to be changed here. However, to handle the first two cases—
changing existing groundings and feature bindings—we see two options.

First, assuming that all views that are created by the definition of the role models,
one could retrieve all stored data from the perspective of all tools individually. In our
running example, the shape renderer, the graph analysis tool and the textual state
machine editor would extract all data using their respective role model. The shape
renderer would extract all shapes, the graph analysis tool all nodes and edges, and the
state machine editor would retrieve all states and transitions. Then, the role composition
can be replaced by a new one and all tools can put the extracted views into the system.

The second option is to analyze the changes between the old role composition model
and the new one. For some cases, one can probably derive the required steps to adjust
existing data to the new grounding. Which of the two options is more feasible requires
future investigations.

8.5.4 Technical Requirements

Our role-based tool integration approach puts very few technical requirements forward.
From our perspective, these cannot be considered as blocking factors when applying the
approach, but we want to mention the requirements if only for completeness reasons.

First, the definition of domain abstractions (i.e., tool data structures) requires a role
modeling language. We have presented such a language that is based on EMOF. If the
approach is applied to other platforms, a similar language is required.

Second, code generation must be employed to obtain an implementation of the domain
models. This can be either obtained by mapping to an object-oriented modeling language
or directly to an object-oriented implementation based on a GPL (e.g., Java). We have
presented patterns to realize this mapping in Sect. 8.4.3. Alternatively, one can directly
employ a programming language with support for roles (e.g., ObjectTeams [211]).

Similar to the derivation of code that implements the domain model, code generators
are needed to realize role bindings and role groundings. Since the approach as such is not
bound to a specific technical platform, no particular requirements apply to the target
language of the code generation process.

8.6 Summary

Using role modeling in the context of RTE was motivated by the need to integrate
tools in order to share data and to interact in unforeseen ways. In particular the fact
that such flexible data sharing cannot be achieved using classical object-oriented meta-
modeling languages, drove this work. Existing a priori integration approaches did not
allow tools to be independent of each other and interferes with tool-specific abstractions.
A posteriori tool integration using transformations does not support data sharing and
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impedes multilateral tool interaction. In the latter case, interoperability was not antici-
pated at all, while in the former it is anticipated only to a certain degree. This limited
anticipation of tool interoperability at tool design time is one reason that renders RTE
so difficult.

In this chapter we have shown how role-based metamodeling and role composition
allow to handle arbitrary, unforeseen tool integration scenarios. We have used role models
to capture the domain abstractions tools work on. Then, role composition programs are
employed at integration time to bind domain abstractions to each other. A novel concept
called grounding was used to specify which part of a role model is represented physically.
All other role features need to be derived by examining role bindings.

While the idea of separating the data model required by tools from the physical repre-
sentation of data is quite simple, explicitly providing modeling concepts to achieve this
separation is not state-of-the-art. We have seen that roles and role composition are not
only suitable to express such a separation, but furthermore allow to analyze the resulting
tool integration. In particular the preservation of information is rendered possible by
using a language dedicated to role composition.

The strength of our approach is that data models can be flexibly combined at tool
integration time. One does no longer keep one (existing) data model fixed and adapt
new ones to it. Both existing and newly added domain abstractions are treated equally.

One important issue that we have discussed, but not fully addressed yet, is the mi-
gration of existing data. Once a RTE scenario evolves (e.g., new tools are included),
the grounding of data may change and existing data needs to be transferred to the new
physical representation. To achieve such a migration an analysis of the changes made to
the role bindings and grounding is needed.

The main limitation of our role-based metamodeling approach is that it needs to be
applied during tool design time to prepare tools for interoperability. It cannot be applied
as it is to integrate existing tools. Nonetheless, we strongly believe that the benefits
gained at tool integration time outweigh enforcing tool developers to design their tools
to allow for interaction. The fact that the proposed modeling approach allows to handle
unanticipated future integration scenarios by construction relieves tool developers from
anticipating unanticipated RTE scenarios.
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9
Evaluation

This chapter contains the results of evaluating case studies for the different approaches
to build RTE systems that have been presented in this thesis. Not all approaches were
evaluated to the same degree. The most early approach underwent more investigations
than the newer ones. Thus, the evaluation of the role-based and ontology-based syn-
chronization approaches, being the approaches developed most recently, require further
investigations (cf. Sect. 11.3). Nonetheless, we will try to highlight the positive and
negative experiences that were gained while applying our approaches to practical syn-
chronization problems in this chapter.

The backpropagation-based approach to RTE (cf. Chap. 6), being the first approach
that was developed, is the most mature one and has been evaluated in different scenarios.
In our initial publication [187], the approach was instantiated for the ISC technique
and practically applied to synchronize both composed UML activity diagrams and Java
programs. In later work that was performed within the research project MODELPLEX,
the same ideas were evaluated on a composition system for UML and domain-specific
security models. Details of this RTE system will be presented in Sect. 9.1. We selected
this particular scenario, because it 1) has not been published before, 2) represents an
industrial case study, and 3) outweighs the scenarios from [187] w.r.t. the complexity of
the involved models.

Second, we evaluate a RTE system that employs backpropagation for a transformation
that is not based on ISC. Namely, we apply our PREP approach to synchronize code
and parameter models that are involved in template-based code generation. This is a
particularly interesting scenario as it has high practical relevance. Using PREP to solve
this problem will be presented in Sect. 9.2.
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Third, we evaluate the ontology-based synchronization approach from Chap. 7 using a
case study [212] that was previously performed using TGG rules (Sect. 9.3). We choose
this scenario as it allows to validate whether the specification of synchronization rules
in OWL and SWRL can handle mappings that are possible using the TGG formalism.

Our role-based tool integration approach (cf. Chap. 8) could not be applied to existing
tools, because these do not employ role modeling. Thus, the evaluation of this approach
was performed by building a new tool, which can benefit from the integration approach.
More precisely, a refactoring tool was built and role models were employed to enable its
applicability to arbitrary modeling languages. The initial results of this application have
been published in [213] and will be recapitulated in Sect. 9.4.

All sections in this chapter follow the same outline. First, the context of the RTE
scenario and an overview of the involved stakeholders and artifacts is given. Second, the
application of our approach to build the RTE system is presented. Third, the pros and
cons of the obtained system are discussed. The main focus of all evaluation sections is put
on assessing more insights about the practical feasibility of our approaches rather than
presenting all technical details that were required to accomplish the presented result.

9.1 Synchronizing Composed Security Models with Reuseware

In this section, an evaluation of our backpropagation-based approach to RTE (PREP)
to a use case provided by an industrial research partner is presented and discussed. This
work was jointly performed with Jendrik Johannes.

9.1.1 Scenario Description

During the MODELPLEX research project THALES, being one of the industrial part-
ners, employed the Reuseware Composition Framework [188] to compose models. The
use case provided by THALES involved different kinds of UML models to define a Sys-
tems of Systems (SOS), as well as a domain-specific language to specify security proper-
ties of system components. The goal of using Reuseware in this context was to obtain an
integrated view of the SOS that would contain both the structure of the overall system,
being defined in UML, and the security information contained in the security models.
By combining both kinds of data, developers should get a more complete understanding
of the system. The complete scenario is depicted in Fig. 9.1.

The involved models are represented by boxes and circles. Different kinds of borders
indicate how artifacts are provided or derived. For example, the UML system models
are created manually by users of the RTE system. Other artifacts (e.g., the integrated
security model) are derived automatically. The background color of each artifact provides
information about whether artifacts can be edited or not. Some of the artifacts—the
Security DSL core model fragments and a model derivation specification—were manually
developed to instantiate the Reuseware framework for the THALES use case.
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Figure 9.1: THALES round-trip scenario.

The models depicted in Fig. 9.1 are used by developers as follows. First, the structure
of the SOS is captured in UML models. This structure includes the definition of indi-
vidual systems (e.g., an air traffic control system) and their communication. Thus, the
UML models do also contain parts that define which systems communicate with each
other and which kinds of data they exchange.

Once such a UML model is available, the structure of the overall system is reflected in
a Security DSL core model, which is automatically derived by Reuseware. This model
resembles the same data as the UML model, but expresses it in a different language.
To obtain this Security DSL core model, small model fragments are composed. For
each pattern used in the UML model (e.g., a class to represent a system or a relation to
represent a communication link) one such fragment was created manually. By assembling
these fragments according to the contents of the UML model, Reuseware composes the
Security DSL core model.

To annotate the derived Security DSL core model, a second security model—the Risks,
Impact, Objective (RIO) model is used. This can be filled with security relevant data.
For example, one can associate different kinds of risks with system components or define
the impact a failure one of the systems may have. This data is substantially different
from the structure of the overall system. One can consider it as an additional layer on
top of the system structure.

To obtain an integrated view on the overall system, which was demanded by THALES,
another composition program is required. This composition program needs to merge the
structure of the system, being contained in the Security DSL core model, with the RIO
model. To do so, the composition is designed to merge elements from both security
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Figure 9.2: Example composition of models in THALES use case.

models by name. The resulting integrated model contains all information and can be
used by developers to obtain a global picture of the system specification at hand.

An example composition of models from the THALES use case is shown in Fig. 9.2.
One can find three models. The UML collaboration diagram (upper left part) and the
RIO model (lower part) serve as input for the model composition. The model shown
in the upper right part of Fig. 9.2 is the integrated security model. It contains the
structural elements of the UML model (e.g., the tower and the AODBInstance element).
In addition, data from the RIO model (i.e., the risk instances, impact and opportunities)
can be found in the integrated model.

After Reuseware was successfully configured to perform all these composition tasks, it
turned out that creating the overall view of the system was not yet sufficient. THALES
quickly realized that changing the integrated view was an essential requirement for prac-
tical applicability. Thus, the composition of UML and security models turned into a
full-fledged RTE scenario, where changes made to the integrated model were required to
be handled gracefully. To meet this requirement, our backpropagation-based approach
to RTE, presented in Chap. 6, was instantiated. The details of this endeavor are subject
of the subsequent sections.
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9.1.2 Applying the Approach

Prerequisites

For the THALES scenario most of the prerequisites to apply PREP were already met.
All involved artifacts were represented as object-oriented models and respective EMOF-
based metamodels for UML and the Security DSL were available. In addition, the arti-
facts required by Reuseware (e.g., composition programs) were also models as Reuseware
itself was created according to the principles of MDSD [192]. Thus, no further activities
were required to prepare the involved artifacts for the implementation of PREP.

Change Propagation

In Chap. 6, the running example used to introduce the PREP approach was ISC-based
composition system for state machines. There, we observed that ISC makes heavy use of
the copy operator when composing models. Elements from the input models are copied
and reconnected to form the output of a model composition. We have also seen that
propagating deletions and updates is rather easy if sufficiently detailed trace information
is available. We had implemented support for traceability during our general investiga-
tions on RTE for ISC in [187]. Thus, deletions and updates of security-related model
elements in the integrated system view were enabled by our earlier work. Whenever
a security element was deleted or updated, the respective original element in the RIO
model was changed accordingly.

The situation is different for deletions and updates that refer to the structure of the
system. As shown in Fig. 9.1, one of the composition programs—the one used to create
the Security DSL core model—is derived. To propagate changes back to UML models,
the transformation realized by this composition program must be taken into account.
But, since the composition program is obtained by a higher order transformation—
a transformation that creates a transformation—propagating changes as sketched in
Sect. 6.4.1 was not possible. Thus, THALES decided to exclude automatic handling of
these modifications from the scenario. If the creation of the Security DSL core model
would be implemented using a different transformation instead of employing Reuseware’s
metacomposition, one could extend the scenario to handle these kinds of changes.

Besides deleting and updating model elements in the integrated model, the scenario
did also require support for adding new elements. For example, developers should be
able to add new information about the impact of a system failure or associate new risks
to system components in the integrated model. As discussed in Sect. 6.4.1 there can be
multiple options how to propagate such additions. Multiple valid places where to add
the new elements in the source models can exist.

In the THALES scenario, this was not the case. As it turned out during our investiga-
tions, there is a clear distinction between elements that belong to the Security DSL core
model and the ones that belong to the ROI model. We were able to split the metaclasses
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Figure 9.3: Change backpropagation in the THALES scenario.

of the Security DSL into these two disjoint sets. Thus, whenever an element is added to
the integrated model, the decision where to put this new element can be made by ex-
amining the type (i.e., the metaclass) of this element. The scenario exposed type-based
skeleton selection (cf. Sect. 4.1).

A summary of the change propagation strategy for the THALES use case is depicted
in Fig. 9.3. Here one can find the models that were already introduced in Fig. 9.1, but
also one new model—the Security DSL additional architecture model. The models are
connected similarly as in Fig. 9.1. The Security DSL core model is derived from the
UML system models and in a subsequent step composed with the ROI model. The
result of this composition is the integrated security model. Change backpropagation
paths are depicted by dashed arrows. As described above, deletions and updates on ROI
elements (i.e., elements that are instances of metaclasses that belong to the ROI part
of the security metamodel) are propagated to the ROI model. Also, additions of such
elements are propagated in the same way.

The aim of the newly introduced model—the Security DSL additional architecture
model—is to capture additions of model elements that encode system structure. For
example, if a new communication channel is added to the integrated model, this is
reflected by creating a channel in the additional architecture model. The reason for in-
troducing this model was that propagating changes to the UML models was not possible.
But, to enable additions of structural elements anyway, the new model was introduced.
In practice, this requires to manually propagate additions from the architecture model
(cf. Fig. 9.3) to the UML model, which THALES considered to be a feasible solution.
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Replay

Replaying propagated changes in the THALES use case was quite easy to achieve. Since
all transformations and compositions were fully automated, new versions of the inte-
grated security model could be derived simply by executing the model composition on
the changed input models. Since the use case did not require to evaluate multiple valid
propagations, one does not even need to isolate the involved models. As there is always
exactly one way to propagate a change, we simply perform this propagation and obtain
a new integrated security model by executing the composition once again.

Synchronization Fitness Functions

PREP employs two important functions to control the selection of the most appropriate
set of models after a change is applied by the user and propagated by the RTE system.
The first function is called consistency fitness function and responsible to calculate the
degree to which models are considered to be consistent. In the THALES case study even
partially inconsistent models were not acceptable. Therefore, the consistency fitness
function needed to be designed such that it returns 1 exactly if the composition of the
input models yielded the expected, existing output model.

If we denote the UML system model as u, the ROI model as r, the additional archi-
tecture models as a, the integrated model as i, and the multi-staged composition that is
realized by Reuseware as compose, a corresponding consistency fitness function can be
defined as follows:

consistent(u, r, a, i) =

{
1, if compose(u, r, a) = i
0, otherwise

As in any other scenario where partial inconsistency is not allowed, this function is
very simple. Moreover, the second function required by PREP—the conservation fitness
function—is trivial. Because there is a distinct correlation between the type of newly
added objects and the model they must be propagated to, multiple propagation options
can never arise. There is always only exactly one way to propagate a change, which
renders the conservation function obsolete. For completeness reasons we can define it to
be a constant:

conserved(u, r, a, i, u′, r′, a′, i′) = 1

9.1.3 Discussion

Applicability

Using PREP in the THALES use case was quite successful. According to THALES,
being able to make changes to the integrated model of the system was an important issue
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that needed to be resolved to ensure the practical applicability of model composition.
Since all involved artifacts were readily available as models conforming to EMOF, PREP
could directly be applied. Moreover, once the relations between all involved models were
clarified and it became clear how changes must be propagated, it took only a few days
to implement the propagation strategy.

The support for RTE that was established in this scenario using PREP is not complete.
Some modifications that users can apply to the integrated model cannot be handled
automatically. While this seems to be a serious restriction from a conceptual point of
view, it was not considered as a blocking factor by THALES. The partial support for
editing and synchronizing models that was achieved, has been a huge step forward from
a practical perspective. In addition, this restriction was caused by the metacomposition
that was part of the use case rather than implied by PREP itself.

Gained Benefits

The model synchronization that was established in the THALES use case allows modelers
to change the derived integrated system model within certain boundaries. Modelers
can freely add and modify information that is purely related to aspects of security.
Adding new structural elements to the modeled system is also possible, but requires
manual adjustments of the UML models. This manual propagation is not mandatory,
but required if the new structure shall be reflected in the UML models. Changing existing
structural elements is not possible.

In summary, partial support to edit the integrated system model was gained by ap-
plying PREP. This is not completely satisfactory, but already a huge step forward, given
that the THALES use case involved complex models provided by an industrial research
partner. Thus, the feedback provided by THALES was very positive and the Reuseware
Composition Framework including its support for RTE was elected the best tool in the
MODELPLEX project.

Discovered Drawbacks

Beside the limitations w.r.t. the supported set of change operations, we also discovered
other problematic points. First, change propagation is performed on the level of abstract
syntax, but modelers use concrete syntax and respective editors to change models. Thus,
we experienced the loss of layout in graphical editors after propagating changes. Also,
some editors did not gracefully handle model changes. In particular, newly added ele-
ments were not automatically shown and in other cases editors forced a reload of the
complete model after each change. This disturbs the editing process heavily.

EMF and the graphical editors that are built on top of its infrastructure do already aim
at providing consistent editing processes. However, we observed that manual additions
made to generated editors perished this idea in the THALES use case. Having editors
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that can deal with model changes triggered from “outside” is essential to gain reasonable
editing experience. One can say that PREP allowed us to synchronize models, but
smoothly representing and embedding the effects of this synchronization in modeling
environments is equally important.

Second, we propagated changes one at a time. Within a distributed environment this
is not feasible anymore. We did not further experiment in this regard, but we expect
serious problems if one wants to edit models concurrently. Also, executing the complete
composition after propagating a single change interrupted the editing process. For the
example models provided by THALES, the composition took only few seconds, but for
even larger models the time to recompose models can become a bottleneck.

9.2 Synchronizing Generated Code and Parameter Models

In this section, we present and discuss an application of the backpropagation-based
approach (PREP) to template-based code generation for object-oriented languages. This
work was jointly performed with Marcel Böhme [214, 215].

9.2.1 Scenario Description

In MDSD, abstract system descriptions are gradually refined to obtain a complete im-
plementation. This refinement is accomplished by composing abstract descriptions with
more concrete parts. It can be performed over multiple stages and using different kinds
of artifacts. The MDA, being the OMG standard for applying MDSD, promotes the
refinement of models until a complete system model is obtained. To eventually derive a
runnable implementation from this model, code generation techniques must be applied.

Code generation techniques are transformations that use structured input (i.e., a
model) and deliver code that is supposed to reflect the semantics of the input model.
Usually, the obtained code adheres to some GPL such as Java or C. Often, code gen-
eration is referred to as metaprogramming, because code generators are programs that
produce programs as output [216]. In the context of MDSD code generation is a partic-
ular type of model-to-text transformation [65].

One of the most prominent code generation techniques is template-based code gener-
ation. The basic idea of this approach is to provide stubs of the desired code and to fill
these with values from parameter models. The stubs are called templates. In Fig. 9.4
this general idea is depicted. On the left side, in Fig. 9.4(a), the involved artifact types
(i.e., templates, parameter models and template instances) can be found. The template
instances are created by a template-based code generator.

Templates can contain arbitrary code of the target language (i.e., the language to be
generated). In addition, templates can contain so-called metaelements. For example,
templates may contain “holes”, which are called placeholders (i.e., places where values
are still missing). An example for such a metaelement can be found in the example
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Template

Template
Instance

Parameter 
Model

Template-based
Code Generator

(a) Process

class <% name %> {

<%for properties %>

private <% name %>;

<%end%>

}

class Student {

private firstname; 

private lastname; 

}

::Entity(

name=Student,

properties = {

::Property(name=firstname),

::Property(name=lastname)

}

)

Template-based Code Generator

(b) Example

Figure 9.4: General template instantiation process.

template depicted in Fig. 9.4(b). Here, the name of the class to be generated is obtained
from the parameter model. The same applies to the names of the properties that are
transformed to fields of the generated class.

In addition to placeholders, templates can contain conditional expressions and loops.
The latter iterate over collections in the parameter model, while the former embed parts
of the template depending on the value of some element in the parameter model. For
example, the template in Fig. 9.4(b) iterates over all properties that are contained in the
parameter model. One can say that template-based code generators compose their input
(i.e., templates and parameter models) to form a template instance. Consequently, the
latter is an amalgamation of the former. Every element that is part of a template instance
either stems from the template or the parameter model. This does also imply that code
generation introduces redundancies as data from the templates and the parameter models
is replicated in template instances.

If code is generated from a perfect set of models and using a correct set of templates,
there is no need to worry about the added amount of redundancy. Code is simply
generated and the obtained system implementation can be used as it is. However, neither
the models created in an MDSD process nor the involved code templates are perfect
in practice. Rather, modelers make mistakes and metaprogrammers write incorrect
templates. If the resulting failures are detected in the running system, either while
testing or after deployment, code templates or models need to be fixed. This creates a
serious problem for several reasons.
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First, the running system uses the generated implementation (i.e., the template in-
stances). Thus, faults are most easily detected in the code rather than in models or
templates. Manually tracing the origin of a faulty piece of code back to the respective
model element or template fragment requires a lot of effort. Second, if the origin of a
failure has been isolated, the question is how to modify the model or the template in or-
der to obtain a correct template instance. Removing faults would be substantially easier
if one could simply change the template instance as required and derive the changes that
are required for the parameter model or the template automatically. The goal of the
resulting RTE scenario is therefore to keep templates, parameter models and template
instances in a synchronous state.

9.2.2 Applying the Approach

Prerequisites

To apply backpropagation-based RTE as presented in Chap. 6 to the scenario at hand, a
couple of prerequisites must be met. First, all involved artifacts must be represented as
models. To do so, we both need metamodels for all involved languages (i.e., the target
language, the template language and the parameter language) and means to instanti-
ate concrete models. Here, the parameters are easy to deal with as they are already
represented as models when generating code in the context of MDSD. Lifting the tar-
get and the template language to the modeling level requires more effort. In [217], we
have shown how to perform such a lifting for Java, which was later used in [215] to cre-
ate model-based template languages. A condensed version of the model-based template
instantiation process from [215], can be found in Fig. 9.5.

Here the various metamodels for the involved languages are depicted, as well as the
components that process concrete models. The conversion between abstract and con-
crete syntax is performed using generated bridges for the context-free grammars of the
languages (cf. Sect. 5.3). The details on how to build these bridges for a concrete target
language and the corresponding template language can also be found in [215, 217].

Once all involved artifacts can be represented as models, the process of instantiating
templates can be lifted to the modeling level. Consequently, one can use a model-based
code generator. Such a generator composes the input models (i.e., the template and the
parameter model) to obtain an output model (i.e., the template instance). By operating
on models the result of this composition is ensured to be syntactically correct. For details
on how to implement such a model-based code generator, we kindly refer to [215], where
a generic generator is described that can be used for arbitrary target languages.

Besides the syntactic correctness that is achieved here, one can trace the execution of
the model instantiation process. Thus, for each model element in the output model its
origin is known. Since model elements do either stem from a template or the parameter
model, these are the only two possible origins. This situation is depicted in Fig. 9.6.
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Figure 9.5: Model-based template instantiation process.
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Figure 9.6: Model-based template instantiation example.
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class <% name %> {

<%for properties %>

private <% name %>;

<%end%>

}

::Entity(

name=Student,

properties = {

::Property(name=firstname),

::Property(name=lastname)

}

)

Template-based
Code Generator

A

B

class Student {

private firstname ; 

private lastname ; 

}

Figure 9.7: Multiple valid interpretations when inserting an element.

Here, the same template and parameter model as shown in Fig. 9.4 are instantiated,
but this time the instantiation is performed purely model-based. Thus, Fig. 9.6 uses
abstract syntax of the involved artifacts instead of concrete textual syntax as in Fig. 9.4.
One can observe that the template model (upper left) is filled with values from the
parameter model (upper right) to obtain the template instance (lower center). Most of
the content of the template instance does in this case stem from the template. The only
parts of the template instance model that are introduced by the parameter model are the
name of the class (Student) and the names of the two fields (firstname and lastname).

Change Propagation

The model-based template instantiation process allows to obtain very detailed trace
information. For each element in the template instance model, its origin is known.
Thus, we can use these traces to propagate changes made to the template instance back
to the original models (i.e., either to the template or to the parameter model). For
example, if the name of a class is changed in the template instance, one can propagate
this change to the parameter model as we know that the origin of this name was the
parameter model. On the contrary, if the visibility of a field is changed in the template
instance, we must propagate this change to the template, because the visibility value
was defined there.

Similar to the running example in Chap. 6, the trace information is most useful for
updates and deletions, because these two operations refer to existing elements. If new
elements are added to the template instance, the situation is more subtle. Here, one
must decide whether the new element must be added to the template or the parameter
model. In addition, there can be multiple valid points where to insert a new element,
which is depicted in Fig. 9.7.

Here, a case where a new element (e.g., a new field) is added to the template instance.
More precisely, the new field shall be added before the first field that was created by
the original template instantiation. To understand why there is multiple propagation
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options, we have added gray boxes indicating regions that correspond to metaelements
in the template. The light gray boxes correspond to placeholders, whereas the dark ones
represent iterations of the for loop. We can track information about these areas due to
the model-based instantiation technique.

If a new field is added, two interpretations (A and B) are equally valid. First, the field
can be added before the loop (A). In this case, the addition must be propagated to the
template by adding the new field before the loop. Second, the field can be assumed to
be added inside the loop (B), which would result in an extension of the for loop body in
the template. Since the regions (i.e., the gray boxes) are not visible when changes are
applied to the template instance, one cannot be sure which of the two cases is intended
by the user.

The template shown in Fig. 9.7 is quite simple. It contains only few metaelements.
If templates contain more conditions or loops, the number of regions increases and thus
can the amount of potential propagation options. In particular, if such elements appear
deeply nested, the number of propagation options grows. Nonetheless, we can use the
trace information to derive all valid propagation options and the decide—either manually
of automatically—which one is most suitable.

Replay

Implementing the replay step for the scenario of template-based code generation is quite
easy. To replay the transformation we basically need to instantiate the template once
again. We simply provide the changed input models (i.e., the template and the parameter
model) to the model-based template engine and obtain a template instance model that
reflects the propagated changes.

Similar to the examples presented in Chap. 6 and Sect. 9.1, one must ensure that the
replay step is performed in isolation. Consequently, a separate set of input and output
models must be maintained to ensure that replaying template instantiation does not
interfere with the original models.

Synchronization Fitness Functions

In Sect. 6.4.3 we introduced the notion of synchronization fitness functions. These func-
tions are employed to evaluate which propagation option is most suitable, given that
multiple such options exist. Indeed, this situation can occur for template-based code
generation, because adding new elements can result in multiple propagation choices.
Thus, the question is how the synchronization fitness function can be designed to pick
the most feasible option.

The first type of function that is required here is the consistency fitness function. The
aim of this function is to determine the degree to which the artifacts involved in a RTE
scenario are consistent. Since we cannot accept partially inconsistent artifacts in the
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case of template-based code generation, our consistency fitness function must reflect this
requirement. If we denote the template as t, the parameter model as p and the template
instance as ti, we can define this functions as follows:

consistent(t, p, ti) =

{
1, if instantiate(t, p) = ti
0, otherwise

Here, instantiate(t, p) refers to the function that is implemented by the model-based
template engine. This consistency fitness function states that models are only considered
to be consistent if the output of the instantiation process is exactly the template instance.
This definition corresponds to the one used in Sect. 6.4.3 and is straightforward.

The second type of function—the conservation fitness function—is more important
here as it controls which propagation option is selected. When designing this function
one will observe that no single function can be used in all code generation scenarios. To
illustrate this, consider a very basic state-based conservation function, which computes
the relative similarity between the original models and the changed ones (cf. Sect. 6.4.3
for the original definition of rsim):

conserved(t, p, ti, t′, p′, ti′) =
rsim(t, t′) + rsim(p, p′) + rsim(ti, ti′)

3

This function computes the similarity of all involved models and derives the average
similarity by adding up all individual similarities and dividing them by the total number
of similarity values. The function differs from Def. 10, because the latter assumed that
there is only one input model, whereas our use case has two input models—the template
and the parameter model.

If one uses this conservation fitness function, the propagation option that implies the
fewest number of overall changes is favored. For example, consider the insertion options
that were shown in Fig. 9.7. In case A the new field was added before the loop region.
Thus, it will be added before the loop (in the template) rather than inside the loop.
In case B the new field was assumed to belong inside the loop region. Therefore, the
latter option would trigger one change per loop iteration, while the former implies only
a single change. Our basic conservation function would therefore prefer interpretation A.
However, this might not be the intended behavior. Sometimes it can be more reasonable
to accept a propagation option that implies many changes in the template instance.

A similar situation can be observed when an element which corresponds to the body of
a conditional expression in the template is deleted. Here one can either delete the body
of the expression from the template or change the value in the parameter model that
enabled the embedding of the respective element in the template instance. Both options
yield the same result (i.e., the same template instance), but if we consider the involved
template to be quite mature, changing the parameter model can be more appropriate.

The two examples illustrate the main problem of the given conservation fitness func-
tion. Depending on the concrete code generation scenario one must favor changing one
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artifact over another. For example, if a set of mature templates is used, changes to the
parameter model should be favored. In contrast, if the parameter model is considered to
be stable, changes in the template may be more appropriate. Introducing weights to the
conservation fitness function can support this demand. Instead of treating all changes
equally, we can compute a weighted sum that favors changes to one kind of artifact over
another one. The resulting function can be defined as follows:

conserved(. . .) =
wt ∗ rsim(t, t′) + wp ∗ rsim(p, p′) + wti ∗ rsim(ti, ti′)

wt + wp + wti

This function is a generalization of the first variant where all weights (wt, wp and wti)
were 1. By choosing concrete values for the weights, preferences for changing a particular
type of artifact can be realized. One cannot give a general “best setting” here, because
the most valuable set of parameters depends on the maturity of the involved artifacts
and the preferences of the developer.

9.2.3 Discussion

Applicability

In this section, we evaluated PREP in the context of template-based code generation.
We represented all involved artifacts (i.e., templates, parameters and target language
code) as models. Since template languages are usually extensions of a GPL, being a
complex language on its own, this is not trivial. Since we could reuse a model-based
implementation of the Java language from earlier work [217, 218], this step was easy to
realize. However, if no such model-based representation is available, this is a obstacle.

Once all involved artifacts were lifted to the modeling level, the actual application of
PREP could begin. To obtain fine-grained trace information, the model-based template
engine needed to be extended. This requires some technical effort, but does not pose a
big problem. Instantiating templates requires the copy operator, which was extended
to store trace information. Also, template metalanguages provide few concepts (i.e.,
placeholders, loops and conditional expressions). Thus, extending the interpretation of
these concepts with support for traceability is also easy to accomplish.

Implementing the actual propagation of changes was more complicated. Templates use
textual syntax, which implies that edits are performed different from editing graphical
models. In graphical editors users explicitly apply individual changes. This yields a
series of models that are connected by a sequence of edit operations. On the contrary,
textual editors provide a series of models. The edit operations are not explicitly known.
Rather, they must be computed before changes can be propagated. This is possible, but
less accurate in comparison to model editors where users perform changes explicitly.

In summary one can say that applying PREP to template-based code generation in-
volves significant effort. In particular the fact that textual artifacts are often considered
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to be conceptually different from other models, renders this task difficult. We have
performed research trying to invalidate this point [178, 217], but there are still open
questions. For example, it is not clear to what extent the computation of model differ-
ences hinders RTE. We do know that explicit change information is more accurate, but
we cannot give definite statements about the implications of inaccurate change data.

Gained Benefits

Applying backpropagation-based RTE to template-based code generation showed that
simple changes can be propagated from template instances to templates and parameter
models. For example, changing names that are copied from a parameter model can be
supported. Also, changing static content that is copied from templates is possible. While
this does certainly not cover all potential edit operations, it is a significant improvement
compared to classic template instantiation which is purely forward-oriented.

Besides the support for a restricted set of edit operations, we obtained fine-grained
trace information. This information is created by the model-based template engine and
cannot be used for backpropagation only. If system failures are assigned to a certain
piece of code, one can find the elements in the parameter model or the template that
account for the creation of this code fragment. Thus, developers are equipped with a tool
that assists in fixing system faults, even if no automatic propagation can be provided.

Discovered Drawbacks

Besides the effort to establish RTE support for template-based code generation, we
discovered more problems that require special attention in future research. First, our
template languages are restricted w.r.t. their expressiveness. This is in contrast with
existing template engines that are often Turing complete. Most prominently we do not
offer operators to perform computations on primitive types (e.g., to concatenate strings).
If one requires such operators, a specification for the backpropagation of changes is
required. For many operations on primitive types this is not possible.

One way to work around this issue, is to provide RTE support for all parts of the
generated code where backpropagation is possible. Changes applied to other parts (e.g.,
names that are obtained by string concatenation) need to be handled manually. While
this is not a fully automated solution, it will at least provide partial RTE support.

Alternatively, one can separate code generation into two phases. First, one must
compute all derived values (e.g., new names) from the parameter model and create a
new, intermediate parameter model. Second, the contents of the intermediate model are
composed with the template to form the template instance. This separation is proposed
in [133] and allows to handle the two aspects of code generation individually.

Second, the number of valid choices to propagate a single change can easily grow large.
In particular, if metaelements (e.g., loops and conditional expressions) are deeply nested,
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(a) Metamodel for Petri nets (b) Metamodel for toy train models

Figure 9.8: Metamodels for domain-specific models in evaluation scenario.

their boundaries overlap. Thus, if code is added next to a set of overlapping boundaries,
multiple propagation choices do exist. Often, picking one of them cannot be automated
as all choices are equally valid. In this case developers need to explicitly pick a choice.
This is a drawback in the sense that full automation cannot be achieved here. It is not
a downside of PREP, but rather a property of this particular scenario.

9.3 Synchronizing Domain-specific Models using OWL and
SWRL

In this section, we evaluate the ontology-based approach to RTE that was presented in
Chap. 7 using an example scenario from [212]. This work was jointly performed with
Federico Rieckhof and parts thereof have been published in [199].

9.3.1 Scenario Description

To evaluate the ontology-based RTE approach, we used a scenario where two domain
models need to be kept in sync. This scenario is taken from [212]. The involved domains
are Petri nets [219] and toy trains. The goal of the synchronization is to make sure the
Petri net model implements the dynamic semantics of the train model.

The metamodel for Petri nets is shown in Fig. 9.8(a). Each Petri net consists of a set
of arcs and nodes. Arcs connect nodes in a given direction. Nodes are either places or
transitions. The former can hold multiple tokens. A constraint, which is not depicted
in Fig. 9.8(a), forbids that arcs connect two places or two transitions. The types of the
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Name Petri net elements Toy train elements

Petrinet2Project PetriNet Project
Place2Out Place Out
Transition2In Transition In
Connection2Arc Connection Arc

(from Out to In port) (from Place to Transition)

Track2Arc Track Arc
(from In to Out port) (from Transition to Place)

SwitchA2Arc Switch Two Arcs, one Transition,
(with one In and two Out ports) and two Places

SwitchB2Arc Switch Three Arcs, one Transition,
(with two In and one Out port) and one Place

Table 9.1: Mappings between Petri nets and toy train models.

connected elements must be different. In addition, Petri nets, arcs, nodes and tokens
have a name.

The metamodel for toy trains is depicted in Fig. 9.8(b). Each toy train project consists
of components and connections. Components can be either tracks or switches and expose
ports. Connections connect ports. Here, the direction is given by making a distinction
between ports of type In and Out. Tracks have exactly one incoming and one outgoing
port, whereas switches can have two ports of the same type (i.e., either two In and one
Out port or vice versa). Furthermore, trains can reside on tracks and switches.

The mapping between the two domains can be put as follows. Each Petri net relates
to one toy train project. Each track relates to an arc. Out ports relate to places and
In ports to transitions. Similar to tracks, connections between ports are related to arcs.
A more complicated mapping is needed for switches. Switches with two incoming ports
relate to an arc connecting a transition and a place. Switches with two outgoing ports
relate to two arcs that connect a single transition with two places. In total, six mappings
are required, which are summarized in Table 9.1.

To give an example of a pair of synchronized models, consider the models that are
shown in Fig. 9.9. The figure uses concrete graphical syntax for both models. To make
the mapping more obvious the components of the toy train model (shown in Fig. 9.8(b))
are also depicted in gray shade in Fig. 9.9. This way it is easier to see which parts of
the Petri net correspond to which parts of the train model.

As the example is taken from a paper on the TGG formalism [212], one can derive
that the synchronization at hand can be solved using a set of bidirectional transformation
rules. Now, the question is, to what extent ontology tools can perform the same task.
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Figure 9.9: Example of synchronized Petri net (left) and toy train model (right).

9.3.2 Applying the Approach

Prerequisites

To use tools that are capable of reading and processing OWL ontologies and SWRL
rules, the metamodels from Fig. 9.8 must be translated to respective ontologies. To
do so, we used the OWLizer tool developed within the MOST project1. The OWLizer
takes Ecore metamodels and produces corresponding ontologies in OWL Manchester
syntax. As discussed in Sect. 5.4, we obtain disjoint OWL classes for all metaclasses,
object properties for all defined references and data properties for all attributes. In
addition, the OWLizer is capable of transforming models to sets of OWL individuals and
corresponding facts. Thus, transferring metamodels and their instances to the ontology
space was easy to achieve.

The complete ontologies of both metamodels, as they are produced by the OWLizer,
can be found in Appendix A2. For the sake of readability, we will omit the prefixes for
all features that have unique names in the following. For example, we will use source
instead of Arc_source, as there is no second feature named source.

Synchronization Rules

To capture the synchronization rules between Petri nets and toy trains models we used
both OWL subclass definitions and SWRL rules. The former were employed to map
Petri net elements to toy train projects, places to Out ports, and transitions to In ports.
Thus, they cover the mappings Petrinet2Project, Place2Out and Transition2In. The
concrete subclass definitions can be found in Listing 9.1.

1 Class: Petrinet2Project EquivalentTo: PetriNet, Project SubClassOf: owl:Thing
2 Class: Place2Out EquivalentTo: Place, Out SubClassOf: owl:Thing
3 Class: Transition2In EquivalentTo: Transition, In SubClassOf: owl:Thing

Listing 9.1: OWL subclass definitions for Petri net and toy train models.

1http://www.most-project.eu
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The definition of these subclasses is straightforward, because there is a simple 1-to-1
mapping between these classes. To express the more complex relations in the evaluation
scenario, we employed SWRL rules. In particular, if multiple model elements must
form a pattern to represent one or more concepts of the opposite domain, SWRL rules
are feasible. The mappings Connection2Arc, Track2Arc, as well as SwitchA2Arc and
SwitchB2Arc are examples for such a cases in our evaluation scenario.

To illustrate how rules for these mappings can be designed, let us first consider the
Track2Arc mapping. Here, the fact that whenever a Petri net contains an arc that
connects a transition to a place, a corresponding track must exist, can be expressed
using the following rule:

Arc(?x) ∧ Place(?y) ∧ Transition(?z)∧ (9.1)

target(?x, ?y) ∧ source(?x, ?z)→
Track(?x) ∧Out(?y) ∧ In(?z)∧
ports(?x, ?y) ∧ ports(?x, ?z)

One can read rule 9.1 as follows. All individuals of type Arc, which are related with
one place and one transition by the object properties target and source, imply that the
individuals of type Arc are also of type Track, the individuals of type Transition are
also of type In and that the individuals of type Place are also of type Out. Furthermore,
the object property ports must connect the track with its ports.

As rule 9.1 does only work in one direction, a second rule is required to express that
each track and its respective ports must be mapped to an arc connecting a transition
and a place in the Petri net. The rule to express this is as follows:

Track(?x) ∧Out(?y) ∧ In(?z)∧ (9.2)

ports(?x, ?y) ∧ ports(?x, ?z)→
Arc(?x) ∧ Place(?y) ∧ Transition(?z)∧

target(?x, ?y) ∧ source(?x, ?z)

As one can see, both a forward and a backward rule is needed to synchronize individ-
uals of type Track from the toy train metamodel. Using rule 9.1 and rule 9.2, a reasoner
is able to infer the synchronization in both directions. The need for two rules confirms
that SWRL rules can only work in one direction, that is, they are not equivalent to bidi-
rectional model transformations. Rather, they provide means to realize unidirectional
incremental transformations.

The rules 9.1 and 9.2 establish the Track2Arc mapping. If we closely inspect the
mappings between the two domains (cf. Table 9.1), we can find other mappings (e.g.,
SwitchB2Arc) that can interfere. Similar to tracks, switches with two incoming ports
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are mapped to an arc that connects a transition to a place. But, not only switches
are mapped to arcs. Connections between toy train components are also mapped to
arcs (Connections2Arc). Obviously, we need to distinguish between arcs that represent
tracks, arcs that correspond to switches and arcs that are related to connections.

To do so, we must take the relations of the arcs into account. The Connection2Arc
mapping applies exactly if arcs connect places to transitions. If arcs point in the opposite
direction (i.e., from transitions to places), they must be mapped to a track. However,
one must be careful here, because this applies only if the respective transition does have
at most one outgoing and at most one incoming arc. Otherwise, the transition is part of
a pattern that corresponds to a switch.

To ease the specification of SWRL rules that implement this logic, we decided to
add two helper rules, which compute whether a transition has multiple incoming or
outgoing arcs. The result is then stored in a data property hasMultipleIncomingArcs
and hasMultipleOutgoingArcs respectively. The two helper rules are as follows:

Transition(?t) ∧Arc(?a1) ∧Arc(?a2)∧ (9.3)

target(?a1, ?t) ∧ target(?a2, ?t)∧
differentFrom(?a1, ?a2)→

hasMultipleIncomingArcs(?t, true)

Transition(?t) ∧Arc(?a1) ∧Arc(?a2)∧ (9.4)

source(?a1, ?t) ∧ source(?a2, ?t)∧
differentFrom(?a1, ?a2)→

hasMultipleOutgoingArcs(?t, true)

Using these two helper rules, one can specify all remaining mappings without any
conflicts. To give an example, consider the rule for mapping arcs to switches of type A
(i.e., switches that have two Out ports):

Arc(?x1) ∧Arc(?x2) ∧ Transition(?z)∧ (9.5)

Place(?y1) ∧ Place(?y2)∧
source(?x1, ?z) ∧ source(?x2, ?z)∧
target(?x1, ?y1) ∧ target(?x2, ?y2)∧

hasMultipleOutgoingArcs(?z, true)→
Switch(?x1) ∧Out(?y1) ∧Out(?y2) ∧ In(?z)∧
ports(?x1, ?y1) ∧ ports(?x1, ?y2) ∧ ports(?x1, ?z)
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Here we use the data property hasMultipleOutgoingArcs to make sure that only
patterns are matched that actually correspond to switches of type A.

9.3.3 Discussion

Applicability

Applying our ontology-based model synchronization approach to synchronize Petri nets
and toy train models was feasible. We were able to realize all required mappings using
OWL subclass definitions and SWRL rules. However, the mappings that were formalized
using the latter specification mechanism, required two rules—one for each transformation
direction. For the scenario at hand, we did not experience any problems w.r.t. expres-
sivness, but this may not be the case for other synchronization applications.

Transferring models to the ontological space was easy since the existing OWLizer tool
provided the required functionality. Both Ecore metamodels and models were translated
to respective OWL ontologies.

Gained Benefits

During the design of the SWRL rules, we discovered one major benefit that can be gained
from employing DL. We successively extended the set of rules and the example models
that were used to check the correctness of the synchronization. Throughout this process,
the Pellet reasoner detected inconsistencies among the set of rules—multiple times. For
example, first sets of our rules were conflicting, because the constraints of the number
of incoming and outgoing arcs for transitions were missing. Both rules to map arcs to
tracks and to map them to switches were applicable. Thus, the reasoner inferred both
types and issued an exception, because the types Track and Switch are declared to be
disjoint. We found this consistency checks for rules particularly useful.

For other model transformation languages, the very same problem can be observed if
rules overlap. If multiple transformation rules expose patterns which are not disjoint,
multiple rules can match the same input. This is usually resolved by assigning priorities
to rules, but often not detected automatically. More sophisticated transformation for-
malisms allow to perform a critical pair analysis [220] to detect such problems instantly
(i.e., before the actual execution of the rules).

Discovered Drawbacks

Having said that the detection of inconsistencies in our ontologies was beneficial, we must
add that the explanations given by the reasoner were not always very helpful. Pellet
gives the set of all axioms that cause the inconsistency, but in general this set can be
very large. Thus, resolving the problem did often involve tedious inspections of the rules.
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Moreover, ontologies were reported to be inconsistent if structural errors were present
(e.g., if an object property is assigned to individual of the wrong type—a type that is
not in the domain of the property). Such errors cannot occur when creating models,
because their abstract syntax does not allow this. Ontology tools should similarly report
such errors as syntactic problems rather than as inconsistencies.

9.4 Integrating a Refactoring Tool with Arbitrary Metamodels

In this section we elaborate on building a generic refactoring tool that can be used with
arbitrary metamodels to show a practical application of our role-based tool integration
approach. This work presented was performed jointly with Jan Reimann [213].

9.4.1 Scenario Description

Every software system is subject to continuous change. During the development earlier
design decisions need to be reconsidered. When a system is deployed, its environment
and thus the requirements that must be met change. Being able to safely restructure a
system and thereby improve its design is therefore essential to preserve quality while a
system evolves. This is the essence of Lehman’s Laws of Software Evolution [221].

William F. Opdyke introduced the term refactoring for structural changes that im-
prove the design of a software system, while keeping its semantics constant [222]. Since
then, refactorings are recognized as an essential tool for developers [223] and all modern
development environment provide refactorings for GPL programs.

With the advent of MDSD a new challenge w.r.t. improving the design of software
systems emerged. Since MDSD processes employ different modeling languages (e.g.,
custom DSLs), refactorings are required for a variety of languages. Building refactoring
tools that are specific to exactly one language only is still an option, but to reduce the
overall effort for tool building, a generic refactoring tool would be more appropriate.
Of course, such a generic tool must provide means to apply refactorings to arbitrary
languages, but still account for the specifics exposed by individual languages.

Refactory is such a generic refactoring tool for EMF-based modeling languages [213].
It was built based on the idea of role-based tool integration and can therefore serve as
an evaluation scenario. In this section, we discuss how role models and role bindings can
be used to integrate a generic tool with arbitrary modeling languages.

9.4.2 Applying the Approach

Prerequisites

The role-based RTE approach requires all involved tools to operate on role models instead
of plain object-oriented models. Thus, the main components of Refactory (e.g., the
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Figure 9.10: Refactory overview.

interpreter for transformation specifications) were designed to solely rely on role models.
As Refactory was built from the scratch, this prerequisite could easily be met.

Role Modeling

In Chap. 8 we have argued that tool interoperability can be fostered by using role models
to decouple the actual implementation of a tool from the physical representation of the
data it operates on. The role model can be considered as an interface that is used by a
tool and that must be provided by another tool or a data repository.

However, in the case of Refactory a single role model was not sufficient. To understand
this, we must reconsider the aim of a refactoring tool. Its main task is to restructure
a given system model. To perform this restructuring a description of the required indi-
vidual transformation steps is needed. For example, a refactoring that extracts parts of
a model to a new component must first create a new empty component and then move
the selected parts respectively. We call this list of steps a transformation specification.

While designing such specifications one can quickly realize that the data model to
operate on differs from refactoring to refactoring. For example, the extraction refactoring
requires a container type—to create the new container—and a reference held by this
type—to store the moved elements. Other refactorings (e.g., one that renames elements)
do require a different data model. Thus, transformation specifications and role models
form a pair. This relation is depicted in Fig. 9.10.

Here one can also see that the relation between concrete modeling languages—in
Fig. 9.10 denoted as DSLs—is established by a role mapping. This mapping corre-
sponds to the role bindings that were introduced in Chap. 8. The differing name is used
for historical reasons. In Fig. 9.10 one can also find the different stakeholders who are
involved in the definition of a refactoring. The refactoring designer creates role models
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Figure 9.11: Refactory role modeling language metamodel.

and matching transformation specifications. The former are then subject to a mapping
which is created by the DSL designer to bind a metamodel to a role model. This binding
enables users of the DSL to actually apply refactorings.

Returning to the aspect of tool integration, we can state that a specific role model is
required for each generic refactoring. One can consider the corresponding transformation
specifications as individual tools, even though they are executed by the same interpreter.
However, this is to reduce implementation effort only. Equivalently, each transformation
specification could be realized by an individual tool, which would emphasize the idea
that the number of tools corresponds to the number role models a little more.

To define role models in Refactory, a custom role modeling language was designed.
This language is shown in Fig. 9.11 and provides common role modeling concepts. For
example, role types (metaclass Role) and role features (metaclasses Collaboration and
RoleAttribute) can be found in this metamodel.

In addition to the general concepts that all role modeling languages have in common,
the metamodel exposes some parts that are specific to the refactoring domain. Having
different types of collaborations (i.e., different kinds of role features) is not a common
property of role modeling. Also, the modifiers for roles have been added specifically to
model the data structures required to perform refactorings. For example, optional role
types are not required to be bound. That is, one can model data structures which are
not mandatory. Rather, additional functionality is provided by a tool—in this case a
generic refactoring—if the optional role types are bound.

Using different kinds of collaborations (e.g., RoleComposition and RoleAssociation)
can also be realized using a dedicated role feature instead of multiple subclasses. For
example, one can define a role feature collaborationType that provides information
about the kind of collaboration. Thus, the role modeling metamodel is quite similar to
the metamodel presented in Sect. 8.4.1, even though it is not as minimal.
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Figure 9.12: Refactory role mapping language metamodel.

Role Binding

In the case of Refactory we bind role types and role features (i.e., collaborations and
attributes) to elements of metamodels. The former are bound to metaclasses, while the
latter are mapped to references or attributes of metaclasses. To specify this binding a
special role mapping language is provided as part of Refactory. The metamodel for this
language is shown in Fig. 9.12.

One can find different types of mappings here. First, ConcreteMappings connect a role
type and a metaclass from the target language. Second, there are AttributeMappings
and CollaborationMappings to bind role attributes to attributes from the metamodel
and collaborations to potentially multiple references of the metamodel.

For Refactory we did not employ the generic role binding language that was proposed
in Sect. 8.4.2, but rather a specialized language that is more suitable to the refactoring
domain. The aim of this decision was to ease the mapping process for Refactory users
as much as possible. Nonetheless, we are convinced that the same idea can be realized
based on a generic role binding language.

9.4.3 Discussion

Applicability

Building a generic refactoring tool based on the principles of role-based RTE was a
significant success. Creating role models of the data structures that are required by
different refactorings is both easy and intuitive. Even though we did not technically
reuse the languages from Chap. 8, the concepts and ideas of role-based tool integration
account for the fact that Refactory became a very generic and valuable tool.

During the implementation of Refactory we customized both the role modeling and
the role binding language. However, we consider the additionally introduced concepts
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to be technical details which can also be realized on top of the minimal languages from
Chap. 8. We are also deeply convinced that the idea of using role models to decouple
tools from concrete data representations can be transferred to other application areas.
Refactoring is only one example, where required flexibility can be realized this way.

Gained Benefits

By using role modeling in the context of model refactorings we were able to build a
generic refactoring tool that can be applied to arbitrary modeling languages. Not only
can we reuse the tool, which mainly consists of the interpreter for transformation speci-
fications and some specification editors, but we can also specify and reuse generic model
refactorings. Consequently, we require solely a mapping specification to enable a given
refactoring for a new modeling language. This is a significant advance compared to
other approaches where refactorings apply only to a particular language [224, 225] or
a particular type of language [226]. Therefore, we were able to instantiate 47 concrete
refactorings by mapping 6 generic ones to 16 metamodels [213].

Discovered Drawbacks

We have mentioned some of the downsides that are implied by the role-based tool inte-
gration approach in Sect. 8.5. One of the points mentioned there was the fact that tools
need to be specifically designed to allow their interoperability. Even though Refactory
was built from scratch, we experienced this drawback. For example, the specification of
conditions that must be met by a model before a refactoring is applicable could be ex-
pressed with OCL constraints. However, since existing OCL tools are not implemented
on top of role models, reusing these tools was not possible.

Furthermore, the realization of the Refactory role binding language posed some prob-
lems. As outlined in Sect. 8.4.2 one must either interpret role binding specifications or
generate code that implements the semantics of the defined binding. For Refactory, we
chose to use an interpreter. This interpreter—the one that realizes the role binding—
is integrated with the transformation specification interpreter—the one that performs
refactorings. Mixing up these two concerns resulted in complex interpreter code.

The probably most serious drawback that was discovered by the evaluation presented
in this section is the dependency of our role-based tool integration approach to a con-
crete role modeling language. We have seen that we were induced to use a custom role
modeling language for the implementation of Refactory. Even though, we have argued
that the very same result can be achieved using a minimal role modeling language as
presented in Chap. 8, this shows the need for a standardized language. Without such a
standard even tools that employ role modeling conceptually cannot be easily integrated
because they might use slightly different role modeling conceptualizations.
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Synchronizing related artifacts in software development has been a challenge for both
researchers and practitioners for a long time. Consequently, numerous publications on
the topic can be found in the literature. To provide a structured overview, we will classify
existing work into the following areas.

First, publications that give a general introduction or definitions of RTE will be re-
vised in Sect. 10.1. This does also include work where desired properties of RTE sys-
tems are specified, or goals of building RTE systems can be found. Second, we give an
overview of approaches that target consistency checking and consistency management in
Sect. 10.2, because these are important subtasks of RTE. Third, bidirectional transfor-
mations, being a popular means to address RTE scenarios are presented in Sect. 10.3.
Fourth, adjacent problem areas are examined in Sect. 10.4, because their solutions may
be transferable to model-based RTE. Fifth, concrete applications of RTE systems are
presented in Sect. 10.5. These are very specific solutions for individual problems, but
their results need to be compared to ours.

10.1 Definitions, Categorizations and Vision Statements

The term RTE can be informally defined as the synchronization of related artifacts
within software development processes. To confine this quite general definition of RTE,
several attempts have been made.

In [137] a definition of RTE is given that is based on the terms view, view identification,
view domain, view transformation and view operation. A view is considered as a basic
data container. The identification of a view is a function that can recognize valid views.
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A view domain is the set of all valid views for a particular identification function. View
transformations map views from one domain to another and view operations can alter a
view in one particular domain.

While the definitions of [137] are certainly more concrete, the strong emphasis that is
put on the term view can lead to some misunderstanding. Views, as defined in relational
databases [227], contain less information than its original. We argue, that founding a
definition of RTE on this premise seems too restrictive. In particular in MDSD one can
find artifacts that require synchronization, but which are not a subset of each other.

A more generic, yet formal definition can be found in [136], where the relations between
artifacts are defined as functions or domain transformations. Automation, being one of
the ultimate goals of building RTE systems, is then defined by being able to mechani-
cally derive inverse functions. If one can do so, data can be freely transformed between
different domains. Moreover, if multiple domains are involved in a RTE scenario, cer-
tain architectural styles can be found. For example, domains can form chains to build
sequenced RTE systems. Or, if domains represent other domains partially, Model View
Controller-based RTE systems are obtained. Moreover, the term Bidirectional Weaver
(Beaver) is used if domains are composed to form a new domain.

Some examples presented in this thesis are Beaver systems. In particular the evaluation
scenarios for the PREP approach (cf. Sect. 9.1 and Sect. 9.2) are instances of this style.
However, we must emphasize that PREP is more general than using inverse functions,
because it explicitly supports non-injective functions, for which no inverses exist.

Also, role bindings, being a key component of the role-based tool integration approach
(cf. Chap. 8), can be considered as domain transformations. The discussion about the
required properties for such bindings (cf. Sect. 8.5) reflects the statements about deriving
inverses from [136]. We suggest that a role binding language should allow for invertible
operations only, which essentially aims at ensuring the automatic computation of inverse
domain transformations.

In [120], RTE is defined to be substantially different from solely composing forward
and reverse engineering techniques. Sendall and Küster argue that the main goal of RTE
is to reconcile artifacts after changes have been made, rather than deriving new artifact
versions, as done in forward and reverse engineering. Changes made to derived artifacts
must be conserved. In [120] it is assumed that all artifacts are (artificially) represented
as models. Based on this assumption the following subtasks of RTE are defined:

1. defining under what circumstances models are consistent or inconsistent,

2. deciding when inconsistent models should be made consistent again,

3. devising a plan for reconciliation according to the expectation of users, and

4. applying the devised plan by reconciling the models.
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In [228] one can find a superset of these steps. In addition to the four steps from [120],
the detection of overlaps between models, the diagnosis of inconsistencies and the track-
ing of findings are included. In the scope of this thesis we did not investigate on how
to determine model overlaps. We assumed that knowledge about existing overlaps is
present or derived in a preceding step. Interestingly, there are approaches to perform
this detection based on logics [229] and ontologies [230], which could be integrated with
our work in Chap. 7. Also, we subsume the other two steps—diagnosing inconsistencies
and tracking findings—by the devision and application of the reconciliation plan.

Two approaches presented in this thesis implement the four steps from [120], albeit in
different ways. The PREP approach (cf. Chap. 6) explicitly introduces the notion of a
consistency fitness function to decide whether models are consistent. Inconsistencies are
resolved as soon as they are detected and the plan for reconciliation corresponds to the
propagation and replay step. The ontology-based synchronization approach (cf. Chap. 7)
employs OWL and SWRL rules to check models for consistency. Reconciliation is per-
formed according to the specialized algorithm presented in Sect. 7.5. Role-based tool
integration, as discussed in Chap. 8, does not implement the four steps, since it avoids
inconsistencies by design rather than performing reconciliation.

Besides the general steps that are required in RTE systems, Sendall and Küster iden-
tified a number of qualities that are generally desirable. These are:

1. the ability to manage trace information,

2. an intuitive and concise approach,

3. understanding the intention and expectation of users, and

4. assistance with detecting conflicts between model RTE activities.

The work in this thesis confirms these qualities. We have seen the crucial role of
trace information in Chap. 6, as well as how important the intentions and expectations
of users are. Moreover, we have identified that the latter can prevent full automation
in some cases. If such situations arise (e.g., when there are multiple valid propagation
options), we provide assistance by visualizing all options and the respective consequences
of picking one of them.

In [144] one can find a more restrictive definition of RTE. The authors consider the
synchronization of design diagrams and source code only. This can probably be explained
by the time of publication where a lot of research was still focused on UML rather than
on DSLs. Despite the fact that [144] employs a more restrictive definition of RTE
than we do, the paper contains some interesting properties of RTE systems. First, it
coincides with [120], stating that RTE exceeds plain combinations of forward and reverse
engineering. Second, it emphasizes that tool interoperability involves RTE. In particular
the second statement is confirmed by our role-based approach to tool integration.
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In addition, the authors of [144] argue that UML does not provide adequate concepts
to represent information about source code. Even though we agree in this concrete
example, we are convinced that it is not required for all languages involved in a RTE
scenario to cover all involved concepts. Rather, languages must be adequate w.r.t. their
purpose and thus restricted in some sense. Languages that can represent all data involved
in a RTE scenario are only required for view-based approaches, where derived artifacts
are subsets of a large, integrated model.

In [189], the creation of trace information and the propagation of changes have been
identified as key components to successfully employ model transformations. Our work
confirms this observation and provides concrete methods to implement traceability and
change propagation. The former is mainly used in Chap. 6, while the latter issues are
equally addressed by Chap. 6, 7, and 8.

Since RTE aims at the synchronization of multiple related artifacts, the question to
what extent the semantics of the involved data is preserved emerges. Kleppe and Warmer
have shown that model transformations do not preserve semantics by definition [231].
Rather, one faces situations where semantics is not preserved or even cannot be pre-
served. The authors state that, at best, the semantics of the input language is expressed
in terms of the output language. Since we did not incorporate formal descriptions of the
semantics of the models that are subject to synchronization, we must share this point of
view. Although we think that more investigation w.r.t. the preservation of semantics are
required, our approaches cannot give such guarantees. We provide methods to ensure
that input models are consistent w.r.t. their translated version in the target language,
but the correctness of the translation itself is out of our scope.

Recently, another definition of RTE systems has been presented in [156]. It is also
based on the idea of translating changes from target to source domains (cf. Chap. 6). Our
approach was developed in parallel and is conceptually very close to [156]. Therefore,
we base the definition of backpropagation-based RTE systems on [156]. Both Chap. 6
and 7 completely agree with the idea of change translation. However, our presentation of
backpropagation-based RTE emphasizes practical feasibility. One can say that we have
confirmed the formalization of [156] by the evaluation in Sect. 9.1 and 9.2.

A feature-model based formalization of the design space of programs dealing with
heterogeneous synchronization—called synchronizers—is presented in [186]. First, the
types of relations that can hold between different types of artifacts are analyzed. Here,
one can find bijective (1 to 1), surjective (n to 1) and general (n to m) relations. Then,
three main categories of synchronizers are defined—unidirectional, bidirectional, and
bidirectional with reconciliation. The first category (unidirectional) covers synchronizers
that synchronize target with source artifacts only. The second category (bidirectional)
can be used to synchronize in both directions, but is only applicable if the source and
target do not change both between two synchronizations. The last category (bidirectional
with reconciliation) overcomes this limitation and can deal with situations where both
target and source have been changed since the last synchronization.
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Our work on backpropagation-based RTE is mainly settled in the second category.
According to the definitions of [186], we compose a unidirectional to-one artifact transla-
tor—toward the target—with another unidirectional to-many update translator—toward
the source—to form a bidirectional synchronizer. PREP can probably be extended to
support concurrent editing of both source and target models, but this requires to analyze
whether the propagated changes and the source edits are in conflict.

The ontology-based RTE approach from Chap. 7 is also bidirectional, but employs two
unidirectional to-one update translators. The role-based tool integration (cf. Chap. 8)
cannot be filed in one of the three categories, because the physical sharing of data,
which is inherent to the approach, does not allow the distinction between category two
and three. All changes are immediately propagated to the physical data representation.
Thus, this approach is bidirectional and avoids simultaneous, potentially conflicting edits
in the source and target by construction. At best, we can classify it as a composition of
multiple unidirectional to-one update translators.

Antkiewicz and Czarnecki [186] explicitly mention that synchronizers may be interac-
tive, if users must decide among multiple alternative options, which we did observe too.
In Sect. 8.5 of [186] an enumeration of possible strategies for this selection process are
given. During our evaluation, we employed pre-determined choices (in Sect. 9.1), as well
as interactive selection (in Sect. 9.2). Furthermore, our approaches target instantaneous
synchronization according to the definition of [186].

A categorization for bidirectional model synchronization approaches based on algebraic
models has been presented in [232]. According to this classification, both our main
approaches (i.e., PREP and role-based tool integration) are incremental synchronization
techniques. We translate updates instead of whole models.

General properties of bidirectional transformations and RTE systems have also been
presented in [87]. The first property—correctness—requires transformations to estab-
lish a consistent state when executing it in either direction. The second property—
hippocraticness or check-then-enforce—states that neither the source nor the target
model should be modified if they are already in a consistent state. The third property—
undoability—requires that the application of a change followed by an immediate undo
operation, yields exactly the pair of models that was present before. However, as already
argued in [87], the last requirements is too strong to apply it to all bidirectional trans-
formations. If a transformation meets all three requirements it is denoted as coherent.

10.2 Consistency Checking and Management

Early work on checking software artifacts for consistency has been performed in the
context of requirements engineering. Here, different stakeholders can disagree over the
domain that is subject to software design. Often, the term view points is used to denote
the different perspectives people hold [233]. To resolve conflicts between view points,
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research on computer-supported negotiation has been conducted about twenty years
ago [234]. Back then, the focus was on reconciling domain models that are developed by
groups of different people. The work in this thesis is different as we assume consensus
among developers about the domain, but rather focus on conflicts (i.e., inconsistencies)
that can appear even if only one developer is involved. Thus, we focus on inconsisten-
cies that are caused by the complex relations between artifacts instead of disagreement
w.r.t. the modeled domain.

Despite the somewhat different motivation of our work, checking models for consis-
tency is an essential subtask of RTE [5, 120]. Even though there are arguments that
inconsistencies must be tolerated in software engineering (e.g., [235]), this merely refers
to the fact that there are temporary situations in development where further actions are
required to restore consistency.

In general, one can divide consistency checking into two categories. First, there are
checks for individual models. Second, checks across multiple, related models are required.
The former category can be implemented using a constraint language (e.g., OCL). How-
ever, checking large models (e.g., instances of the UML) can require huge effort if models
and sets of constraints grow large.

For example, in [236] checking large UML models for consistency is addressed by incre-
mental constraint checking. Once inconsistencies have been detected, fixes are required.
Solutions to this have been presented in [237], where choices for fixes are automatically
derived. Again, choices must be picked by the developer and tool support is only given
to provide assistance. In comparison to this thesis, the work of Egyed [236, 237, 238] is
specific to UML design models. Also, Egyed does restore consistency within individual
models only, but does not incorporate consistency across models as we do. However,
we share the position that providing developers with a valid set of choices for restoring
consistency in required in some cases. One can say, that our work partially transfers
concepts from Egyed’s work to multiple models. Our focus is put on global consistency
rather than ensuring local constraints.

To check whether models are globally consistent, the relations between the respective
metamodels need to be specified. Interestingly, the integration of metamodels has also
been investigated by the requirements engineering community [239]. Albeit we have
more sophisticated modeling standards and environments today, the idea of language
integration to ensure consistency can be traced back to the late nineties.

A more recent method for model merging is presented in [117], where homogeneous
models are merged to form a single model, and global consistency constraints can be
checked in the same way local ones are evaluated. In [118] Diskin et al. generalized
the work of [117] and presented a method to define consistency across heterogeneous
models. Diskin and his colleagues propose to merge the involved metamodels, but only
to an unavoidable minimum. Likewise, the relevant parts of models are merged.

Both approaches [117, 118] are structural consistency checks in the sense that they do
not take the semantics of the involved models into account. If one wants to include this,
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approaches that map models to a common semantic domain are required. Examples for
such mappings can be found in [240, 241, 242].

To illustrate the idea, we would like to briefly mention [240], where the consistency
of object-oriented behavioral models has been investigated. The authors present a pro-
cedure to check that models are consistent w.r.t. their semantics. To do so, models are
translated to a semantic domain—a formalism with well defined meaning (e.g., Com-
municating Sequential Processes (CSP) [243]). While the proposed approach allows to
precisely check global consistency, it does not provide means to restore consistency au-
tomatically. Therefore, is can be combined with our approaches from Chap. 6 and 7 to
check models for consistency, but it does not provide inconsistency resolution itself.

Other examples for checking semantic relations between software artifacts can be found
in [244, 245]. Here, requirement specifications are mapped to formal logics—the common
semantic domain—to check whether and how these specifications overlap. This is sim-
ilar to our work on ontology-based synchronization specifications, but restricted to the
detection of overlaps and inconsistencies. We extend this work by providing actions that
resolve inconsistent states. A similar extension can be found in [229], where Hunter and
Nuseibeh introduce a special logic variant that allows to represent inconsistent knowl-
edge. We do not require such support for inconsistency, because we model elements that
are required to restore consistency as unknown facts. This is supported by the OWA,
which is a central property of OWL.

A special use case of Consistency Management (CM) can be found in [246]. The
authors formally define UML class diagram-like structures as graphs and show how
consistency between views on theses graphs can be preserved. Consistency is formalized
as constraints over multiplicities of edges. Using a train control system as case study
the authors show a constraint solving algorithm can make sure that the different views
satisfy the formulated consistency constraints beforehand. However, no procedure is
presented that allows to restore consistency if it is broken.

To ensure consistency between concurrently modified artifacts, one can also employ
transactions, as known from databases. In [247] multiple users can edit dependent dia-
grams and synchronize their modifications using a transaction mechanism. As in [246],
consistency constraints define the dependencies between related objects. Unfortunately
transactions and consistency checks alone cannot repair violated consistency constraints.
Furthermore, even if transactions are used, one should make sure that interleaved steps
within a single transaction produce the same result independently of their order.

In addition to the approaches based on model merging, mapping to semantic domains,
and transactions, arbitrary black-box consistency checks can be employed in RTE. How-
ever, one must be aware of the fact, the solely checking consistency may not help in
restoring consistent states.

Consistency checking is only part of a RTE system, because restoring a consistent
state when inconsistencies are detected is equally important and often comparatively
harder. For the work presented in this thesis, checking consistency was not the main
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focus. The backpropagation-based approach to RTE defines consistent states as a direct
consequence of replaying the forward transformation. Thus, no explicit consistency
check was required. Also, role-based tool integration propagates all changes directly to
the physically shared data, which implies that inconsistencies cannot arise at all.

To address inconsistencies (i.e., to manage them), Easterbrook and Nuseibeh intro-
duced a framework based on the notion of view points [248]. These view points are similar
to the role models introduced in Chap. 8 as they provide specific abstractions that are
required for different development activities. However, the framework is restricted to
maintain information about the relations between different view points. Thus, the focus
is rather on providing developers with information that can be useful when resolving
inconsistencies, but no automatic procedures are provided to do so.

In [249], Sabetzadeh continued the work of Easterbrook and presented a high-level,
formal framework for managing inconsistent and incomplete views. The framework is
based on category theory and defines conceptual patterns to derive views as well as
operators that are essential to manage views. Early results of implementing the frame-
work have been reported in [250]. In general, one can observe that views in [249], are
very loosely connected with each other. The framework and its implementation employs
mappings between views, but these do not need to correspond to functions that derive
views automatically. This is in contrast to our work, where derived views on models
are strongly coupled to the original model by means of a model transformation or role
binding. Also, the report on the framework’s implementation [250] mentions that the in-
tegration of category theory is subject to future work. Thus, evidence whether practical
views on models can be realized on this theoretical basis is still missing.

More recent approaches to inconsistency management [251] do not only detect incon-
sistencies, but also try to assist developers to resolve conflicts. In [251], inconsistencies in
UML models are detected by the application of rules specified in AGG. If a rule matches
a specified pattern (e.g., an abstract operation is defined in a concrete UML class), a
new model element Conflict is created. To resolve detected inconsistencies, a set of
resolution rules must be specified. For the given example, making the abstract opera-
tion a concrete one is such a resolution rule. In contrast to our work, which focuses on
cross-model consistency constraints, which are caused by the derivation of models using
transformations, the approach in [251] targets constraints within single models. Thus,
it can complement our work with support for intra-model consistency management.

10.3 Bidirectional Transformations

10.3.1 QVTR and Triple Graph Grammars

Bidirectional model transformations are among the most popular candidates to solve
RTE problems. For example, QVTR and the TGG formalism are put forward in this
context. The latter approach has been presented in 1994 by Andy Schürr [79]. It can
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be considered one of the first and also one of the most mature formal approaches to
bidirectional transformation. It has also heavily influenced the design of QVTR, which
is now an OMG standard [83], but also significantly younger. A detailed comparison of
the QVT and TGG formalisms can be found in [84].

Both formalisms are based on the idea of direction-independent transformation rules.
Rule designers state the relations that must hold between source and target models,
instead of differentiating between conditions that must hold before a rule is applied and
the conditions that will hold after a rule was applied. To actually transform models in
one direction or the other (i.e., either forward or backward), direction-specific rules are
derived from direction-independent ones. Both forward and backward rules are derived
from a single specification. In addition to their support for bidirectional transformations,
the particular strengths of QVTR and TGG-based tools are typed traceability links and,
in the case of TGGs, their formal semantics.

In addition to the bidirectional execution of TGG rules, support for incremental up-
dates has been investigated by Giese and Wagner in [252]. This work was both mo-
tivated by the need to support synchronization scenarios, as well as the potential to
speed up transformations. Giese and Wagner also observed that transformations can
be non-injective, which yields multiple valid source models for a single target model.
However, the approach presented in [252] is restricted to the bijective case. Our work
on backpropagation-based RTE does not expose this limitation.

Perdita Stevens analyzed the QVT standard w.r.t. its support for bidirectional trans-
formations [87]. She explicitly distinguishes between bijective and bidirectional trans-
formations, the former being a subset of the latter. Stevens holds the view that MDSD
demands for transformations that are bidirectional, but not bijective. She argues that
the refinement of models toward system implementations requires the addition of de-
tails (e.g., about the target platform or the domain itself). We completely agree with
this. However, we found the argument that requiring target models to contain more
information than source models in MDSD is not the sole cause for non-bijectivity. We
do even argue that target models must not contain more information, but bijectivity is
still insufficient. The idea of refinement by composition heavily employs transformations
that are not injective, but also yields target models that cannot contain facts which are
not present in one of the source models.

In [253, 254] Jakob et al. introduce a special kind of TGG rules, called VTGG rules,
that can be used to define non-materialized views on models. VTGG rules are restricted
in the sense that they allow to create only one element on the view side of each rule.
This allows to translate view modifications more easily to the respective base model.
Also, the correspondence part of the TGG rules is replaced by plain links carrying a
special new tag. To implement non-materialized views that are defined by VTGG rules,
the authors propose to use the class adapter design pattern [50].

VTGG rules are closely related to our role-based approach to tool integration presented
in Chap. 8. One can consider VTGG rules as a role binding language. Since VTGG
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rules are restricted (e.g., only one element can be created on the view side of a rule),
not all tool integration scenarios can be handled. We believe that from practical point
of view it is required to have a role binding language that provides both concepts that
preserve bidirectionality and others which do not. The use of role models, as presented
in Chap. 8, allows both to retrieve data from existing models—to create views, but one
can also augment existing domain abstractions with new information. Moreover, the
choice about which parts of models are materialized and which are virtual, is left to the
tool integrator in our approach. Thus, one is not tied to existing decisions w.r.t. the
materialization of data. Our virtualization is dynamic.

In [255] Ehrig et al. proof that a restricted subset of TGG rules—all TGG rules which
are non-deleting—preserve information (i.e., they are bijective). While this gives a great
guarantee if one employs such TGG rules, applying the TGG formalism to scenarios
with non-injective relations is not possible.

In summary one can say that QVTR and the TGG formalism are both suitable to build
a certain class of RTE systems, which was confirmed by practical applications [256, 257].
However, there is also a need for methods that deal with unidirectional and non-injective
transformations, because of their widespread practical use.

10.3.2 Bidirectional Lenses

Relational lenses have been introduced by Benjamin C. Pierce and his colleagues [155,
190]. Pierce defines a lens as a pair of functions, where one function (get) extracts
an abstract view from some data structure and the other function (put) is used to
translate the abstract view back to the original representation. To permit views that
are actual abstractions (i.e., views that contain less information than their originals),
the previous state of the original is provided to the put function when translating views
back to originals. Lenses have been applied to synchronize tree-structured data [258],
the database view update problem [155, 190] (cf. Sect. 10.4.1), and string data [148].

In [143] Benjamin Pierce’ work on lenses was recapitulated and rephrased using alge-
braic theory (i.e., relations between sets of models and functions on models). It turned
out that the definitions of lenses and the respective laws fit very smoothly into the al-
gebraic framework. This suggests that the laws of lenses can be generalized and are
applicable to other to bidirectional transformation approaches.

Lenses are based on forward transformations that are functions on the source model
only. Therefore, target models can be abstractions of the source model only [87]. The
target model must contain less information. This is a restriction that does also apply
to our backpropagation-based approach to RTE and role-based tool integration, but
not to the ontology-based synchronization method. Moreover, lenses require injective
relations between models. The put function returns a single source artifact. Since we
are convinced that non-injective transformations are frequently required, we consider
this as a drawback, which is not exposed by backpropagation-based RTE.
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Very recently, Diskin et al. have shown that state-based bidirectional model transfor-
mations are a special case of delta-based ones [259]. The authors show how to generally
construct a state-based system from a delta-based system. They also explain why the
opposite is not as easy. Based on the Pierce’s lenses [155, 190], which are state-based, a
delta-based extension called u-lenses is presented. Our PREP approach can be consid-
ered to be partially delta-based, because we translate updates from the target domain
to the source domain, but execute the replay step on the whole source model.

10.3.3 Others

Another approach to bidirectional model transformation can be found in [260] (and more
detailed in [261, 262]). The authors propose a Bidirectional Object-oriented Transforma-
tion Language (BOTL). Rules in BOTL consist of two parts. The first (upper) part is a
pattern defined in terms of the source metamodel. The second (lower) part is a fragment
containing elements of the target metamodel. This scheme is similar a TGG rule, but
omits the correspondence graph. During the translation a target fragment is created
for each match found in the source model. If multiple rules create target elements, the
results are merged by name. This merge operation implies a relation between source and
target elements that can be considered as implicit correspondence graph.

To establish bidirectional transformations, rules must adhere to a number of restric-
tions, which can be found in [262]. These restrictions enforce that each rule is bijective
and that each type of target elements is created by one rule only. Thus, the restrictions
ease the computation of inverse transformations, but do also significantly reduce the
expressiveness of BOTL. Also, no implementation of BOTL is available. The proof of
practical applicability of the theoretical concepts is still missing.

In [263] Sendall proposed a transformation language Gmorph which combines the con-
cepts of graph rewriting and generative programming [216]. Even though this language
could potentially be employed for bidirectional transformations, no further work can be
found. The question to what extent Gmorph can support RTE remains unanswered.

Burbeck and Larsson [264, 265] have investigated on the inversion of different rewrite
approaches—lambda calculus, combinatory logic, term rewrite systems, attribute gram-
mars with forwarding, as well as graph rewriting with the DPO and SPO approach.
They concluded that the Lambda Calculus and logic are too low level and too difficult
to invert. Term rewrite systems can be inverted if they adhere to some restrictions (no
variables that appear on the left hand side of productions only). Attribute Grammars
with Forwarding were discarded because their productions cannot be easily inverted.
The remaining two approaches (DPO and SPO) showed that only the first one provides
invertible rules, because the latter does not enforce the gluing condition. CODEX —the
system developed in [265]—cannot handle one-to-many and many-to-many mappings,
because of the identification condition of the DPO approach. They also conclude that
one cannot delete arbitrary model elements because of the dangling edges condition.
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In [266], an approach close to PREP is presented. Here, Xiong et al. propagate changes
that are applied to target models of ATL transformations to respective source models.
The concrete translation of a change is performed by considering the byte code of the
ATL transformation. Thus, the idea is similar to PREP, but the concrete approach
exposes some several limitations.

First, insertions in target models cannot be handled. This restriction does not apply to
PREP. Second, the translation of changes assumes injective ATL transformations. Our
evaluation has shown that this property does not hold for practical MDSD processes.
Nonetheless, we think that [266] confirms several key ideas of PREP, for example, pre-
ferring the translation of individual changes over the inverse transformation of whole
models. Moreover, we consider [266] as a basis for further investigation w.r.t. the trans-
lation of changes in heterogeneous scenarios. ATL is a widespread used transformation
language and establishing support for RTE in this context is highly relevant.

Later on, Xiong et at. presented an more generic approach to synchronize software
artifacts [267]. Again, changes are translated in order to synchronize models, which is
similar to our work. The specification of this translation is encapsulated in so-called
synchronizers, for which certain desirable properties can be shown. The main difference
w.r.t. PREP is that we define the translation of changes independent of concrete relations
between artifacts. Rather, we refer to atomic transformations operators. Thus, we
can reuse the same translation rules for multiple transformations, assuming the same
transformation operators are used.

10.4 Similar Problem Areas

10.4.1 Database View Update Problem

In relational database systems a problem called view update problem arises [138, 139].
Whenever a view on one or more database tables is defined, changes made to this view
must be propagated to the respective source relations. However, in general it is not
clear which tuples in the source relation are affected by changes in the view and how
changes can be translated. There can be different possible backward mappings, as well
as changes that cannot be propagated to the original tables at all.

In [139] a seminal solution to the problem was presented. It is based on the idea
that changes applied to views must be translated to changes in the underlying tables.
Motivated by the specific problem context, changes are modeled according to the domain
of relational structures. Also, views are defined based on relational query languages.

Dayal and Bernstein emphasize the need for a semantic integrity constraint in [139],
which is similar to our global consistency constraints. The approach presented in [138]
is similar, but according to [268] of less practical use. Dayal’s work is groundbreaking
as it contains many ideas that we have reused and extended to support RTE in MDSD.
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The work on the view update problem has been continued in the database commu-
nity [140, 141, 269] and some of the general ideas have significantly influenced the work
on model synchronization and RTE. Most of the publications that directly motivated
this thesis (e.g., [107, 147, 156]), do apply similar principles. However, one must say that
even though the idea of change propagation goes back to the early eighties, transferring
it to models and modeling languages was far from trivial.

Dayal’s work is restricted to relational data models and relational query languages. We
consider our work to be more general since we support models that are based on EMOF
(i.e., typed, attributed graphs) and other transformation languages. Also, the repre-
sentational issues that are addressed by our bridges between technical spaces, are not
examined in [139], because Dayal’s work is conducted within a single technical space—
relational database systems.

Years later, the view update problem was revisited and tackled using a custom bidi-
rectional query language [190]. Every expression in this language does not only state a
view definition (as in usual relational query languages such as SQL), but additionally
provides a view update policy. This policy is used to decide how updates to a derived
view are handled. This approach (explicit existence of information about backward
transformation) is therefore a generalization and might be applicable in other scenar-
ios too. Another interesting result shown in [190] is that basic operators (projection,
selection and join) can be composed preserving the bidirectionality.

10.4.2 Model Versioning, Metamodel Evolution and Extensibility

In [270] an algebraic framework to model versioning is presented. Model versioning is
concerned with multiple replicas of the same model—at least one for each developer—and
the evolution of individual models—caused by the application of changes. The authors
introduce the tile notation, which comprises a model, a replica of this model, as well as
two evolved versions of the former two. These four models form a tile. Based on this,
tile systems—compositions of multiple tiles—can be constructed. These systems can be
mapped to double categories (i.e., categories of categories)—an algebraic structure that
is part of category theory (cf. [271] for an introduction).

If one can show that the basic update operations on models adhere to the requirements
of establishing a category—if they can be considered as arrows—results from category
theory can be reused. For example, in [270] the pasting lemma states that any compo-
sition of compatible tiles yields the same result. However, the proof that model edits fit
the prerequisites of category theory is still missing.

Although our work does not primarily target model versioning scenarios, we are con-
vinced that PREP can be applied here, at least to a certain extent. Model versioning
heavily involves the creation of copies of models, which allows to propagate changes com-
paratively easy. However, the distribution of models that is also an essential property of
model versioning scenarios, requires special care.
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A problem that is related to model versioning is metamodel evolution. If metamodels
evolve over time, their instances need to evolve as well. In [272, 273] recent approaches to
metamodel evolution can be found. In general, changes that are applied to metamodels
can be coupled with respective transformation specifications to migrate existing models
to a new version of their metamodel. We consider this as a special kind of change prop-
agation. However, the translation of changes must be provided by language developers,
because metamodel changes can be language-specific.

In this thesis, we did not consider the translation of changes across metalevels. But,
the fact that both [272] and [273] rely on metamodel changes rather than on metamodel
versions further confirms the significance of find-grained information about changes. We
make use of the same idea, albeit solely within one metalevel at a time.

In [144], the extensibility of modeling languages in general and of UML in particular
is considered as a prerequisite to enable RTE. The authors describe a scenario, where
a metrics tool, a program visualization tool, and a refactoring tool shall be used and
operate on the same system specification, but use appropriate representations of the
program according to the special needs of each individual tool. This poses a problem,
because essential concepts from the source code (e.g., method invocations and attribute
accesses) are not available in the UML metamodel. Also, these concepts cannot be easily
integrated using the extension mechanisms provided by UML.

A practical approach to metamodel extension has been presented in [205]. Here,
metamodels can be merged with extensions to obtain integrated metamodels that provide
both the concepts of the original and the extension. The example in [205] relies on
merging by name, but other identification criteria are equally valid. If tools are developed
independently the approach is not applicable, because metamodel extensions depend on
the initial metamodel.

In the context of RTE, the limitations w.r.t. the extensibility of metamodels are highly
relevant. First, if metamodels can be smoothly integrated, tools can operate on com-
patible domain abstractions and redundancy can be avoided. Second, if concepts cannot
be expressed in a modeling language, changes cannot be propagated as desired. One
is limited by the expressiveness of the involved modeling languages and cannot freely
introduce extensions that may be required by a particular RTE scenario. Our role-based
tool integration approach explicitly targets such situations and resolves the limitations
of metamodel extensibility by introducing more flexible bindings between metamodels.

10.4.3 Refactoring

Refactorings have been defined by William F. Opdyke as restructuring operations that
preserve the behavior of programs [222]. Refactorings are similar to model synchroniza-
tion, because changes that are applied while refactoring a program, do often require
corresponding changes in order to keep the overall behavior identical. Refactorings are
different from model synchronization, because the changes that users apply to models
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can deliberately alter the behavior of the modeled system, whereas refactorings must
not do so. Thus, both aim to preserve different kinds of constraints.

In [274] a variety of refactorings for UML have been presented, extending the classical
application area of refactorings from programming languages to a widespread modeling
language. More recent approaches do even target arbitrary modeling languages [226],
including our role-based refactoring approach [213].

These publications show that refactorings can be implemented by model transforma-
tions. But, they also clearly indicate that refactorings are specified manually. Each
refactoring requires a custom transformation that preserves desired properties (e.g., the
dynamic semantics of the models). Even though, the same kind of change is applied (e.g.,
a model element is moved), different transformations are required. For example, pulling
up a feature in a class diagram is a substantially different from pulling up a method.
The language-specific semantics demands for varying transformation specifications.

If one wants to employ PREP to realize model refactorings, multiple aspects need
to be considered. First, the synchronization fitness functions must be designed such
that the preservation of semantics is captured. That is, only propagation options that
result in semantically equivalent models must be accepted. Second, the translation
of changes is language-specific. For example, instead of handling additions of arbitrary
model elements the same, the types of these elements (i.e., their metaclasses) are relevant
when translating changes. We think that refactorings can be realized within PREP, but
it is not clear whether the particular strengths of our approach are beneficial in this
context. The support for non-injective transformations is probably not required, because
refactorings usually yield only one valid way to adjust corresponding parts of a model.
However, definite answers require future investigations.

A particular application of refactorings in the context of framework evolution has been
presented in [275]. Here, refactorings were employed to capture the changes of framework
APIs. Based on this information, inverse refactorings—so-called comebacks—allowed to
adapt plug-ins that were compiled against a previous version of the framework to new
versions. One can say that changes applied to the framework API are reflected by
applying their inverses to plug-in adapters. The constraint that is preserved by this
procedure is the compatibility of the plug-ins w.r.t. their linking against the framework.
Also, the approach aims at the preservation of the dynamic semantics. Old plug-ins
must behave correctly even in the presence of a new framework version.

We consider [275] as a very special case of change translation. API changes are trans-
lated to plug-in adapter changes. Also, custom constraints w.r.t. the preservation of the
static linking and the behavior apply. We think that the work on framework evolution
can be generalized to arbitrary synchronization scenarios. In principle, the approach is
similar to PREP (i.e., changes are translated and constraints must be satisfied to ensure
the correctness of the overall transformation), but the language-specific nature of refac-
torings may eliminate the benefits of PREP. For example, the translation of changes
according to the primitive change operations is not possible anymore.
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Additionally, our work on role-based tool integration could provide an alternative solu-
tion to the framework evolution problem. Instead of generating adapters to connect old
plug-ins with new framework versions, role bindings could be employed in this context.

10.4.4 Tool Integration and Modeling Platforms

The need for a posteriori tool integration has motivated [185] and the authors propose to
build wrappers to provide homogeneous access to data involved in such scenarios. These
wrappers bridge the technical quirks of individual tools and can therefore be considered a
small-scale variant of our bridges for technical spaces (cf. Chap. 5). Due to their specific
nature, wrappers are less reusable, but still required if proprietary tools do not conform
to the concepts of a particular technical space.

Based on the technical integration provided by the wrappers, Becker and his colleagues
employed transformation rules to propagate changes between tools. The rules in [185] are
inspired by the TGG formalism, but modified to meet the requirement of the practical
tool integration problem. Similar to using general TGG rules, the authors discovered
problems w.r.t. rule execution order and rule overlaps. Consequently, an algorithm is
presented that tries to minimize the number of situations in which such conflict arise.

Even though, we do also target tool integration in Chap. 8, our approach is significantly
different. We explicitly anticipate tool integration during the design of tools, whereas
Becker et al. had to deal with isolated tools that were probably not anticipated to be
used together. We do believe that a lot of effort that was required to achieve the results
of [185] can be avoided in the future if tool integration becomes a primary design goal.
We have presented an approach to achieve this goal with small effort.

In [276], tool integration based on modeling services is presented. By invoking such
services, tools are allowed to alter models other tools operate one. The connection that
is established between tools in this fashion is similar to our role-based tool integration
approach, but we explicitly separate the integration aspect from the tools. Thus, we do
not let tools directly access the models of other tools. Rather, each tool operates on
its appropriate domain abstraction—its role model. As a consequence, we can flexibly
change the integration of tools, whereas the approach in [276] requires tool modifications
in this case, as the invocation of services needs to be altered.

Jossic et al. [277] propose to use weaving models and model transformations to in-
tegrate models. Based a heuristic weaving that states the relation between different
metamodels, transformations derive models from each other. In contrast to PREP,
which is a change-based approach, the transformations in [277] process whole models
and are therefore state-based. Also, the derived transformations replicate data, which
is not the case for role-based tool integration. Nonetheless, the discovery algorithms
presented in [277] could be used to generate default role bindings.

In [278] the concept of a virtual tool was introduced to allow the model-based inte-
gration of concrete tools. Based on a configuration, metamodels of tools are combined
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and adapters are used to derived data from existing tools. Our role-based approach to
tool integration is quite similar in the sense that we use role bindings to configure the
relations between metamodels. Also, we can provide virtual views on existing domain
abstractions. But, in contrast to [278], we share data physically between tools instead
of using transformations to switch between different representations. Also, we allow tool
integrators to choose freely about which data is derived and which is stored physically.

A more general view on model-based tool integration can be found in [279]. Here,
Bézivin et al. emphasize the role of metamodels during tool specification, the role of
model transformations and mappings for tool integration, as well as the need for ex-
tractors and injectors to obtain models from tool-specific data. We completely agree
with [279] as it is along our argument to separate technical from logical synchronization.
Moreover, even though we propose the use of role models during tool design, we pursue
the same objectives. That is, we want to decouple the domain abstraction required by a
tool from concrete repositories. Our evaluation in Sect. 9.4 followed the idea of building
an ideal tool [279] and confirmed the benefits that can be gained by this procedure.

Recently, Broy et al. [280] reported on the tool integration issues in the automotive
and avionic industries. They state that current engineering environments consist of
ad-hoc composed tool chains. Broy et al. focus on high-level requirements that must
be met to obtain seamless environments. We think that particularly the bridges for
technological spaces and the role-based tool integration can provide substantial support
in this context. Although we cannot address all requirements, our approaches certainly
target some important ones (e.g., the integration of data repositories).

A concrete modeling platform and toolbox as requested by [280] is the AMMA plat-
form [281]. AMMA consists of the Kernel Modeling Framework (KMF) that provides
low-level operations on models, the Common Modeling Runtime (CMR) which is a vir-
tual machine that can execute KMF operations, a set of projectors to bridge other
technical spaces and Global Model Management (GMM) to manage relations between
models. The latter allows the creation of megamodels (cf. Sect. 2.1.4) for which a case
study can be found in [282]. The bridges presented in Chap. 5 follow the principles of
AMMA (e.g., using projectors to inject software artifacts). We are convinced that PREP
can be realized on top of KMF and AMMA. Also, we think that the integration of role
modeling into AMMA could increase the potential w.r.t. the integration of metamodels.

10.5 Concrete RTE Applications

The literature exposes various examples of specialized RTE approaches. For instance,
Paesschen and Hondt [283] investigate RTE for entity relationship diagrams and their
implementation in the language Self [284]. The authors keep diagrams and the respective
implementation in sync, by using the same physical objects to represent both. This is
similar to our role-based tool integration approach, but specific to this application.
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Similar to role-based tool integration, there is no explicit synchronization process,
because all change operations operate on the same physical data. Changes are immedi-
ately reflected to both views (the Self code and the diagrams). However, the approach is
sketched very roughly. It is not clear how changes made in diagrams are propagated to
the underlying data objects. Furthermore, there is no information how the Self source
code and the diagrams are derived from the common set of elements. One could interpret
this approach as dealing with one domain only. The source code and the diagrams are
only different visual representations of in-memory objects. The translation of changes is
easy in this case. A respective role binding would probably be very simple.

Chalabine and Kessler [147] presented a RTE system for a specialized operator—the
double grafting operator—which can be used for static aspect weaving. The authors do
not have an implementation yet, but the paper shows two interesting results. First, they
have observed that it is not always necessary to invert transformations. Sometimes it
is sufficient if one can replay them. Second, depending on the transformation operator,
the information required to determine the origin of a particular part of an artifact can
be very small. We consider our work on backpropagation-based RTE as a generalization
of [147], because we support transformations on graphs rather than on trees. Also, our
approach is not limited to the double grafting operator.

Antkiewicz and Czarnecki [149] investigated on the synchronization of source code of
Eclipse plug-ins and domain-specific models. The latter conform to a Framework-Specific
Modeling Language (FSML) that allows to describe the interaction of workbench parts
in Eclipse. Constraints on the FSML models ensure that framework extensions complete
the framework in a proper way. The approach presented in [149] is called agile RTE and
incorporates automatic forward engineering and partial (manual) reverse engineering.
The latter includes a comparison of the newly extracted model (from the code) with
the last known model used in the forward engineering process. Based on the result of
this comparison, consistent changes are propagated (to the code or the FSML model).
Inconsistent changes indicate conflicts (e.g., if the source code and the model have been
changed in a contradictory way). Thus, resolving them requires manual effort.

The method presented in [149] transforms a heterogeneous synchronization scenario
to a homogeneous one by reverse engineering FSML models from the source code. Then,
the actual synchronization is performed by means of a three-way merge of the previous
FSML model, the newly extracted one, and the asserted one. By analyzing the changes
made on the code side and the ones applied to the asserted model, the distinction be-
tween consistent changes and inconsistent ones is made. The former can be applied
automatically, while the latter need a manual decision to restore a consistent state.

The extraction of FSML models from code corresponds to our notion of extracting a
skeleton (cf. Sect. 4). The fact that this skeleton is preserved to a large extent, even if
changes are applied to the source code or the asserted model, allows to propagate changes
as presented in [149]. The three-way merge algorithm relies exactly on the preservation
of the skeleton. Consequently, we consider [149] to confirm our conceptual framework.
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Another class of RTE methods that is particularly interesting, are methods to syn-
chronize generated code and models. Few MDSD processes can completely do without
manual source code extensions and thus, RTE issues arise quickly. In [146] a compar-
ison of existing RTE tools for source code generation can be found. Furthermore, the
authors propose their own method, which is based on three-way AST merging and trac-
ing between models and code. According to [146], the proposed method allows editing
source code at statement level without any need for protected regions. The details of
the three-way merge algorithm can be found in [145].

The work presented in [146] confirms some of our key principles from Chap. 4. First,
separating the extraction of the AST and the actual synchronization between models
and the AST, follows our idea of strictly separating different synchronization concerns.
Second, the authors employ trace links to keep models and ASTs in sync. Third, the
reconciliation procedure is based on a three-way merge algorithm that relies on the
preservation of a skeleton. Angyal et al. do even use the exact term to denote this.
Thus, we consider [146] as an instance of our conceptual framework.

In [99] support for RTE in Fujaba was investigated. To reconstruct Fujaba Story
Diagrams [96] from existing Java code, a parser and a custom back-end that creates
diagram elements from the syntax tree is employed. This back-end uses annotations
that are added stepwise. Different annotation engines detect patterns in the syntax
tree (e.g., special method names) and add respective annotation elements to the tree.
Subsequent to this process, Fujaba tries to extract graph rewriting rules that resemble
the found annotations. These graph rewriting rules correspond to story diagrams and
form the result of the re-engineering process.

This method has several drawbacks. First, the parser back-end must be written by
hand. The recognition of the design (i.e., the Story Diagrams) is therefore error prone.
As a consequence, there is no guarantee that an re-engineered diagram results in the
same code when code is re-generated. Second, the approach is strongly tied to the Fujaba
code generation algorithms and to Java in general. The parser back-end requires detailed
knowledge about the way code was generated in the first place. As the parser (and the
back-end) is specific to the Java language it cannot be reused for other programming
languages. The RTE support is hard-coded. Third, the proposed RTE method cannot
handle parts in the code that are not reflected in diagrams. Fujaba tries to avoid this
problem by encoding method bodies in its story diagrams. But, code elements that
cannot be detected by the reverse engineering algorithm are lost after regenerating code.

In [285] a rather ad-hoc approach to RTE is presented. The relationship between
models and code is not explicitly modeled. Rather, various pragmatic ideas are used
to extract models from source code or create source code from models. Both static
and dynamic analysis is employed to gather information from existing source code. The
synchronization seems hand-coded and it not declared formally. Thus, reasoning about
the properties preserved or destroyed by the synchronization is not possible.
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Summary, Conclusion and Future Work

11.1 Summary

In this thesis, we have presented a conceptual framework for the design of RTE systems
(Chap. 4). The framework delivers definitions for essential terms in the context of RTE
and a process that can guide the creation of new systems. We have argued that this pro-
cess involves building bridges between technical spaces and analyzed concrete bridges to
transfer heterogeneous artifacts to a common space (Chap. 5). To keep information log-
ically synchronized, two novel approaches to RTE (Chap. 6 and 8) have been presented.
Both approaches instantiate our conceptual framework, albeit in a different way. To
ease the specification of synchronization rules, we have investigated on the feasibility of
semantic web technologies for this purpose in Chap. 7. We will now shortly recapitulate
the main properties of our work.

Our conceptual framework for RTE (Chap. 4) is based on the idea that technical and
logical synchronization aspects should be cleanly separated. We emphasize that artifacts
that are subject to synchronization need to be transferred to a common technical space
before their contents can be aligned logically. Moreover, the framework puts emphasis
on the partitioning of models into parts that require synchronization (skeletons) and
parts that do not (clothings). Depending on the relations that hold between skeletons,
one can determine whether resulting RTE systems may require manual decisions or not.

Bridges for technical spaces strive to provide the same kind of information using a
different representational paradigm, ideally in an information preserving way. Conse-
quently, conversions of artifacts between different technical spaces (i.e., bridges) should
be lossless. Bridges can be established by replication (i.e., by providing a physical rep-
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resentation of data in the opposite space) or adaptation (i.e., by implementation of the
data access interface or query language of the opposite space).

Our backpropagation-based approach to RTE—the PREP approach—supports non-
injective transformations where target models contain at most as much information as the
source model. Thus, any change made to a target model can be propagated to the source
model, possibly in multiple ways. Moreover, PREP is most feasible for compositional
transformations, even though it is not limited to this case. PREP is an a posteriori
approach and can thus be used with existing tools.

Role-based RTE allows to separate domain abstractions (i.e., views or role models)
for individual tools from concrete data representations. Using role bindings, tools can
be flexibly integrated. The translation between different representations is performed on
the fly, no data is replicated. Heterogeneity is explicitly captured in this approach be
using role models to encapsulate appropriate domain abstractions. Role-based RTE is
an a priori approach and does therefore require special actions at tool design time.

Ontology-based RTE was motivated by the logical foundation of semantic web tech-
nologies. It can handle scenarios, where source and target models differ w.r.t. the amount
of contained information. Thus, a target model can contain additional data, that cannot
be derived from the respective source model. In addition, ontology-based RTE explicitly
targets transformations between heterogeneous domains that contain physically repli-
cated data.

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• a conceptual framework for RTE defining common terms, definitions and a design
process for RTE systems (Chap. 4),

• an a posteriori approach for change-propagation based model synchronization that
supports non-injective transformations—PREP (Chap. 6), and

• an a priori method to anticipate arbitrary RTE scenarios at tools design time—
role-based tool integration (Chap. 8).

Minor contributions are:

• a detailed analysis of bridges between technical spaces (Chap. 5), and

• a synchronization specification mechanism based on OWL and SWRL (Chap. 7).

11.2 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have analyzed different aspects that render the design of RTE sys-
tems difficult. For example, the fact that artifacts reside in heterogeneous technical
spaces, the missing anticipation for tool integration, the lack of support for non-injective
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transformations and the complexity of the specification of synchronization rules have
been identified as main obstacles. Based on this analysis, we have presented different
approaches to address these blocking factors.

Our investigations on bridging technical spaces (cf. Chap. 5) did analyze concrete
bridges for highly relevant spaces. We can conclude that bridging technical spaces is an
essential requirement in the context of RTE, which demands for a substantial amount of
manual work. The lack of formal descriptions of the properties of such technical spaces
accounts for this.

Despite the required manual work, we have also seen that some bridges (e.g., the one
between context-free grammars and EMOF) were particularly useful to treat a variety
of software artifacts and therefore are worthwhile creating. Moreover, the experiences
gained during the evaluation of our work confirm that the strict separation of transferring
data to a common technical space and the logical synchronization of redundant data eases
the creation of RTE solutions.

To perform logical synchronization, we have presented an approach that explicitly
supports non-injective transformations (PREP, cf. Chap. 6). Here, our evaluation has
both confirmed that such transformations are required in practical MDSD processes and
that change translation as it is implemented by PREP is feasible to solve this problem.
We consider this as a main contribution of the thesis.

Also, PREP relies on the primitive operators of transformation languages. Thus, it
is independent of concrete transformation specifications, which we consider an essential
advantage over the specification of inverse transformations. Even bidirectional transfor-
mation languages that encode the specification of forward and backward rules in a single
rule, require developers to consider both transformation directions.

To avoid redundant artifacts and the implied synchronization issues by construction,
we have investigated the feasibility of role modeling for tool design and integration.
Albeit there are open questions w.r.t. the general applicability of this approach, we can
conclude that role models allow to decouple the domain abstractions required by tools
from the actual data they operate on. Refactory—our role-based model refactoring
tool—is a great example for this separation of tools and data.

Our evaluation has shown how one can flexibly adapt tools (e.g., refactorings) to
different data structures (i.e., heterogeneous models). We think that the same idea is
already implicitly employed in practical tool integration scenarios. However, we are
also convinced that a conceptual basis, as provided by role modeling, can substantially
contribute to ease tool integration. Therefore, we consider the continuation of this idea
to be very promising.

The application of semantic web technologies for the specification of synchronization
rules (cf. Chap. 7) did not meet our high expectations. Although we were able to employ
OWL and SWRL for the synchronization of models, we experienced many difficulties due
to the large gap between the respective technical spaces. In addition, we used EMOF
models that did not include formal model semantics. Thus, we could not facilitate
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existing semantics and were required to write complete synchronization specifications.
We could gain minor benefits (e.g., automatic consistency checks for synchronization
rules), but not use the semantic technologies to their full extent.

We can conclude this thesis with the understanding that the design of RTE systems is
an inherently complex problem that requires a thorough understanding of the individual
steps that must be taken to successfully avoid or synchronize redundant data. We
think that our analysis of technical spaces and the bridges between them can provide
guidance for designers of RTE systems. Also, we have shown the practical feasibility
of backpropagation-based RTE and role-based tool integration. Both approaches are
generic and can thus be used for RTE scenarios beyond the ones presented in this thesis.
We are convinced that their essential ideas will affect the future design of RTE systems.

11.3 Future Work

This thesis raised further questions, which could not be addressed yet. We will give a
summary of these according to the structure of the main chapters. First, we identify
questions raised by Chap. 5. Second, prospective paths for backpropagation-based RTE
systems are sketched. Third, potential continuations for applying the semantic technolo-
gies from Chap. 7 are presented, which is followed by a list of open issues for role-based
tool integration. General items for future work can be found at the end of this section.

Automated Bridge Building between Technical Spaces The bridges between techni-
cal spaces that were built during the context of this thesis required a lot of manual work.
Building tools to ease the mapping of concrete languages (e.g., EMFText or OWLizer),
was performed entirely manual. This was mainly caused be the lack of a formal descrip-
tion of the involved technical spaces [164, 154]. If such descriptions were available, the
creation of bridge building tools can probably be automated, at least to a certain degree.
Here, both the description of the properties of technical spaces requires future work, as
well as how to employ these descriptions w.r.t. the automation of bridge building.

Also, more generic methods to extract data from technical spaces are required. For
example, in [286] a configurable model extractor is presented, which allows to obtain
different models from a given technical space by exploiting its reflection capabilities. To
ease building bridges further investigations in this regard are required. The initial results
from [286] show that configurable bridges could allow to bridge spaces more easily.

Beside the creation of bridges, we have seen that criteria and requirements for evalu-
ating the quality and completeness of bridges is essential, in particular in the context of
RTE. Thus, further investigations in this regard are required.

Extending Applicability of PREP Our backpropagation-based RTE approach (PREP)
provides support for non-injective transformations, which is often required for practical
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MDSD processes. However, we have considered mainly compositional transformations
in this context, in particular ones that were based on ISC. While we have also applied
the approach successfully to template-based code generation in Sect. 9.2, the question
is which other compositional transformations are particularly relevant in MDSD. For
example, integrating PREP in ATLAS Model Weaver (AMW) [287], which explicitly
supports model composition, is a candidate for future evaluation.

Beside compositional transformations, the application of PREP to non-compositional
transformations is an open research question. For example, widespread transformation
languages like QVT and ATL need to be examined w.r.t. their behavior. Both employ
pattern matching, which poses special issues when translating changes. The question,
whether the growing number of change propagation options still allows for practical
applications needs to be addressed here. Also, more complex traceability mechanisms
(e.g., hyperedges) may provide better means to capture the complex relations between
elements. Moreover, change propagation rules that refer to concrete transformation rules
instead of basic transformation operators may be required here.

Since PREP depends on the basic operators that are employed by transformation
systems, formal descriptions of such operators as proposed in [288] could be analyzed
w.r.t. their feasibility in PREP. This would allow to automate the decision whether
PREP is feasible for a particular transformation system or not.

One of the main advantages of PREP is its support for non-injective transformations,
which is not provided by bidirectional transformation languages. However, PREP is also
applicable to injective transformations. Thus, the question how bidirectional transfor-
mation approaches and PREP compare in the presence of an invertible transformation
requires more investigations. We have provided some initial points in this regard in
Sect. 6.5.1, but these observations were not exhaustive. In particular the question,
which is more easy to realize from a practical perspective requires further attention.

Integrating Semantic Modeling and Round-Trip Engineering In Chap. 7, we em-
ployed semantic web technologies for the purpose of model synchronization. We have
seen that the specification of formal semantics for concepts can be used to determine re-
lations between domain models. However, we have created these specifications manually,
because they were not readily available. We derived ontologies from EMOF metamodels,
which focus on the definition of abstract syntax. Thus, neither information about the
semantics of individual modeling languages nor across multiple ones was reused. If such
cross-language semantics were provided by modeling languages, the benefit to be gained
could certainly be increased. Synchronization rules that were required to be written
manually, could be derived.

Large-scale Tool Integration with Role Models In Chap. 8, we have presented how to
anticipate future RTE scenarios using role modeling. We have evaluated our approach
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during the implementation of the Refactory tool (cf. Sect. 9.4). The approach proved to
be very successful in this example. However, to gain more insights about the implications
of role-based tool design, further case studies are needed. A first candidate for such an
evaluation is the Dresden OCL toolkit1. The toolkit already employs a so-called pivot
model, which allows to adapt the OCL interpreter to arbitrary modeling languages and
repositories. We believe, that this pivot model can be expressed in terms of a role model
and therefore serve as another example for role-based tool integration.

An aspect of role-based tool integration that has been briefly discussed in Sect. 8.5.3,
but which was not relevant in our evaluation scenario, is data migration. Whenever a
tool integration scenario evolves, the role bindings and groundings can change. Thus, the
physical distribution of features across the integrated role models changes. For example,
attributes may be stored in different role types. If one wants to migrate existing data,
the changes applied to the role binding need to be reflected. This is similar to metamodel
evolution, where existing models must be changed, when metamodels evolve.

For the Refactory tool, this aspect was not relevant, because we adapted the transfor-
mation that implements the refactoring to the models that were subject to refactorings.
The grounding of the role models that correspond to the metamodels of the target lan-
guages in this case, was not changed. The physical representation of the models did not
change. For other RTE applications this is not necessarily true.

Another import point for future work is the analysis of role bindings w.r.t. their
RTE properties. We have seen that such bindings specify how to derive role features
from player features. In general, this can require complex computations. We believe
that dedicated role binding languages can foster this analysis. In contrast to using
general purpose languages to implement role bindings, dedicated languages could allow
to determine bindings which are information preserving and bindings which are not. In
the latter case, tool integrators can still decide whether this is acceptable or not.

Miscellaneous In addition to the open issues that were identified for specific approaches
presented in this thesis, we have collected a number of general questions that need to be
addressed in the context of RTE.

First, we have seen examples where the relations between models do not allow to
apply certain changes. For example, some types of changes may not be representable in
corresponding models or require additional changes to yield a globally consistent set of
models. To account for this situation, one could determine the set of valid edit operations
and design editors such that invalid edits cannot be performed. This could provide a
simple approach to avoid inconsistencies.

Second, we did not consider scenarios where models are edited in a distributed en-
vironment. Concurrent modifications pose additional challenges to build RTE systems.
For example, less fine-grained information about applied changes can be available in such

1http://www.dresden-ocl.org
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scenarios. Also, edits can conflict if models are not reconciled instantly. The former prob-
lem can also be observed if certain kinds of editors (e.g., textual ones) are used, which
do not provide information about individual changes, but rather sequences of models.
For the case of textual editors, the question is whether textual edits (i.e., additions and
deletions of individual characters) can help to compute precise edit sequences.

Third, we assumed that the relations between models are known and can thus be
captured in some kind of synchronization specification. In practice, these relations may
not be obvious at first sight. Rather, redundancies are unconsciously introduced. Thus,
the detection of redundant parts of models needs to be addressed. To do so, clone
detection algorithms can be employed. Such algorithms have already been successfully
applied to detect code clones and can probably be transferred to modeling languages.
Also, custom model matching rules as proposed in [289] could help to discover relations
between models and metamodels.
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A1 Reuseware Reuse Extension for State Machines

1 componentmodel org.reuseware.example.statemachines.statemachines
2 implements org.reuseware.lib.systems.default
3 epackages <http://www.emftext.org/language/minsm>
4 rootclass minsm::StateMachine {
5 // Core
6 fragment role Default if $not name.startsWith(’advice’)$ {
7 port type Rec {
8 minsm::StateMachine.states is hook {
9 port = $self.name$

10 }
11 }
12

13 port type Config {
14 minsm::State is anchor {
15 port = $self.name$
16 }
17 minsm::State.successors is slot {
18 port = $self.name$
19 }
20 }
21 }
22 // Aspect
23 fragment role Default if $name.startsWith(’advice’)$ {
24 port type Contrib {
25 minsm::State is prototype if $not (name.startsWith(’in’) or name.startsWith(’out’))$ {
26 port = $self.owner.oclAsType(minsm::StateMachine).name$
27 }
28 }
29

30 port type Config {
31 minsm::State.successors is anchor if $name.startsWith(’in’)$ {
32 port = $self.name$
33 }
34 minsm::State is slot if $name.startsWith(’out’)$ {
35 mode = $’bind’$
36 port = $self.name$
37 }
38 }
39 }
40 }

Listing A1.1: Reuse extension specification for state machines.
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A2 Ontologies for Petri Nets and Toy Train Models

1 Prefix: rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
2 Prefix: : <http://www.emftext.org/language/petrinet#>
3 Prefix: xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
4 Prefix: petrinet: <http://www.emftext.org/language/petrinet#>
5 Prefix: rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
6 Prefix: owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
7

8 Ontology: <http://www.emftext.org/language/petrinet>
9

10 Class: PetriNet SubClassOf: owl:Thing
11 Class: Node SubClassOf: owl:Thing
12 Class: Arc SubClassOf: owl:Thing
13 Class: Transition SubClassOf: Node
14 Class: Place SubClassOf: Node
15 Class: Token SubClassOf: owl:Thing
16

17 DataProperty: PetriNet_name Domain: PetriNet Range: xsd:string
18 ObjectProperty: PetriNet_nodes Domain: PetriNet Range: Node
19 ObjectProperty: PetriNet_arcs Domain: PetriNet Range: Arc
20

21 DataProperty: Node_name Domain: Node Range: xsd:string
22

23 DataProperty: Arc_name Domain: Arc Range: xsd:string
24 ObjectProperty: Arc_target Domain: Arc Range: Node
25 ObjectProperty: Arc_source Domain: Arc Range: Node
26

27 ObjectProperty: Place_marking Domain: Place Range: Token
28

29 DataProperty: Token_name Domain: Token Range: xsd:string
30

31 DisjointClasses: Token, PetriNet, Node, Arc
32 DisjointClasses: Place, Transition
33

34 Class: __c__PetriNet0_max_1_name
35 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for attribute \’name\’ is not satisfied."
36 EquivalentTo: PetriNet and not ( PetriNet_name max 1 xsd:string )
37

38 Class: __c__Node1_max_1_name
39 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for attribute \’name\’ is not satisfied."
40 EquivalentTo: Node and not ( Node_name max 1 xsd:string )
41

42 Class: __c__Arc2_max_1_name
43 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for attribute \’name\’ is not satisfied."
44 EquivalentTo: Arc and not ( Arc_name max 1 xsd:string )
45

46 Class: __c__Arc3_min_1_target
47 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The min cardinality of \’1\’ for reference \’target\’ is not satisfied."
48 EquivalentTo: Arc and not ( Arc_target min 1 Node )
49

50 Class: __c__Arc4_max_1_target
51 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for reference \’target\’ is not satisfied."
52 EquivalentTo: Arc and not ( Arc_target max 1 Node )
53

54 Class: __c__Arc5_min_1_source
55 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The min cardinality of \’1\’ for reference \’source\’ is not satisfied."
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56 EquivalentTo: Arc and not ( Arc_source min 1 Node )
57

58 Class: __c__Arc6_max_1_source
59 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for reference \’source\’ is not satisfied."
60 EquivalentTo: Arc and not ( Arc_source max 1 Node )
61

62 Class: __c__Token7_max_1_name
63 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for attribute \’name\’ is not satisfied."
64 EquivalentTo: Token and not ( Token_name max 1 xsd:string )

Listing A2.1: OWL ontology for Petri net metamodel.

1 Prefix: rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
2 Prefix: : <http://www.emftext.org/language/rails#>
3 Prefix: xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
4 Prefix: rails: <http://www.emftext.org/language/rails#>
5 Prefix: rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
6 Prefix: owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
7

8 Ontology: <http://www.emftext.org/language/rails>
9

10 Class: Component SubClassOf: owl:Thing
11 Class: Train SubClassOf: owl:Thing
12 Class: Project SubClassOf: owl:Thing
13 Class: Track SubClassOf: Component
14 Class: Switch SubClassOf: Component
15 Class: Port SubClassOf: owl:Thing
16 Class: Connection SubClassOf: owl:Thing
17 Class: Out SubClassOf: Port
18 Class: In SubClassOf: Port
19

20 DataProperty: Component_name Domain: Component Range: xsd:string
21 ObjectProperty: Component_trains Domain: Component Range: Train
22 ObjectProperty: Component_ports Domain: Component Range: Port
23

24 DataProperty: Train_name Domain: Train Range: xsd:string
25

26 ObjectProperty: Project_components Domain: Project Range: Component
27 DataProperty: Project_name Domain: Project Range: xsd:string
28 ObjectProperty: Project_connections Domain: Project Range: Connection
29

30 DataProperty: Port_name Domain: Port Range: xsd:string
31

32 ObjectProperty: Connection_from Domain: Connection Range: Out
33 ObjectProperty: Connection_to Domain: Connection Range: In
34 DataProperty: Connection_name Domain: Connection Range: xsd:string
35

36 DisjointClasses: Connection, Project, Component, Train, Port
37 DisjointClasses: Switch, Track
38 DisjointClasses: In, Out
39

40 Class: __c__Component0_max_1_name
41 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for attribute \’name\’ is not satisfied."
42 EquivalentTo: Component and not ( Component_name max 1 xsd:string )
43

44 Class: __c__Train1_max_1_name
45 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for attribute \’name\’ is not satisfied."
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46 EquivalentTo: Train and not ( Train_name max 1 xsd:string )
47

48 Class: __c__Project2_max_1_name
49 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for attribute \’name\’ is not satisfied."
50 EquivalentTo: Project and not ( Project_name max 1 xsd:string )
51

52 Class: __c__Port3_max_1_name
53 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for attribute \’name\’ is not satisfied."
54 EquivalentTo: Port and not ( Port_name max 1 xsd:string )
55

56 Class: __c__Connection4_max_1_name
57 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for attribute \’name\’ is not satisfied."
58 EquivalentTo: Connection and not ( Connection_name max 1 xsd:string )
59

60 Class: __c__Connection5_min_1_from
61 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The min cardinality of \’1\’ for reference \’from\’ is not satisfied."
62 EquivalentTo: Connection and not ( Connection_from min 1 Out )
63

64 Class: __c__Connection6_max_1_from
65 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for reference \’from\’ is not satisfied."
66 EquivalentTo: Connection and not ( Connection_from max 1 Out )
67

68 Class: __c__Connection7_min_1_to
69 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The min cardinality of \’1\’ for reference \’to\’ is not satisfied."
70 EquivalentTo: Connection and not ( Connection_to min 1 In )
71

72 Class: __c__Connection8_max_1_to
73 Annotations: rdfs:comment "The max cardinality of \’1\’ for reference \’to\’ is not satisfied."
74 EquivalentTo: Connection and not ( Connection_to max 1 In )

Listing A2.2: OWL ontology for toy train metamodel.
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